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MESSAGE 

It was my cherished dream to 
start work on appropriate techno- 
logy in an organised manner all 
over India. For this purpose, I 
had established an appropriate 
technology development unit in 
the Gandhian Institute of Studies, 
Varanasi, in the beginning of 1973. 
It is nice to see the nucieus grow 
into a fully developed Appropriate 
Technology Development Association 

with its headquarters at 

I was very glad to learn that the Association has now 
brought out a Directory of appropriate technology 
machines, tools, plants, equipments, processes and 
industries. I was always of the opinion that appropriate 
technology has got a great roie to piay in the decentral- 
isation o!’ power and wealth. On the one hand it simplifies 
the technology and makes it possible to be taken to bvery 
home and on the other it minimises the drudgery and 
monotony of the workers. This term has a wider application 
and should transcend the narrow limits of hardwarss and 
technical equipment and become the philosophy of life for 
a simple living, for better management of economic and 
social affairs and distribution of wealth and power to the 
people. If we can have suitable low cost machines, plants, 
processes and industries which could be introduced in the 
villages of India in large numbers, the people will have 
sxne productive w>rk t3 do in their homes. 
cxtribute immensely 

It willT;;;J 
t3 the wealth of the nation. 

will be very close to the ideal of Mahatma Gandhi, namely, 
‘production by masses’ as opposed to ‘mass productjon’. 
Mahatma Gandhi had said “every machine that helps every 
individual has a place but there should be no place for 
machines that concentrate power in a few hands and turn 
the masses merely j,to machine minders. if indeed they 
do not make them unemployed”. 

I congratulate the members of the Appropriate Tech- 
nology Development Association for their commendable 
efforts in collecting and collating simple technologies 
frown all orer and pul;ting them together in the form of 
a Directory. I hope that the Association will also show 
untiring seal and effort for irtroducing these equipments, 
processes and industries in large scale in rural areas 

March 23, 1977 Jayaprakash Narayan 
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PBSTRACT 

Appropriate Technology-Directory of Tools, Equipment, Machines. Plants, Pro- 
CesIeS and Industries, first edition, 1977.28P pages. 
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compiete illustrations. designs and drawings. Divided into ten section, comprising. (i) agro- 
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FOREWORD 

The Appropriate Technology Development Association registered under 
the Indian Societies Registration Act, XXI of 1860, during April 1976 is a 
voluntary organisation, engaged in the task of popularising the techniques 
and methods considered useful, practical, econbmical, appropriate and attain.- 
able within the resources of the individuals and the communities, particularly 
in the underdeveloped and backward regions. The Association collaborates and 
coordinates its activities with the institutions and organisations engaged in 
similar types of activities and undertakes pilot experimentation work in cases 
where no suitable agencies or organisations arc available for undertaking such 
action-oriented research projects, which are considered to be of urgent and 
beneficial nature and in the interest of development work, particularly for the 
rural communities. 

A number of definitions have been advanced by the various protagonists 
of low-cost, intermediate, appropriate and alternative technologies and very 
often they are used interchangeably ; but no useful pxurpose can be served by go- 
ing into various hair-splitting niceties until we examine the appropriateness nf 
a given technology in the context of a given situation. It is a well recognised 
fact that certain technologies may be found to !JC appropriate under a set of 
situations, but may be quite inappropriate in other contexts. To a person, 
using primitive tools in his occuplttion, a little improvement oi modification or 
rcplaccmcnt within his resourccs~ may result in improving his working efficiency 
and thus produce some surplus over his present level of earning; even such 
improvements can be lcgitimatcly classified under the category of ‘appropriate 
technology’ in that cont&t, though it may be almost elementary for one who 
has been using more sophistic:,ted types of tools in his profession. A large- 
scale modern technology in its implcmcntatirm may require very heavy capital 
investment, introduce lahour-saving dcviccs, mav need advanced managerial 
and marketing skills, bring ccrnccntration of wcalth’in the hands of those who 
arc responsible to organise it. It may have a due place in an economy, but it 
brings about mass migration and uprooting of rural families, create problems 
of transport, commumcation;, sani.tation, housing and introduce environmental 
hazards, thereby bringing abzut an ecological imbalance in its operation. 
There is mass production and concentration of.wealth in few hands, but there is 
nopn~&tiun by massnr, as labour savicg devices result in the employment of 
comparatively fewer hands. Such a situation is not covered under the caption 
of ‘Appropriate Tcchno!osI ’ as it aimc at intr0ducin.q cfficicnt technol.ogy in a 
decentralised fi~&‘o/r, rcqunxng compartively low capital invcstmcnt and doing 
the greatert ,aoodjh the grentest nnmi,e~ c~fpeoplc or mnvmiti~~r. ‘l’hinkcrs who have 
set up the Association arc quite c!::ar in their minds as to \vhat they aim to 
achieve from its various activities. ‘They feel decentralimtion (?f I&&~~ in the 
context of the Indiaa situation is the only uq and the most,tmcticaZ way of bring- 
ing relief to the village ma?sx who arc groaning under the yoke of poverty. 
Appropriate technology, if suitably introduced, a\,oids migration of the popula- 
tion from the rural arcas to the cities and towns aud ensures more adequate 
distribution of wealth in the countryside. Marc opportunities of employment 
are created. It is to be clearly understood that such improvements are not to 
be brought about at the cost of @ciency. The guiding principle of low capital 
investmen per worker and greater employment opportunities a.re, no doubt, 
kept as the focal points in its activities. 
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There is no doubt that the Association, though in its formative stage, 
has taken up surveys and studies and pilot experimentation in certain 
areas urgently needing the country’s attention, but it has not left out a 
very important subject, i.e., providing the services of a ‘Clearing House’ 
in the field of appropriate technology. There is also no doubt that much 
is to be learnt from the local experiences and a number of individuals 
and orgdnisation-government and voluntary-have gone into the process of 
developing appropriate technology, particularly in recent years! and in their 
own fields have done very commendable and useful work for their introduction 
in the local areas, but their knowledge has, in many cases, remained confined 
to certain specific areas only. What the Association, in its very early delibera- 
tion felt was that it should bring out the &t volume of a Directory which may 
deal with the simple methods, techniques, gadgets, industrial technologies 
which have stood the test of time, so that useful and effective techniques 
practised in particular regions may be suitabIy transferred and applied in other 
parts of the countrJ~. All the members were requested to give all possible 
information in different fields of appropriate technology to th.; eice c,f the 
Association and Mr. M. M. Hoda, the Executive Director, was .4F:ned the 
responsibility to get in couch with the various organisations and :r!di.viduais, 
obtniil information from them and compile such information in z,cordance 
with a set of lines agreed to Mr. Hoda, who has considerable exper.:nce as a 
professional and has attended 20 the similar work elsewhere, has carried out 
this task with admirable urgency and has prepared the first draft which has 
been vettf-2’ ;ind further improved upon by the Technical Committeee and is 
now read)- to be sent to the press. He deserves great appreciation of the 
Association for this work. 

Thanks are extended to the members of the Technical Committee, parti- 
cularly, to Mr. A. K. Karan, Mr. Radhakrishna, Mr. M. Akram, Mr. V. S. 
Mathur and Mr. Bhagwant Singh who suggested new items to be included in 
the Directory. 

Special thanks are extended to Mr. M. K. Garg, who brought forth his 
vallicd and seasoned experiences, particularly, in the field of mini-sugar and 
mini-pottery and thereby extended a new emphasis for pilot experimentation 
which the Association is at present planning to undertake in the field of mini- 
spinning technology. He has contributed substantially in the preparation of 
this directory. 

Thanks are extended to Intermediate Technology Development Group, 
London; Khadi and Village Industries Commission, Bombay; Council of 
Scicntihc and Industria! Research, New Delhi; National Building Organisa- 
tion, New Delhi; Plan&g R.fzscarch & Action Institute, Lucknow; Allahabad 
Agricultural In:,titutc, Naiui, Ailahabad; Agricultural University, Ludhiana; 
Gram Xrman Mauda!, Sl~okhodcora, Bihar; VITA, UNICEF, New Delhi; 
Literacy House, Lucknow; Forczt Research Institute, Dehradun; Andhra 
Pradesh Agricultural University, Hyderabad; Small Industries Development . 
Organisation, New Delhi; Friends Rural Centrc, Rasulia; Agricultural Research 
Tools Centre, Bardoli; Khadi Prayog Samiti, Ahmadabad, etc. etc. who were 
good enough to give us the bcncfit of their various publications and technologies 
developed by them and are being extended to other areas. But for their help 
this Directory, in its present form, could not have been brought out by the 
Association. 

The Association is fully alive to the short-coming or Volume I of this 
Directory as the limitation of time and its resources have stood in its fuller and 
more comprehensive preparation ; but it will be appreciated that it is our 
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maiden attempt and the second volume, the work on which has already begun, 
would provide still more useful and practical information so that agencies and 
individuals engaged in the pioneering work of popularising appropriat~e techno- 
logy in the rural areas may be benefited and the advantages of its efforts 
may be extended to wider areas in the interest of the development of the coun- 
try. If this Directory is able to serve the purpose even to a small extent, the 
Association will feel encouraged that it has made a goad beginning and a beganning 
in the right direction to serve the masses in this important field of activity which 
would go a long way in ameliorating the present imbalanced growth and result 
in the dispersal of technology in the rural areas with a sense of urgency 
and speed. 

RAM DAS 
December 11, 1976. Chairman 

,, ,,::z ,,, 
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INTRODUCTION 

For a balanced and healthy development of India, progress must essenti- 
ally come to villages, backward areas and weaker sections of the society. 
Mahatma Gandhi said about half a century ago : ‘India lives in villages, 
if villages perish India perishes too.’ It was for this reason that Gandhi laid 
emphasis on rural development and on the improvement of technology of 
village crafts and industries, giving a new turn to the meaning of industries, 
industrialisation and machinery. He made Charkha (spinning wheel) a symbol 
of technology suitable for Indian conditions which can go to every Indian 
house. 

Weste:n technoiogy, imported in India is not alw?y% ihe best, even in 
its limited sense of maximising production, and profit and 1s definitely not appro- 
priate to Indian conditions in all cases. Imported and copied from the West, 
it is too expensive, complicated and beyond the reach of the most of the Indian 
people. On the other hand, the indigenous and traditional technologies like 
potter’s wheel, cobbler’s needles and thread and weaver’s loom are very 
inefficient and wasteful of skill and time. A systematic search and research is, 
therefore, needed in India to upgrade a.nd improve the efficiency and products- 
vity of the traditional equipment so that the frui:.s of technology are shared by 
nll and the whole uf the Indian working force could contribute its best in 
production and augmenting the national wealth and ensuring its fair distri- 
bution amongst all. 

Introduction of improved tools, equipment and processes and better 
technology is the lirst priority for effective development and progress of the 
country. Special efforts are to be made to re-establish the decaying industry 
and crafts of the villages and small towns in order to create new and better job 
opportunities. In the competitive economy of today, economic transformation 
can be brought about only by giving better technologies to the peasants, crafts- 
men and artisans most of whom are still working under serious handicaps with 
primitive and inefficient types of tools and equipments. Some work has been 
done in this field and new techniques, tools and processes have been developed 
in some regions but they remain confined and do not find the media to 
fazilitatc their adoption in other regions. There’ is a great need therefore for 
the documentation of such tcchniqucs, processes, tools and equipments which 
have been developed and found successful, and for disseminating this infor- 
mation to as wide a public as possible. 

It ought to be made clear that we arc not advocating in reality a new 
technolygy. The real idea is to collect information on the most suitable and 
appropriate technology for the weaker sections and the backward areas which 
already exists, in order to help them to choose from these equipments. 
One difficulty of implementing the idea of appropriate technology is the lack 
of articulation of the real needs from the field level. One of the reasons for 
this is that until people are aware that there is a range of technological choice, 
problems are bound to be defined in terms of such western or widely advertised 
equipment and technology as are familiar and available. 

The experts of appropriate technology like the late Dr. D. R. Gadgil, 
Dr. Schumacher and others have suggested three ways of arriving at appro- 
priate technology solutions, namely : (1) improving the traditional and indi- 
genous technology; (2) adopting after modification the current technology. 



This includes descaling of large-scale industries; and (3) inventing new techno- 
logy like solar equipment or revivirT.3 forsaken technology like wind-mill and 

‘:, 

water wheel. 

This Directory is an attempt to collect information on all the three appro- 
aches. The collection is purely illustrative and does not claim to be exhaustive. 
Its endeavour is to illustrate appropriate technology by examples and to 
“bridge the gap” which keeps the Indian villages cut off from each other’s 

,,:~, 
,::’ 

experiences. There are some very good tools, equipments, techniques and :‘:,‘,: 

processes devised in a particular region of India, but there may not ‘be :’ :, 
effective channels through which persons living in other parts can learn about 
them easily and benefit from them. 

~, 
It is hoped that the Directory will serve 

this purpose. This is meant for the use of field level workers, agents of change 
in the rural areas, voluntary workers and others who are fairly educated to 
read the drawings and the description of the equipment and processes and are 
able to iranslate them into action. 

,,, 

The first volume of this directory (there have to be many more volumes 
on a continuing basis to include all such equipments which have been invented 
in many places) is just an initial attempt to bring together a few samples of 
appropriate technology and service industries and include ideas collected 
from various sources. As has already been mentioned, it is just illustrative. 
I dm quite aware of the shortcomir;gs that many better technologies and pro- 
cesses evolved could not be included due to various reasons. This is our serious 
limitation. But it is proposed that another volume will be brought out by the 
Association soon with as many items as can be collected from sources inside 
and outside the country, which may make up the deficiency to some extent. 

I am grateful to my colleagues in the Association and the staff, especially to 
Mr. J. A. Siddiqui for painstakingly collecting technical information, preparing 
initial drawings, besides doing other liaison work and to Mr. A. Bari, Office 
AManager, for typing the draft many times which was being corrected and modi- 
fied till the time of going to the press. I am also indebted to various agencies 
and individuals who have been good enough to send me very useful and up-to 
date information on various aspects of the appropriate technology. I am 
cspzcially thankful to the Technical Committee of the Association, which has 
,goae through the draft of this volume ,and made a number of suggestions an:; 
modifications, thereby improving its layout, presentation and contents. Spe&i 
thanks are due to Dr. Ram Das, Chairman of the Association, who has taker, 
much pains in going through the draft and has made immense improvement 
in its language and content, besides making a nun:r>er of modifications a,,nd 
additions. His valuable guidance and advice on every oc,casion was a great 
source of strength for mc. 

Mu M. HODA 
Exec utive Director 
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Agro-Tools znd implements 



INTRODUCTION 

The ordinary hancl tools like ‘khurpa’ and implements like ‘Desi’ plough 
are quite primitive, cumbersome, inefficient and expose the workers and the 
bullocks to fatigue and drudgery. Much experimentation has gone +nto the 
process and some handy tools and implements have been developed which are 
cheap, easy to handle, are more efficient in work performance, produce greater 
surpluses and do not expose the workers and the bullocks to such fatigue. 
Far more however remains to be done to improve all the tools and implements 
which are in vogue in different regions of the country including those of hilly 
and plateau tracts, yet in many areas the improved tools and implements meet 
the local demand. Some of the impr~oved on.es arc discussed in the following 
chapter to bring home the point that, with lit& additional costs which arc 
within the resources of the local people, the efficiency and performance could 
be greatly improved and the element of fatigue and drudgery reduced. 

Further information on improved agricultural tools and implements can 
be obtained from the following :- 

~’ ‘. 
1. Central government’s agricultura~&+eering wor!cshops 

2. States’ departments of agriculture 

3. States’ agricultural universities 

4. States’ agricnlturai engineering workshops 

5. Local private dealers enga,;ed i:i ;‘h; manufactnrc of hand tools, 
garden tools, iron ploughs, culti vatc;rs, water pumps, engines, tincshers and 
hand operated and bullock drawn implements. 

6. Local voluntary organisations and individuals engs.gcd in rcsctirch 
and design work pertaining to tools and agricultural implements. 

7. Others 



GARD,EN TOOLS 

(Figures relate to Plates Z, IA, ZB, ZC) 

Contact Agency : The Agricultural Tool Research Centre, Krishi 
Yantryalaya, Bardoli, Gujarat. 

The above mentioned agency has developed some useful tools and 
implements. They are dealt with in the following :- 

I. Double hoe with three prongs It is a tool for digging, weeding, 
collecting weeds and preparing plots, etc. It is 7.5” high and 2.5” wide with 
22” long wooden handle. At the other end, it has three prongs, each of l/4” 
thickness (fig. 1, Plate I). 

Price : Rs. lo/- 

2. Leveller : It is used for preparing seed-beds for nurseries and for 
levelling beds for vegetable. It is 10” long, 1.5” high with 22” long wooden 
handle. (Fig. 2, Plate I). 

Price: Rs. 5/- 

3. Furrower : It makrs ridges and furrows for sowing seeds and for 
preparing seedlings. Sowing of the vegetable seeds can be done on the ridges 
and watering in the furrows, for keeping soil opened. It is 4” high, 3” wide 
with 22” long handle. Angle of the blade with the handle is 90”. (Fig. 3, 
Plate IA). 

P rice : Rs. lo/- 

4. Furrow Opener : It is used exclusively for opening furrows for 
sowing seeds. It is 1. 5” wide, 4”high with 22” long handle. Angle with the 
handle is 70”. (Fig. 4 Plate IA). 

Price: Rs. 8/- 

5. Spade 

(i) Method of Construction: 11’ x 6” x 1 /S” mild steel plate is cut 
into the shape given. 318” wide cuttin.g edge should be made all 
round on the dotted limz marked D. The shoulders are bent 
at right angle on dotted line C. A clamp H for fitting the 
handle is made of another plate 13/4”~3/8” and rivetted on 
the main body of the spade with four rivets. Handle can be 
made from 1 l/2” to 1 314” round solid bamboo, 5 ft. long which 
is fitted in the round portion of the clamp. (Fig. 5, Plate IB). 

(ii) How operated: The handle is held firmly with both the hands 
with the tlat side towards the operator. The blade is pushed 
Firmly in the ground in an upright position. Immediately after 
that one of the feet is put on the shoulder of the spade and pushed 
deeper, pulling the spade towards the operator one can work more 
and for longer hours with less &tigue. An excellent tool for 
digging irrigated land, for making furrows, fbr weedmg and for 
dram making, etc. 

Price: Rs. lo/- 



4 
6. Weeding Hoe 

(i) Method of manufacture: Blade (A) is made of carbon and 
steel 2 l/2” x 6”. It can be easily made from the scrap knife plate 
of the ginning machine. The 6” length portion is sharpened. 

A rod (B) l/2” round and 9 l/2” long is flattened at one end and rivetted 
in the middle of the blade. The other end of the rod is rivetted on the 
pipe (C). 

Pipe (C) is made of 16 Swg. M. S. Sheet. It is made semi- circular 
and rivetted on to the rod, the end of which is flattened and made round 
of the same circumference as the pipe. 

The blade makes an angle of 70” with the axis of the pipe, in which 
a handle made of solid bamboo 5 ft. long is inserted and nailed. (Fig. 6, Plate IC). 

(ii) How operated: This tool has been designed to enable a person to 
carry out weeding work in standing position. The blade is 
pushed into the ground and pulled towards the operator. 

Price: R~s. lo/- 
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PLATE 1 

Fit. 1. OOUBLE HOE WITH THREE PRONGS. 

FIG. 2. LEWELLER 
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DUSTER 

(Figures relate to Plate II) 

Contact Agency; Agricultural Tool Research Centre, Bardoli, Gujarat. 

Introduction: This duster of a simple design is useful equipment for 
spraying insecticide and pesticide in small backyard kitchen gardens. This can 
be easily fabricated by village blacksmiths and carpenters. 

Constmction: The powder container is 6” long and 4 l/2” dia. 
made of 26 swg. galvanised ilon sheet (Fig. 1). Cone B is fixed to the 
container 1” from the top. Two tubes D, and D, both 13” long and 1” dia. 
arc fixed to the cone, and are made of 28 to 30 swg. sheet. They are 
made in two parts to facilitate handling and transport. Face E is made of 
a 5” sheet and is foldrd from three sides and rivetted. The outside portion 
is 4 l/Z” to 5” long. The face is bent a little inwards, so that the powder may 
hit the face and spread like dust. A valve is fitted underneath the bellows, 
which operas UD when the air goes to the container and closes when the bellows 
draws the air in. When the bellows is operated, the air goes inside the 
container .4, through the valve and the air pressure forces the powder out. 

The bellows is made from two ovnl shaped wooden pieces of 9” x 4” x 3,‘Y 
size. (Fig. 3 and 4). Both the ends are made circular of radius 3” and 2” 
respectively. Both the wooden pieces are joined by an oil cloth J. The oiI 
cloth is fixed in such a way that the bzllows on one side opens 10” wide and on 
t!~lc other side it is fixed 10 the pieces by means of leather strap and nails. The 
oil cloth and the leather strap should be fixed in such a way that it is air tight. 
On the upper side, a handle K is fitted to operate the bellows. On the lower 
portion a semi-hemispherical bowl is fitted with three screws. The air comes 
in through the hole in H inside which the valve is fitted. When the bellows is 
opened, the air comes in through three holes provided in the wooden piece, the 
valve of which closes when the bellows is pressed. (Fully assembled duster is 
shown in Fig. 2) 

.How to operate : 
On the top of the powder container A, bellows J is fitted. The bellows is 

joined to the container bv latch G. The latch is opened and the bellows is taken 
out before filling the container with powder. The powder is filled up to a level 
below tube C. The powder comes vdt through the cone B and tube C. A rope 
or strap is fitted in F and the duster is hung by the shoulder. One hand is kept 
on the bellows and by the other hand pipe D is held. The powder can be 
sprinkled in any direction. When the bellows is pressed, the air pressure forces 
the powder in the container to pass through tubes C, D,, D, and to come out 
through the &e E and spread in the field with the a,ir. 

Price: Rs. 20!-. 
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HOLLOF;U EARTH AUGER 

(Figures relate to Plate III) 

Contact Agency: Agricultural Tool Research Centre, Bardoli, Gujarat. 

Introduction: This implement is used for digging holes in the field, 
either for fixing poles for fencing or for localised cultivation to save fertilizer 
and irrigation water. The whole field need not be ploughed and manured: 

Method of Construction: 

(a) Semi circular blades and container-2 
Two plates 11” x 6” x l/S” arc cut in shape as in figure K. Edges 
G and H arc zharpenrd up to 3/8” from the back side and formed 
into blz,des. Both the plates arc rounded up in semi-circular 
form of about 6” dia. At the dotted lint in (Figure 2), the edge 
G is turned at an ang-le of 45”. Edze H should also be turned in 
walds near the tip. Both the semi-&cular contamers should now 
bc piaccd face to far.2 and any defect rectified. The cutting edges 
of the auger should 1~: like the cutting edges of a drill, i. e., the 
cutting edge sl:ould be ii: the front. 

(I~) Fixing .ctnjj: 1 l/Z” :< l/2” flat bar is bent in the form as shown in 
(Fig. 3). There sho;ild SC: three holes on both sides to take 
l/4” ccrc:v. The holes should be counter-sunk. In the upper 
side of the strip a flange C containing the handle is bolted. 

(c) Handle: Handle is made WC of 3/4” dia. pipe which is 2 l/ 2ft. loi;g. 
The uppx end is threaded on to a T. On both sides of the T 9” 
long pipes nre threaded on, which facilitate rotating of the auger. 
(A fully completed auger is shown in Fig. 1) 

How operated: When a shallow, not too deep, hole is to be dug, the 
hollow earth sager can be used. The auge? i$ to !x kep; !!pri,~~ht op, the place 
where hole is to bc duy. ‘The handle F is then rotated clockwise. The two 
blades at the bottoln cut ihe cnrth and take up tlx dug-up soil in the two serni- 
circular containers :I. As the hole goes dccpcr, rhe bl&s cut the hole and 
lxake it of a fixed diamctcr. IT the upper crust is too hnld, the upper portion 
may be loosened by mca!x of a s?adc before usin,? the auger. Wher: the 
container is fuli of excavated soil, the auger man bc taken out and the soil 
emptied. Thr crnpty auger should again bc plxcd ‘in position to make the 
hole deeper. 

The auger can also bc used in barren land fijr digging 2 to 3 ft. deep 
hole and for planting saplings. This saves one from the trouble 07 preparing 
the whole barren land. Tt can also be used fi:,r digging holes for fixing poles 
and pillars. 

Price : Rs. 35 
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SEED CUM FERTILIZER DRILL 

(Figures relate to Plate IV) 

Contact AgerzEy : Allahabad Agricultural Institute, Naini, Allahabad. 

Introduction: The need for a seed and fertilizer drill particularly to 
sow high yielding varieties of wheat in addition to sowing other crops is greatly 
felt these days. High yielding varieties of wheat are recommended to have 
row to row distance of 4 l/2” or 5 l/2”. In addition to that, seeding with fertilizer 
is also necessary to save two operations and also to save wastage of fertilizer. 

~Constmetioa: The seed-cum-fertilizer has the follo&ng parts and 
is fabricated as follows: 

(i) Furrow openers: There are six furrow openers of the same shape and 
size. The distance between the openers are adjustable and thev are 
removable. The number can be reduced to suit the soil conditions 
and draftability of different types of bullocks. 

(ii) Seed Box : The seed box is partitioned with a removable plank and 
one half is fitted wi.th six metering devices for the seed and the other 
half with six metering devices for the fertilizers. The seed and 
fetilizer metering devices have small lids in the box to cover or shut 
off any number of seed metering aud fertilizer metering units. ( Fig. 1 
and 2 show the front and rear view of the drill j 

How to operate : The lids of the seed metering devices arc closed and 
the box filled with fcrtilizcr. All the tubes from the fertilizer metering units 
are attached to the furrow-openers. The fertilizer is applied at whatever 
depth and in whatever quantity it may be required. 

‘To carry out the &m&g operation, all the fcrtilizcr from the box is 
remo\;ed and the lid of the fertilizer metering device is closed. The box is 
lilled, with seed to be sown. 
furrow openers are attached. 

All the tubes from seed metering units to the 

row to row distance. 
The furrow-openers are adjusted at the desired 

The advantage of the system is that the width of the seed drill covered 
is doubled in comprison with other designs, which have only 3 furrow-openers 
for seed and 3 furrow-openers for fertilizer. 

For drilling crops such as paddy, the box should be partitioned and 3 
furrow-openers be used for dropping fertilizers and 3 for sowing paddy, as in the 
case of paddy the usual row distance is about 9”. Furrow openers for fertilizer 
may bc adjusted to drop fcrtilizcr at whatever distance and depth from the 
seed is recommended. 

For sowing sorgham or maize the row to row distance may be 18”-21” 
or even more, and the same practice may be adopted as in the case of paddy, 
except for closing the lids of the middle fertilizer metering as well as the seed 
metering unit. 

Precaution: While using the seed-cum-fertilizer drill, check should be 
exercised to see once in a while if the seed is dropping regularly and 
at the right depth. 

Price : Rs. 200/- approx. 
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HAND SEED DRILL 

( Figures relate to Plate V) 

Contact Agency: Agricultural Tool Research Centre, Bardoli, Gujarat. 

Introduction: A simple one row seed drill is shown in Plate V, which 
can be easily manufactured by a village blacksmith. 

Method of manufacture: 

It essentially consists of the following parts: 

(a) Funnel A (Fig. 1) 
(b) Pipe B (Fig. 3) 
(c) Ftirow opener C (Fig. 4) 
(d) Pole 0 (Fig. 5) 
(c) Rope E (Fig. 2) 
(f) Shoulder strap F (Fig. 6) 
(gj Clips and rings (Fig. 7) 

Funnel a:>d pipe can be made from an old pump used to take out kerosene 
oil from tin. At one end of the pipe, furrow opener C is inserted, at the 
other end on the top a ring with a hook is fixed which takes the rope E, which 
is tied at the other end to the pole and the shoulder strap. Pole D is 
fixed to the pipe by means of an iron clamp. 

How operated: 

The implement is worked by two persons. One man pulls the 
implement putting a cross belt F on his shoulder and holding pole D. 
Another man holds the pipe and pours seed or fertilizer through the 
funnel. The seed or fcrtilizcr passes through pipe B and is implanted through 
the furrow opener C. 

Price: Rs. 25/- 
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PLANT PULLER 

(Figures relate to Plate VI ) 

Contact Agency: Agricultural ToeI Research Centre, Bardoli, Gujarat. 

Introduction: It is a very simple and ingenious d&ice to pull out roots 
of the plants like arhars sugarcane, kapas, etc. It can be very easily made 
from scrap materials by the village black smiths. 

Method of Construction: 

The arm AB is made of 1 l/2” x l/2” mild steel flat. It is best made from 
the tyre, which is used for the wheels of tonga and carts. It is available in 
12 ft. length, of which three arms can be made. 

Jaw GE is made in semi-circular form out of 1 l/2” x l/2” mild steel and 
19” long. The end G is made in the form of a jaw and end E is used as a 
fulcrum. (Fig. 4). 

Another M. S. Flat 1 112” x l/2” x 10” is bent in the form of jaw F to 
couple with jaw G. Both the jaws are bolted with l/2” dia. and 2” long bolt. 
(Fig. 5 and Sj. 

The upper em! of arm F is revittcd to the arm at C by S/l@’ dia. rivet. 
Another strip H (Fig. 3) is rivetted to the lower rivets and rests on the head 
of bolt D, to hold it in position, so that it may not get loosened. ( Completed 
Plmt Puller is .rhown in Fig. 2 ) 

How operated: 

The plant stem near the root is tightly held between jaws F and G. 
With E acting as fulcrum, the person operating, pulls arm A towards himself. 
(Fig. 1). Cotton and arhar plant stem can be thus easily pulled out, facilitat- 
ing the ploughing of the field afterwards. Two acres of land can be easily 
managed in one day by one person. 

Price: Rs. 25/- 
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Contact Agenv: Allahabad Agricultural Institute, Naini, Allahabad, U.P. 

Introduction: There was a great need for designing a mechanical 
potato digger, drawn by bullocks to overcome the time-consuming and mono- 
tonous process of harvesting potatoes and other root crops like shakarqand 
(sweat potatoes) etc., which involve hard manual labour with tools like spades, 
hoes, etc. The potato dagger of this design helps in reducing labour costs, ensures 
quicker operation, and increases the margin of profit for the growers. 

The principle on which the potato digger has been designed is to shear 
the soil in the horizontal plane below the depth to which potato tubers are 
formrd to lift the soi! along with the tuber on a grading frame through which 
the tubers would be separated from the soil and left at the rear side of the 
digger. The design ensures simple construction, minimum damage to the 
tubers, c!og-free operation, placement of the tubers on the surface of the soil 
and desirable draft. 

Method of construction: ‘The digger consists of four basic parts, viz. 
(i) share (Fig. 2), (ii) grading frame or platform (Fig. l), (iii) goose neck 
short settle beam (Fig. I), (iv) .h k s a er 

(Fig. 3). 
wheel, with legs under the grading 

platform. 

(i) 

(ii) 

The share is 43 cm. wide and 38 cm. long, oval in shape for digging 
and uprooting the tubers. 

The grading frame orplatform consists of L/i. S. rod of I, .9 cm. size 
welded to a bar adjacent to the share and has sheet metal guarts on 
both sides to guide the material passing over to the sides. It is a 
hinged frame and goes up and down due to the falling action of the 
shaker wheel. 

(iii) The shaker wheel is a 26 cm. dia. and 6 cm. wide wheel having 5 
curved legs of 9 cm. each, situated under the middle of the grading 
frame. The whole grading frame drops by 9 cm. imparting force 
to the soil havin,g tubers. Due to the rapid falling ac!ion of the 
grading Frame the tubers are separated from the soil. 

(iv) Acce.csorie.r consist of the beam, which is goose neck ~,ype, gauge wheel 
and small shovel. The goosc neck beam is made ofiV.S. flat of 7.5 cm. 
x 1.5 cm and about 130 cm. The share is fixed on the lower 
end of the bcnm and the upper end has a nautical hitch for 
depth control. Witi the bran:, thcrc arc two wooden haudlcs for 
operating and balancing tbc diggers. 
wheels attached to tlrc beam. 

Also, thrrc arc two gauge 
The dep:h of the gallgc whcrl and 

ANIMAL DRAWN POTATO DIGGER 

( Figures relate to Plate VII ) 

their distances from each other arc adjustable. One of them moves 
over I!IC ridge and the other in the furrow which provides 
balance and assisis in di:pth control. A small shovel-like struciurc 
is also fixed ri,e$t in front -of the sham to d&g and loo::en till: c~o~wn 
of ti~c ridge wit!1 the weeds ;rl~tl potato plants to a\-rlid hindl:mncc 
to the soil with crcepcrs ;nd weeds sticking to and around tl~c 
beam. 
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How to operate: A pair of bullocks and two persons are required to 

operate the potato digger. The necessary adjustments to gauge wheel and 
vertical hitch are done, accorr!i,tg to the requirements. The digger digs the 
complete ridge upto the depth of the tuber formation. The oval shaped 
share cuts and lifts up the soil along with the tubers on the grading frame 
which has a jerking action due to the rolling wheels ( shaker ) having 
legs about 9 cm. long. Due to the jerks given by the falling grading frame, 
the tubers arc separated from the soil lumps and fall behind. Later the potatoes 
are picked up in baskets. 

Perfoor~nance: Depth of the cut 15-20 cm. 

Width of the cut 50 cm. 

Total draft 140-200 kg. 

Price Rs. 200.00 approx. 
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MU!3 PURPOSE HAND QFERATED 
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OPERATED iW%&lENT 



A MUtTfPUXPOSE HAND OPERATED IMPLEMENT 
~~j 

~,,, 
(Figures r&e to Plate VZZZ) 

Contact Agency : Allahabad Agricultural Institute, Naini, Allahabad. 
,/ ( ( 

‘,, :,i 

Introdnctiolt: Sometimes an implement capable of being operated 
by one person, is badly needed, r~ work on kitchen gardens, small fields and 
vegetable garden?. Such a multi-purpose hand operated implement is described 

‘,’ 

below, to which various equipments like plough, sweep or drill can be attached. 

Description: This implement can be constructed very easily according 
,, 

to the drawings given. It consists of a wheel and a handle. !iny type of attach- 
ment like plough or harrow or seed drill equipment could be attached to this 
implement. Five different types of attachments have been fitted to meet the 
various requirements, namely (1) plough, (2) cultivatrz (rake type), (3) culti- 
vator (sweep type), (4) sweep (harrow type), (5) seed drill. The plough attach- 
ment can plough and harrow 6 cm. deep and 6(? cm. wide. Cultivator rake 
collects grass from the ploughed land and break5 clods satisfactorily. The 
cultivator (sweep type) has three sweeps and covers 20.5 cm. width. The basic 
purpose of this cultivator is to break the top crust of iand and pulverise it to a 
depth of about 6 cm. It also cuts grasses in the field. The sweep with its shape 
like arrow head penetrates into the soil and loosens it very easily and can be 
used for inter-culture. 

Fig. 1 shows the implement attached with seed irili, while Fig. 2 shows 
it attached with the plough. 

The seed drill can plant wheat, gram, peas, bajra and mustard satis- 
factorily. 

This multipurpose hand operated farm implement can play a vital role 
in different operations as a primary and secondary tillage implement in the hilly 
track as well as home gardens. 

Price : Rs. 100 Approx. 



LOCAL FRUIT PICKER 

(Figures relate to Plate IX) 

Introduction: Somctimcs it becomes very difficult to pluck fruits from 
trees like mangoes, apples, etc. Even if a person gets on the top of the tree, 
some of the branches are very fragile and thin which might give way under 
the weight. It is, therefore, necessary that some type of contrivance is used so 
that fruits can be plucked from any branch standing on th,e ground. Frrit 
picker described below is one of such contrivances which can be very easdy 
made anywhere. 

Construction: Ta,kc a bamboo part of three knots. ‘Cut out its uppcx 
;a.cd. lower knots. Then from th.e top, the bamboo is sliced into 6 to 8 slices as 
shown in Fig, 3. Woodell pieces are then hammered inside the sliced portion 
so that it ‘becomes tafermg. These can easily hold medium size fruits like 
an&z5 or mangoes ins& the cavity formed. An extension stick or bamboo is 
t&n attached. to the bamboo pieces a.nd. can be made long enough to reach any 
branch of a tall tree. Fig. 5 shows how mango is plucked by means of fruit 
picker one at a time and then placed on tbc ground. without d.amnging the 
fruit. 

Price: The cost is nf,t more than Rs. 2. A bamboo pole costs about 
Rs. 2, but in a village it can bc had free of cost. 



A MAN IS PLUCKING MANGO BY 
FIG.4 USING A FRUIT PtCKER 
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SEED DRESSER 

(Figures relate to Plate X) 

Introduction: It is an ingenious device to mix a few ingredients or to 
tumble materials manually by hand. 

Constrm~tion: A drum of 35 cm. dia. and 46 cm, length (other sizes 
can also be chosen according to the necessity and convenience) is mounted on 
a horizontal spindle in such a way that the larger diagonal of the drum coincides 
with the spindle. The spindle itself is mounted horizontally on two bearings 
with a handle attached to it on one end. The bearings are mounted on two 
stands on two sides. At one end of the drum, a small door is provided which 
can be closed tightly. Front and side eievation of the dresser is shown in the 
figure. 

How to operate: The materials to be mixed like seed and fertilizer or 
the materials to bc tumbled with saw dust or other polishing materials axe plxed 
inside the drum in which two fins are provided all along the length. After 
the door has been closed tightly, the handle is rotated rapidly. Due to the 
eccentric placement of the drum the upper portion comes down and the lower 
portion goes rp at the time of each revolution and thus jolts the materials 
very rapid!y mside rhc drum mixing them with each other wry quickly. 
The matermls can also be inspected after opening the door and when they arc 
found to be thoroughly mixed or polished., as the cake may be, they can be taken 
out through the same door. 

Price: The cost of fabricatiog such a machine in the village will be 
about Rs. 25. 
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ANIMAL DRAWN GROUND NUT HARVESTER PICKER 

(Figures relate to Plate XII) 
,,~, 

Contact dgeucy: Andhra Pradesh Agricultural University, Rajendranagar, 
Hyderabad. 

Introduction : Groundnut is an important commercial crop in our 
country. The conventional method ofharvesting groandnut is to pull the plant 
manually. This con~~m~~ a lot of labour and time and subjects workers to 
drodgccry and monotony. Th e animal drawn groundnut harvester is, therefore, 
an appropriate equipment to bc used in this country for harvesting groundnut. 

Construction: The implement consists of a frame, two ground wheels, 
n harvesting plate with lifting and lowering mechanism, a picker roller, a tray, 
a tail wheel, a driving mechanism and a hitch. Full working drawings of the 
implement have not been provided here but an idea ofits construction and work- 
ing can bc had from the attached diagrams. (Plate XII). The persons interested 
should approach the Agricultural University to get full working drawings for 
manufacture. The implement consists of a frame, two ground wheels, a cutting 
blade with lifting and lowering mechanism, a picker roller and a tray 
operated by a pa.ir of animals and two persons. The implement could hax?ez 
about 0.6 hcctarcs of groundnut during an eight-hour day. 

Price: Rs. 5@0/-Approx. 
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Hand Tools and Equipment 

For 
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INTRODUCTION 

A variety of crafts and industries exist in the vil!ages of India from times 
immemorial. The skill of the workcrs am! the artisans converts m.ateri,-1s avail- 
able for little or no cost into artic!es ofgreat xJue. 
hers in the country as well as outside 

They we sold in large num- 
The products are made by using hand 

tools like hammers, chisels, carpenter’s tools, blacksmith’s forges, found&s and 
such other equipments. These tools and cquipnxnts are not worked by mealls 
of mechanised power or external energy sourcw. 
principles oilevers, inclined pla.ncs, screws, etc., 

They are based on the simpie 
which help the workers to con- 

vert the raw materials into products of great utility and beauty. Very littlr:, 
however, has been done to improvc these tools without in any way sacriiicinq their 
simplicity. The artisans and workers have been working fey ccnturics x&i, the 
same set of toois and equipments. Sometimes in the urbnn industries, some 
improved tools and equipments 3.w used but few attempts arc nradc to introduce 
them into the rural areas. TI 1~17, on one hand, there is a need lix the scientists 
and technologists to work on the improvement of hand tools 2nd cquipmcnts lbr 
crafts and indurtrics, and, on the other, to introduce them into the villages. 

Scmc of the tools and equ~ipnlcnts h.aw been dcscribcd in this section to 
highlight the wed for the adaptation and adoption. of these tools in tlrc rural 
areas and for further improvement of the hand tools of other crafts and industries. 



HAND TOOLS FOR METAL WORKING 

(Figures refer to Plates XIII and XIZIA) 

Introduction: Hand tools are aids to the workers and can be consid.ered 
as extension of their limbs to enable them to perform work of a nature which 
ordinary limbs like hand, foot, teeth. nails, cannot do. They improve their strength 
for lifting, rotating, c-utting and other properties, by using the principles of lever, 
screws, pulley-block?, etc. A right selection of hand tools, and their right use will 
greatly increase the workers’ efficiency and productivity. Some of the common 
hand tools for metal working are described in the following paragraphs. They 
are available from all recogmzed dealers and are a great improvement over the 
traditional ones which are not so efficient as the improved ones. 

Vice: The common tool for holding job for carrying out operations on 
t!lem is the Engineers ?arallcl Jaw Bench Vice. (Pig. 1). The body and tire 
sliding jaw arc m2.d.e of cast iron. The faces are made of tool steel with teeth 
cut on them alId screwed to the jaws. The other parts are made of steel. 

The job has to be set in the centre of the jaws z.nd the handle revolved 
anti1 the job is gripped tightly between the jaws. The operations of chipping, 
filing, balding, tapping, punching, etc. are then carried out on the job. Vice 
fxilitatcs the working, and keeps both the hands of the operator free. 

Hammer: A ball-pane hamper is the most commonly used hammer, 
which form? an indispensable part of z worker’s tool kit. (Fig. 3). It is used for 
striking blows on the tool or the job, for chipping, bendin.g,,punching or any other 
work. Ski!lful hand!ing rssE!ts from trailxd coordination of hand and eye. 
In giving a proper swing, the arm pivots at the shoulder, elbow and wrist. 

Chisel: Cold flat chisel from 3/4” to 1” wid.e at the cutting edge is used. 
for chipping, reducing th: thickness of the metal or for cutting. (Fig. 3~). It 
helps the worker to do a variety of work. They arc forged. out of hexagonal 
or octagonal steel bar, about 8” long, the last 2” to 3” is taoercd at the end of 
which the cutting cdgc is made. A typica. cutting angleais 60” for ordinary 
mild steel. The cutting angle is changed. for other types ofsofter or harder metals. 
There are many other specific wDrk chisels, like truss-cut, round nose, diamond 
point chisel. 

:Files: Fi1.x are used in nearly, every metal and. wood-working operation. 
They are made of very hard steel, havm; a large number of sharp edge or teeth 
which ranovc fine chips of material. l%e most common file is flat file. (Figs. 
2 and 6). Other specific job files a.rc scluac file, (Fig. 7) ; h;l,lf round. file, (Fig. 8) ; 
round file, (Fig. 9); and triangulx file. (Fig. 10). The files can bc properly 
stacked in a wooden rack. (Fig. 5). 

Hacksaw: The hacksaw is usctl. fcr cutting rods, bars and pipes into 
desired lengths. It consists of it narrow hladc of good, hard, tempered alloy 
steel with set teeth, held in a mctnl frame, having a wing nut to apply correct 
tension on the blade. (Fig. 12). 

The acti:m of sawing is \cry similar tr, that of filing. Hold the harldlc 
in the right hand and the front end of the frame in the Icft. Place the feet, so 
that tlw hod>- is well-b;d;rnccd. Start sawing gently at flu: mark keeping thr 
blade slightly inclined hrxizont;~.lly ;?nd in lint with the guidelint. PI-O- 
cccd with light lxcssurc and steady strokrs, and ~gradoally bring down the sau 
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to a horizontal position so that it cuts exactly along the guide-line. Keep 
the blade perfectly vertical and avoid twisting it side-ways. Use the full 
length of the saw at each stroke. Apply sufficient pressure on the forward 
stroke to make the teeth cut, but no pressure should be applied at the backward 
stroke. 

Hand Drill: Hand drilling machine (Fig. 15) arc used fw holding 
drill bits and for drilling jobs. The flat drill bit (Fig. 14) is held in the 
chuck provided at the bottom of the machine. The hand.le is rotated, which 
revolves the chuck and the drill bit through bevel gears. The whole machine 
is pressed hard on the job to be drilled, which must be held in a vice. The 
handle is then rotated to drill hole. The twiist drill (Fig. 13) is used mainly 
in power-driven drilling machine. 

(Figures of the tools described below relate to Plate XIIIA) 

Ratchet Brace: A ratchet brace (Fig. 1) is used. for turning a drill by 
hand. It consists of a d&i holder, ratchet and handle and feed screw, which 
enables the distance between the top of the drill and the centre of the head to 
be increased or reduced according to requirement, when the bract is clamped 
in position. USC a try-square to check that the drill is perpendicular to the 
face of the work. 

%xsgs: Tongs arc used to hold. jobs or material being worked upon. 
Fore-bit tongs (Fig. 2) arc used for h.olding flat jobs. Hollow-bit tongs (Fig. 3) 
arc used for hold.ing round rods. 

Pliers: The pliers arc used for holding jobs and for bending thin wires. 
(Fig. 6, 7 and 8). They arc also provided with share ed.ges for cutting thin 
wires. They arc of many types, long-nose (Fig. 8), .,md-nose (Fig. 7) and 
side-cutting p!iers. 

Snips and Shears: Snip and. its Ixger version cal!ed. shear (Fig. 9 to 
13j arc used for cutting sheet metal. They arc provided with bent handles, 
so that one handle can be held rigid in a Ccc, while cutting. The blades shquld 
be sharpened to an angle of about 87” while cutting. Hold the shears in the right 
hand and the sheet metal in the left. The shear should. not be allowed to Close 
completely, as the points ma,y lcavc marks on the cut edge as in Fig. 14. 

Spanners and Wrench: Spanners arc used for tightening and loosen- 
ing nuts and. bolts. They are made of cast steel and should have their jaws set 
at angle with the shank or body. The size of the spanner is usually mdlcated 
by the diameter of the bolt it is intcndcd to fit. .4 l/2 in. spanner is used for a 
l/2 in. dia. bolt and the width of the jaw is 1 l/2 times the dia. of the bolt plus 
l/S in. aonroximatcly. (Fig. 15, 16). Ord 
or doublkknded. 

inarv spanncrc arc citber single ended 
Thry arc available in a gwatvsrict>- of sizes and shapes. Each 

metal workshop keeps a range, suita,ble to the need., neatly stacked in a tool box 
or cupboard. 

A wrench is a kind of single-cndcd spanner meant for specific PurpOSeS. 

Slide wrench (Fig. 22) can be adjusted. to :suii a rang-c of sizes of bolts. But they 
arc lrss efficient owing to backlash and. sid.c play. Fig. 20 shows another type 
of adjustnblu wrench. Fig. 18 and 21 show pipe wrench, which is very Useful 
for opening or tightening pipes, and plumbing jobs. 

Box-Spanner: Thcsc arc use d for rccesscd. nuts which cannot bc reached 
by ordinary spanners. (Fig. 19). 

Small tools arc being cxpartcd. from India to a nurnbcr of ctruntrics whcrc 
there is a great demand liar them. 
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HAND TOOLS FOR 
METAL WQRKING PIPF WRENCH 



CARPENTERS’ TOOLS 

(Figures relate to Plate XIV and XIVA) 

Introduction: There is a large army of carpenters in the vi!lages. At 
present, they eke out a meagre living because of the inadequacy of their tools 
and insufficiency of denwmd. It has been experimented at many places, specially 
by Anna Saheb Sahastrabudhe near Wardha where he was able to increase the 
earnings of carpenters many-fold by just giving them a correct set of tools which 
they were not using previously. By increasing the range of their tools they can 
take up new jobs and make furniture and other sophisticated articles in de- 
mand these days. In the following paragraphs, some of rhe important tools 
which can be used by carpenters in the villages are described. They can be 
bought liiom any rccognised tool shop. 

1. Wooden workers’ bench and bench vice 
The dimension of the bench depends upon the space available but it is 

generally 10’ to 12’ long to accommodate large jobs and is 27” wide and 28” 
high. The top of the bench consists of boards about 1” thick, (Fig. lj, whose 
edges are stiflened by 9”~ IF vertical boards. 

2. Carpenters’ bench vice 
It is fitted at one cud of the table in which jobs can be held for working 

on it. The inside faces of the iron jaws must be lined with pieces of hard wood 
which is held in position by countersunk screws, so that job held between them 
is not damaged. (Fig. 2). 

3. Chisel 

The cnrpcnters’ chisel is known as firmcrs’ chisel which is shown in Figures 
3 and 4. One face of the chisel is nearly straight and the other edge is 
bevelled making angles of 10” to 35” with the main face. The blades of firmers’ 
chisel arc made from cast-steel and vary from l/8” to l/2” in width. This chisel 
is very useful for cutting out extra wood, making grooves and doing other fin- 
work. It is always used with a mallet or wooden hammer. However, IIO 

mallet is used for pairing. For vertical pairing, grasp the handle firmly and 
use the necessnry downward pressure. For horizontal pairing, press the chisel 
forward with right hand and guide it with the left hand. ‘The strips are 
paired off in l/lo” thicknesses. 

4. Hammers 

Steel hammers arc used mostly for striking na.ils and punching. On 
one side of its there is a claw made, which is used for pulling out nails. It is, 
therefbre, cafied a claw hammer. (Fig. 5 and 6). This hammcr should not be 
used for striking wooden objecrs bccausc it will damage the surface. 

Mallets are made of wood and are used for driving firm& chisel, fm 
fitting, for knocking !ight frames together and to do other operations in which 
wooden pieces have to be struck. Fig. 9 shows the shape and size of the mallet 
and its use. 
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5. Planes 
-4 plane is used chiefly to make wooden surfaces smooth, after they have 

been sawn to approximate dimensions. ,Basically, a plane consists of a chisel 
fixed at a,l angle in a wooden box with a &utting er’.g;e projecting through the 
bottom. There is arrangement for adjusting the projecting edge according to 
the thickness of the piece to be scraped out from the surface. The jack plane 
is about 17” long by 3” square in cross section and has a handle mounted on the 
stock just behind the plane-iron. ~This handle is held firm in the right hand 
with the forefinger resting on the wedge. 
front of the wedge. 

The left hand grasps then stock in 
The right hand thrusts the plane forward while the left hand 

presses the stock downward. Steady deliberate strokes arc used, decreasing 
the pressure on left hand and increasing that of the right towards the end of 
each forward stroke. The cutting edge must not be allowed to reach the far- 
thcr end of the work as it is likely to tear into the wood. Reverse the work 
and plant it from the opposite end. (Fig. 7). 

6. Slmoting boards 
A shooting boa+, (Fig. S), is used for shooting or trimming the edges of 

the wood. It is set agamst the bench stop. The work is so placed that it pro- 
jccts beyond the step and is held tightly while the plane is worked on its side 
by the other hand. 

9. Hand saw 
The hand saw is a cutting tool consisting of a thin metal blade which has 

a series of sharp teeth on one edge. (Fig. 10). The blade is generally about 26” 
long and 7$” wideat the handle end and 3” wide at the front. It has 5-6 teeth 
to an inch. It is generally used as a cr,xs cut, i.e. for cutting across the grain 
of the wood. 

8. Tennon saw 
Tcnnon saw is used for making fine smooth cuts across the grain, parti- 

cularly when cutting the shoulders of a tennon. 
and 3” x 4” wide. 

The blade is 14”~ 18” long 
It has about 12 tcctb to an inch. (F’ig. 11). 

9. Pincers 
Pincers arc used fix puliing out nails from the rvood. (Fig. 4). The correct 

way of using a pincers for driving not nails is shown in Fig. 2. 

10. Brace 
The purpose of a brace is to facilitate boring of holes through manual 

operation I,>- revolving the boring tools. 
.SlCCl. 

(Fig. 1). 
‘i-:x one’ made of steel lasts longer. 

They are made of wood or 

Tlic ~JKUX has a socket which cau be adjusted to hold any type of bit. 
It is uwd fi)r bGng holes for rails, scl‘ews or pins and fi>r cutting larger 
circular holes. It can be used to bore holes horizontally or vertically. 

11. Straight edge 
StraiglJ cdgc is a strip of well seasoned wood 2” or 3” wide having 

;ttlcast OIIC cdg~ pcrf&ly ICVC~ and true. 
whether a surface is uniform and cvcn. 

(Fig. 2). It is used for ascertaininS 
This is done by inning the stmigllt 

cdgc on thr surl-ace o: the wood to bc tested. Uncvcnncss ‘is showy; by the 

.spaccs bctwecn the two surfaces in contact. (Fig. 3). 



12. Try-square 
Try-square is used for testing the squareness of the angle and surface 

to find out whether two edges are at right angle or not. (Fig. 5). It consists of a 
steel blade fixed at right angle to an edge of a wooden stock, the latter usually 
having its square edge faced with brass to make it more durable. It is also 
used for making pardid marks on wood pieces. (Fig. 6). 

13. Ruler 
A carpenter’s ruler is generally folded into four. It is made of box wood 

and is 2 feet long and can be folded into a 6” long piece which can be easily 
carried in the pocket. (Fig 7). It is used for measuring and xnarking. It is al- 
ways better to measure from one of the intermediate dimensions and not from 
the end of the ruler because generally they get worn off. 

A11 the carpenths’ tools described above can be bought from a retail dealer 
at a total cost of about Rs. 500. 
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RURAIi OH, DRUM FORGE 

(Figures relate to Plate XV) 

contact Agency: I. T. D. G. Project, Zambia. 

Introduction: Oil Drum Forge is a, very useful equipment for rural 
b]ncksmiths. It gives them a handy and convenient forge, which can be placed 
an\Jw]~crc they like. The design is such that it can be easily made by a rural 
b]&ksolith with walte material using his own tools. It does not require any 
we]&ng or pressing of the parts as these prowesses arc usually not possible to 
carry out in the rural area It can also serve well in any training programme 
with particular reference to small-scale industrml development. Sin.ce the forge 
js fi,ot-operated, it leaves the operator’s hands free to attend to his work and 
the fire. He can work standing instead of squatting on the floor. 

Construction: The material required for fabrication is given below: 

Wood 

One ]100nnn.x50 mm.x75 mm. (43”~2”~3”) 
Cm 300mm. X 38 nnm.x50 mm. (12”xl&,,x2”) 

Blockhoard 

1 m.2x 18 mm. (39”X39”X 3/4”) 

Steel 

13 mm. mild steel rod I26cm. ions (l/2” x 66”). One plate40 mm. x 6 mm. 
x 760mm. (l+‘x l/4” x 30”). Two metal sack lablcs 90 mm. One plate 60 mm. 
(38 x 2-318”) x 25 mm. x 6 mm. x 15 cm. (1 x l/4” x 6”). One 45.50 gall. old oil 
clr~‘m~21.5 cm.x 25.5cm. (8112” x 10”) x 18-20 swg 

Pi@ and jttingJ 

One pipe 1140 mm. x 13 mm. (45” x l/2”), Four 90” bend’s 13 mm. (l/2”); 
one socket, reducing 23 mm. to 13 mm. (1” to l/2”); one Fx F elbow 
25 mm. (1”); one M. x F c]bow 25 mm. (1”); two nuts 25 mm. (1”); two 
nipplcs25 mm. (1”j; twonipples 13 mm. (l/2”); onesocket 13 mm. (l/2”). 

Canaas: 1.092 m.X30.5 cm. (43”X12”) 

p/a& .S!vef: (use old fertilizer bag (1100 m.m.x305 mm. (43*x 12”j 

Old pncking CASE handing (1150 mm. x 13 mm. (45” x l/2”) 

&us, bolts, screw, nails 

SCI-~LOS: l/2 gross 50 mm. X 9 gauge (2” X 9 g). l/2 gross 10 mm. x 3 gauge; 
(3/8” x 3 g) 

Bob/nuts : 

l/2 gross 6 mm.x38 mm. (1 1/2”x l/s”) 

.Nuils, drawing fiin.r 

One box drawing pins; large head tacks, box. 
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Other Maivrials 

Old car or cycle inner tube. 20 kg of anthill soil. 30 cm. x 30cm. of 
mosquito netting (used), 

Building the forge: An old 44 gallon oil drum is taken. The central 
portion of the oil drum is cut into halves and the portion removed as shown in 
Fig. 2. The bellows are fitted in the hole, which has been cut in the drum. The 
sharp edges left after cutting should be either filed smoothly or turned inward. 

Bellows: The bellows are made as shown in Figure 3. The material for 
the bellows mustbe airtight. Leatheris better suited but maybe expensive. Canvas 
can b? treated to make it airtight. If the canvas is lined with a tough plastic 
sheet on the inside, the bellows can be airtight. Strips of canvas lined with plastic 
of a size 109cmx 30.5cm (43” x 12”) are cut. Before the material can be fitted, the 
top and the base must be finished. The air inlet holes should be drilled with 
grcst care, without splitting the wood into holes. The valve flaps can be made 
from any thin sheet metal but it must be thin enough so that it may be lifted SU- 
fficicntly to let in and out a full volume of air. The thin metal label tags used 
on sacks are quite suitable. They are fixed in such a way that they cover all 
the holes. The screws of the holding down strips do not go through the flaps 
as this tends to buckle them. 

Fix the pivot bracket to the bellows top, make up the outlet box fixing 
to the underside of the bellows base so that the valve flap is central and the 
outlet hole is facing outward. The edges of the outlet box can be made airtight 
using soft shoulder or Patti. The bellows base is fixed to the base wood with four 
screws. The bellows inner plastic is attached to the base with drawing pins 
at regular intervals. Make sure the pivot bracket is parallel to the base wood. 
The free ends of the plastic should be folded together as many times as possible 
and stitched. 

Tf- c outer canvas is fitted in the same manner using steel banding about 13 
mm. wide with small holes punched at 25 cm. intervals. Nail the binding in place 
using large headed tacks. Pumped by hand the bellows should now function. 

Pipe wnr!c: Make up the pipe as shown in Fig. 4 and fit ~to the drum 
bellows. The blast nozzle or blower threaded 13 mm. pipe about 10 cm. long 
with one end closed. Drill about 20 holes of 5 mm. each along top and side 
to spread the blast. 

Fire hearth: Bricks for the fire hearth can be made from crushed ant- 
hill soil. They should be 50 mm. x 50 mm. x 20 mm. in size. Lay them in the 
drum while still wet. Mould some clay round the bar pipe to protect it. 

Return spring: If a suitable spring can be found, it should be attached 
to the pedal arm at a point bctwecn the pivot bracket and the first bend, the 

other end of the spring being hooked on the crossbar above. If a spring is not 

available, a suitable length of old car inner tube will do; use enough to gti~,c: the 
desired amount of r&stance and spring back. 

Completed oil drum forge is shown in Fig. 1 of Plate XV. 

In use : The forge starts “cry easily by using a little paper, wood and 
charcoal. The best result from the bellows is obtained by pumping slowly, long 
dclibcratc strokes. Once the fire is lit and all the paper is burnt out, the 
fire will remain alight for many hours. A few pumps will bring it to the working 
heat. 
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DIULUNG MACHINE HAND-GPERATED 

(Figure relates to Plate XVI) 

Introduction-Drilling of hole is a great necessity in a mechanical work- 
shop. Whenever som.c mechanical job is to be performed without a suitable 
machine, it becomes very difficult to drill a hole be it in wood iron or steel. 
There is a -~c-ry simple design of a drilling machine which does not need any 
electric?::J and can be operated manually. The drill bits are needed, however, 
to drill any size of holes. 

Constraction-There is a pedestal frame on which the machine is 
mounted. On the upper side of the frame, a rotating handle and a bevel gear al-e 
mounted on the same axis. A large bevel gear meshes with a smaller bevel 
gear which is placed horizontally on the axis on which drill holding chuck and 
pressure screw arc mounted. Drill chuck holds the drill bit. The whole vertical 
axis revolves with the small bevel gear. Figures show the front view and the side 
view of the machine. 

How to operate-A piccc of material in which the hole is to bc drilled is 
mounted on the pedestal on a suitable device which holds it tightly and an appro- 
priate size ofdrill bit is r?ttached to tbc chuck. The screw is rotated by means of 
the upi>cr handle so that the drill bit sits tightly on the material on the punched 
spx. The handle is then rotated by hand and the uppper screw is slightly lowered 
so that the drill bit presses on the spot where the drill has to be punched. After 
some time the hole is drilled and the drill bit is taken out. 

The coit of fabricating such a drilling machine by m.eans of scrap puts 
is about Rx100 
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METAL BENDING -CHINE 

(Figures wlate to Plae XVII) 

Cmtad AgenE,‘: Intermediate ‘Technology Development Group Ltd., 9, King 
Street, London W.C. 2 

Introduction : The establishment of blacksmith a.nd meted workingfaci- 
lities in the rural areas is essential wherever local construction and maintenance 
of equipment for small fauns and 1oca.l use a.re required. Th.e met21 bending 
machine a~ developed by the I.T.D.G., London uses a very old principle. 
This low cost pivot principle hand onerated machine can be constructed. locally, 
since it is fah<icated ofenrilyavailable mild steel gats, englcs, bars and pipe mate- 
rial. The machine’s m?.in feature is its ability to form wheel rim.s from. cold 

‘.’ flat mild steel up to 4"x, ( 100 m.~ 10 nun.) cross section, for use on bullock- 
carts and other basic agricultural equipments. It can also be used. for bending 
notched nv$z iron and flat mild steel to whatever angles arc required. 

Construction : The b&c machine consists of a fixed arm. It is bolted 
to two picccs of clnnnel F (Fig. l), thr latter provided with boles at botlr ends 
and intcndcd to facilitate mounting of the machine on a bmcb or oth~cr solid 
surface. The pivoting arm B (Fig. 2) wbicb controls tbc m.etal bend.in,g- ope- 
ration is fitted with a hand.lc E amd pivot pin G, wbicb can be plnced m any 
of the nine p.,sition holes to fix the itr~nls about the required. point (Fig. 3) XCOX- 
ding to tilt: bending work involved.. 

The circle bending former H is originally built wit11 a bending surface 
curve of 14” radius to head a hoop of33” nominal dia. i\ circle bending fomlcr 
of 124” radius gives a wbcel rim of 30” dia; wbicb is used. in a stz.ndard bullock 
cart. 

List of Parts 

Part Name Qunti(y Dimensionr Material 
rcguircd 

A Fixed arm 2 12.5 x 76x 762 MS. flat 

B Pivoting arm 2 12.5x 76 ti 762 MS. flat 

C Fixed arm box 2 135x76~76 MS. angle 

D Pivot arm box 2 105x76~76 I.T.S. angle 

E EIa.d!*: 1 15 A;> “_ .,.-. MS. bzr 508 long. 

F h~founting supports 2 76x38 MS. chamcl 508 long 

G Pi.:i:t pin 1 25 din. MS. bar 229 long 
Fixed a.rm bolts 2 22 dia 190-200 long 
I\Iounting support 4 20 dip.. length to suit 

bolts 
H Circle bcnr!ing 1 16x 101 x 340 curved, to 33G rad.ius 

1 12.5x 76.x279 AIS. flat. 
2 12.5x 51 x 101 >I.% flnt. 
1 25 nominal bore pipe 10 1 long 

(All dimensions are in mm.) 
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Assembly : 1. To construct the fixed arm A, two pieces of 12.5 
x 76x 762 mm. mild steel flats are clamped one on top of other and nine 25 
mm. dia. pivot pin holes and two 22 mtn. dia. bolt holes are drilled through both 
picccs. Two pieces of angle forming the box are placed in position between the 
drilled flat, 25 nun. diameter bars placed through pivot pin holes nos. 1 and 9; 
n 135 mm. distance piece placed at the outer end of the box and 22 m. dia. bolt 
tightened to ensure precise alignment, following which the angles are welded all 
round and to the flats to form the box. 

2. For building the pivot arm B, the two pieces of mild steel flats are 
drilled in similar manner and the angle iron fixed at one and welded all around. 

3. Two machine mounting supports F are drilled with one 22 mm. dia. 
holes and two 20 mm. dia. holes. 

The total nmchine with various parts is assembled as shown in Fig. 1 to 5. 

How to operate : The circle bending former is placed in position, 
the pivot pin passing through bole no. 5 in the machine arms. A mstcrial grip 
former is placed centrally on top of the distance piece both being held in hole 
11”. 8 position in fixed arm by litting pins. 

The cylindrical roller K is held in hole no. 8 in the pivoting arm by 
filling pin P. 

The machine is now ready for bending operation. 

Take a piece of 100 rnn~,. x 10 n~w~.. black mild steel flat and cut it to 2565 
mm. length. One operator pushes at n 1830 mm. lcn@ of 38 mm. bore pipe 
over the pi\-oting al‘,n for better lewragc. Thr pivotIng arm is swung back, 
so that fittings arc well clcnr ofthc circle bending former and tllesccond operator 
inserts one end of the mild s!cel flat in bctwcen the fittings and the curved 
former. The bending then proceeds, when tluz first operator releases the gripon 
the n?.atcrial by dralving the pivot arnl backwards, the second operator pushing the 
material past the former by about 50 nun. (2”), every time. 
is then forced hard against the curved former. 

The cylinder roller 
It is better to.give initm.1 curvature 

to the end of the M.S. flat by hand, to f:.lcilitatc easy bendmg. 

.rhe bcndiq operation continues in this n~~nner by approx. 50 mtn. (2”) 
steps until a Icngth 01’ ab:mt 305 IIU~. , ‘12”) ha? been curved. The matrrial is 
then taken out and tlw san~.c initial bending proccdurc applied to the other end 
for a distance of about 306 nuu. (12”). 7‘1~ lnatcrial is then rc-inscrtcd into 
the machine and the b,,nding operation c,,ntinwd as illustrated in Figs. 6, 7, 8 
and 9. Tllc to:al length of tllc Inntcrial should bc 2387n1.m. (94”) for a wheel 
of 750 nun. (30”) dia. 

The machin- can &.I bc uiicd by inserting suitable fornrcrs 
!.(a) to bend notched angle iron tu an!- angle upto 90”, 
!,,I~) to bend mild steel Ilats to an>~ sharp cornwed angle upto 90”, 
:c’; to bend m:ild steel flats to a snlrwtlr CII~VC cornered angle upto 

180’ hy bending directly around pivot pin G. 

The bcndinq nwchine design can IX nu,difictl tu suit the local availability) 
(,f steel stork sizes and can be furtllcr dcl-clo~,cc! 1,)’ addition of otllcr typos 11f 
fi~rmcrs and littings to cq;L’Ld its uscfulnc~s to other bcntlir!g operations, \vhich 
may Ix locnlly v~qnir~xl acrrardilq to tllc t>Jcs of rllrill ,‘rlulpnrrnt~ (<I IX ,111.21111- 
facturcd. 
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Agro-Processing 

, 



INTRODUCTION 

Agro-processing is a term generally used for processing of agricultural 
commodities. Making of flour, dehusking of rice. extraction of oil, manufacture 
of jaggcry and sugar are the processes included in this subject. There is vital 
riced to devclop appropriate technology in this filed of activities so that the raw 
materials moduced in the villages could, as far as possible, be processed there 
instead OF being transported to towns and cities where such operations arc 
carried out on large scales and the products are handed back to villagers for 
d:wvxtic consumption. Such a step will ensure that maximum employment 
is provided to the rural people. The value added to the produce due to proces- 
sing will incrc:w, thereby giving higher income to the agriculturists. 

To make such operations meaningful, and competitive with the !arge pro- 
cessing units set up in the urban areas, it is necessary that the technology used 
should bc of viable nature. Thus there is need for developing appropriate tcchno- 
logy on processing by competent technologists of the country. There is a wide 
sc~,po for it in agro-proccssing depending upon the type of agricultural produc- 
tion carried out in different parts of the country. A few cxam~les have bern 
illustrated in this section but there is R rcnl riced for col1ccting.a large number 
ofother casts and items on the subject, which could be very hclplul in improving 
the economy of the village. 



PADDY THRESHER 

(Figures refer to Plate XVIII) 

Introduction: Paddy is one of the main crops in India. Once it 
matures in the field, a number of processes starting from harvesting, threshing 
to dc-husking have to be carried out on it as quickly as possible. One 
method of threshing paddy is to lay it on the ground and let the bullocks 
walk on it for davs and davs so that the grains leave the stalk. But t.ht most 
common method ‘is beating the stalk with wooden sticks. Naturally it is a very 
laborious and time consuming process, due to which there is also loss and 
damage to the grains. Some attempts have been made to design suitable paddy 
threshers in which paddy is easily and quickly threshed by machine. The 
equipment described below is one of such types. 

Description : This is called ‘Japanese Type Paddy Thresher.’ It has 
got two rollers mounted on rl. frame which can be operated by a pedal. The 
paddy stalk is fed between the rollers which have got raised portions all over 
and the pedal is operated by foot. The threshed paddy falls on the other 
side and is collected in the bag. If there is any paddy left in the stalk, it can 
be fed another time until all the paddy grains are taken out. 

The cost of this equipment is about Rs. 200/-. and is available from almost 
al! agricultural implement dealers. It is shown in Plate XVIII. 
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PADDY THRESHER 



EQUrPMENT FOR PARBOILING PADDY 

(Figure relates to Plate XIX) 

Contact Agency: Gram Nirman Mandal, Sokhodeora, District Nawada, 
Bihar. 

Introduction : It is customary in the eastern part of India to eat par- 
boiled rice (known as Patna rice in western countl~es). There is no suitable 
cheap equipment available for parboiling paddy. Generally parboiled rice is 
processed in large mills, provided with expensive equipments. This is an ‘quip- 
ment developed by trial and error method in a small integrated rural develop- 
ment organisation (Ashram). 

Construction (i) Drum : It is m.ade from an old 200 litre (44 gallons) 
oil drum. Cross rods are welded on to the inside of the drum at about 1/3rd 
of the height from the bottom. On the cross rods, a sieve with small holes, 
made from an M.S. Sheet of 16 swg., and of approx. the same dia. as the 
drum’s inside dia. which can loosely fits inside, is placed. A small door is provi- 
ded in the middle portion to check whether the paddy has attained the desired 
softness and also to take out the paddy after parboiling. 

(ii) Ouerz : The oven for this purpose has been specially deslgncd by the 
A&ram after several trials and errors. This economises fuel consumption 
and gives the best heat. The coal or wood is kept on the fire grate and the 
fire is lit. The paddv drum is kept on the first oven, where the heat is maxi- 
mum. Another ovenis also provided for utilising the extra heat. The chimney 
is 16 ft. high and 10” sq. cross section. 

How operated : The paddy to be parboiled is soaked in water and kept 
in the upper portion of the drum. There is water in the lower portion (1/3rd of 
the height). A sieve having small holes separates the two portions. When the 
drum is placed on an oven with the top covered by a gunny bag, the steam rises 
through the holes in the sieve and percolates through the paddy and thus steams 
it. The paddy ciin then be dried and taken to paddy de-huskers. 

Price : Rs. 50 for fabricating an equipment and constructing a furnace. 

The Central Food Technological Research Institute has also developed a 
parboiling process which can be used by big rice mills. 
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PADDY PROCESSING EQUIPMENT 

(Figures relate to Plate xx) 

Contact Agency : Kisan Krishi Yantra Udyog, Kanpur. 

Introduction : There is a great need for small sized and cheap paddy 
processing machines to be installed in villages to stop the flow of this important 
agricultural produce from the countryside to large towns, where large-scale 
rice milling plants have been set up. Such machines can help the process 
of generating employment in villages and increase the income of the farmers 
who can sell rice instead of raw paddy. They can utilize the bye;products 
like pad,~1y husk as fuel, the bran extracting for oil and for poultry feeo. These 
bye-prociuc, can form the base of a new type of economic activity. 

The description of two machines, most suitable for the above-mentioned 
purposes, developed by the firm is given below. They can be purchased 
dirccrly from the firm. 

1. Grain purifier: It is a sturdily built machine mounted on a trolley 
of angle iron for easy trsnsportation. (Fig. 1.) ‘There is also provision to install 
the machine on fixed foundation. It can remove large stones, chaff, hesian, etc. 
High velocity fans provided czm remove light impurities likehusk and imma- 
ture grains. Three changeable vibrating sei-vices are provided for grading the 
grains. ‘There is also provision for air control and stroke vwiation. 

It runs by 1 H.P. electric motor either on 220 volts or 1.85 BHP, petrol 
or diesel engine. It cosumcs 0.75 units of electricity per hour. 

The capacity is between 1 ton and 1 l/2 ton grains per hour depending 
upon impurities present. 

Price: Rs. 4,075 with 1 H. P. motor and starter, ex-factory Kanpur, 
ta~ncs extra. 

II Composite unit : 

It is. a versatile machine, mounted on a trolley for easy transportation. 
(Fig. 2.) It shells paddy, polishes brown rice and separates husk and bran. 

Automatic de-husking, polishing of rice along with separation of un- 
dehuskcd pnddy, rice bran; fuel and cattle feed are carried out by this machine 
in a single operation. The recovery is 5 to 7% more with less breakage of rice 
compared with other units of the same size. 

It consists of the following units: 

(a) Centrifugrtl type sheller. The diameter of the impeller is 30 cm. 
It rotates ir, between rubber cylinders each of 1” thickness. 

jb) Under-run disc. polisher 

disc dia.-42.5 cm. 

speed of rotation-3300 r.p.m. 
clearance between disc. is adjustable. 
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(cj Pneumatic separator 

Centrifugal blower--40 cm. dia. 
Blower speed-1440 I‘ p.m. 
Discharge-6.56 m.s 
Duet dia.--l:! cm. 

It is run by 5 H.P. motor, or diesel engine and consumes 4 units of 
electricity per hour. 

The capacity is about 150 kg./hr. 

Size of the machine (165 cm.~ 70 cm.~ 165 cm.) 
= Lengthx Widthx Seight. 

Price: Rs. 8,500/- with 5 H.P. motor and starter ex-factory, Kanpur. 

In addition to the abovementioned machines, the firm offers a range of 
following machines, which are also useful for small scale cereal processing: 

1. Paddy dehusker--400 kg/lx. capacity 1 H.P. motor-Rs. 5,000 
2. Paddy dehuskcr--1200 kg/hr. capacity 3 H.P. motor-Rs. 8,500 
3. Rice polisher 300 kg/hr. capacity 3 H.P. motor--Rs. 5,000 

4. Grader cum winnower 200 kg/hr. capacity 1 H.P. motor--Rs. 1,836 

5. Grihlnxmi (grinding mnchinc 6 kg/hr. capacity $ H.P. motorLRs. I$00 
for wheat, spices, etc.). 
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OIL GHAN1 

(Figwes rrlate to Pi& XXI) 

CWact .~l,z+v~~: Khadi and Village Industries r ommission, Irla Road, 
Vileparle, Bumbay-56. 

Introduction : Oil seed is one of the very important crops in India 
and &xc is alqo a need for extraction of oil from the seed for domestic consump- 
tion in the village itself. : ohlu is an ancient type of equipment used to extract 
oil from the seeds. Oil extracted through it is regarded by many consumers as 
more wholcswne than the machine extracted oil. The fact however remains that 
rcc,~,\-ery through this operation is low and since it is carried out by bullocks it 
invulvcs too much drudgery and mxlotony. The development of power ghani 
1~;~s been a great improvement on kohlu as far a5 the recovery of oil is con- 
cerncd. 

Zescripkion : Khadi and Village Ind.ustries Commission 11as dcvclopcd 
2 power ghani which is worked by n small motor and. cxpelis oil nmch faster 
xvithfl>ut in any way spoiling the qua.lity. A power gh.ani is shown in Plate 
XXI. The mrjtor and pulley are fitted overhead which rotate an arm 
at thr end on which a big round. wooden block is fitted. It revolves inside a 
conical fla3k in which the oil seed is fed. The oil is collected at the bottom. 

‘The price uf this machine is about Rs. loo/- excluding motor. 
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MINI-SUGAR PEANT 

(Figure.~ dots to Plates XXII, XXIIA, XXIIB, XXIIC, XXIID, XXIIE, XXIIF) 

Contact Agency : Planaing, Research and Action Division, State Planning 
Institute, U.P., Kalakankar House, Lucknow; and 
Garg Gxxultants, C-10/1, River Bank Colony, Lucknow, 
U.P. 

Introduction : Crystal sugar manufactured from sugarcane is the 
most wid,elv used sweetening ?,gent in the world. In India, however, from 
times im&mori~.l, kira& a soxt of raw sugar and gur or jaggery i.e. com.plete 
concentration ofwhole cane juice, were used. The process of manufacture was 
laborious, manually operated and time consuming, and the production capacity 
was low. White crystal sugar first imported from Java in the year 1905, became 
gradually popular. The ind.ustry manufactllring sugar by large scelc vacuum 
pan method grew and now there are about 220 such mills in operation, manu- 
factur:ng !<8 lakh tons of white crystal sugar annually. Inspite 0; this gigantic 
cspansion it presses a maximum of 30--32% of sugarcane ,grown in India. 
The machine manufacturing capacity and other general cons&rations do not 
give hope that the large scale vacuum pan method of sugar manufacture would 
be able to press even 50% of sugarcane grown. 

Sugarcane is grown in widely- scattered areas in the developing countries 
which makes it imperative to develop a smaller technology by improving the old 
kkandmri method ofmanufxture to utilisc all the canes growr? in scattered areas. 
.4 team, constituted. by PRAI, Lucknow and. headed by Mr. M. K. Garg, deve- 
loped a technically feasible and cconomicall: I viable appropriate technology 
w!lich is producing the same quality of crystal sx?ar as of the large scale indps- 
try and competing with it in the market. It has found acceptance &om a large 
number of middle c!ass entrepreneurs and now thcrc are 2600 units in India, pro- 
ducing 13 lakhtons ofcrystal sugar and growing at the rate of 30 units per year. 

lWY 
Methodology of d&elopment : A brief dcscripiion of the methodo- 

used for dcvcloping this technology is given below : 

ii) The PRAI team made a survey of various sugar processing tcchno- 
logics and identified the com.parati\~e gaps in &iciency in ihe old 
process of khan&,-i sugar manufacture; 

(ii) designed and developed newt machinery and processes for narrow- 
ing these saps and shortcomings; 

(iii) put up p.pilotplant in actual field conditions and ran iton ~~mmcrcial 
basis ; 

(iv) tbc result obtained from this pilot plant was thrown open for dis- 
cussion in a technical srminnr nttcndcd by prominent suga: tcch- 
n&gists, economist’;, skilled workers, etc. ; 

!(Vj the s,,lutir,ns suggcstcd in the tcch!lical srmin:ir \v~‘rc filrthcr worked 
upon with the help ofn number of tcchnic::i institutions, rsprriall: 
the National Su;:ar In~titutc, Kanpur. 
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The following table is taken from the case study made by Shri hf. K. 
Garg, ab:mt the performmce and e!iiciency of the various technological leveis 
of sugar industry : 

Table 1 
~-- -..-__ 

1. Juice cxtr::ztion by 55-60s 5842% 60-62v/, 73% 

Mlling cllicielic:, 67-680/, ti8-iO~o 70% s9-92% 

Table 2 

__.- 

Eficicncy <,I- :-crno\-al of non 
CinrXicnti~.m :qstem sugar 

1. Dcfccation by addill; linu: anr! liill~wcd b) 
rehing thi-ough cdm~ filti:r;:tion 6Oqlo 

2. Lirnr mlphitztion 34.45% 

3. Lime carbonatinn so-55q/, 

4. Inccian 5ystem of b;:xk clarification IO-150/, 

Table 3 
.~ ., ~~~~ ~~~~ 

Process Purity c!rop sugar l~lssc!i 

: QXil pa:, 3 .5 150/; 

vi~cuilm pa!, 

Table 4 

Pcmnt;qq loss (811 Qu;:.lily ad t)p: C~JI 
Pv,cw thf: ;,.\-zil;!blc swgax salqT l-ryst;rl 

1. Sixtic ~i.)~sti~lli’i;!li~,ll 

2. C:,-!sl.?lli~,:r!ir,l1 ilt Ilu,li,~il 
--~ _-_~ ~~--.--,-.--~~~ 
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The economic analysis bawd on thz study made by Mr. 6. G. Baron of 

I. L. 0. i ‘; x1 below : 

Comparativr overall elXciency 

Tcchniquc 
o/O of sugar recovered and bagged 

out of the total available sugar 
in cane at the time it was har- 
vested 

Lnrgc vxlc vacuum pan tcchniquc 
Indigenous khandsari . 

!vIini-sugar technology dcveloprd by PRAI or 
open pan sulphitation unit . . 

75 to 80% 
42 to 45,:,, 

57 to 643% 

Mod&! mill OPSJb&nt 

Capacity (maximum crushing in tons/day) 1,250 80 

Output in an average season (tons of sugar) 12,150 640 
Investment required (land, buildings, plant and 28 0.6 

machinery (RT. millions) 
Total employment (pcrmancnr and seasonal) . 
Invcstmcnt pa ton sugar of output (average season) 
Investrncnt par worker 

900 171 

2,305 940 
31,100 3,530 

Table 7 

O&put nnd cmploymont resulting from the same investment 

Mod!% mill OPJbLlant 

Irlitiai in\wtwent (Rs. millions) 
Xumber of units . 
Invzwnent px unit (Rs. million?) . 

Total rcsulti:lg output (tons of sllgar) 
Employment (pxmnnent and scasonel) 

2.8 2.8 
1 47 

2.8 0.G 
12,150 30,280 

900 9,937 

*<open pan sulphitation 
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Table 10 

Cost of processing 100 quint& of cane (based OXI the working of 1971-72) 

Items 
Large scale Small scale 
vacuum pan technology 

factory 
9.5~0reco-- 

(8% reco- 

“‘Y) 
VW) 

1. Salaries and wagcs 

2. Fuel and power 

3. Stores and lubricants 

4. Repairs and renewals 

5. Depreciation 

6. O\whcads 

7, Taxes : 

RS. Rs. 

. 164.35 151.00 

57.70 66.50 

103.23 62.80 

48.77 12.00 

. 200.00 90.00 

. 39.23 10.00 

(a) Excise duty . . 121.50 59.70 
(b) Purchase tax . . 50.00 50.00 

8. Cost of cane . . . ~ 1,200.00 1,200.00 

9. Transport charges on cane 47.50 . 

10. Capital cost 10% . 200.00 90.00 

1:. Cost of production pa quintal of sugar 235.16 223.00 
- 

Technology : The sugar making process cam bc divided into four parts: 
(I) cxtractioll of juice from sugarcane; 
(2) clarification ofjuict to rcmovc non-sugar material; 
(3) concentration of juice to provide for crystallisntion; and 

(4) crystallisation and separation of crystals from molasses. 
The following illustrations indicate the proccsscs and machinery used 

in the old method and the npproprintc technology model deWloped now. 

(i) Crurlzing : The old method ucrkcd on the extrusion principles. 
The equipment changed from stone crushers to crushers working on. milling 
principle, to iron ~~ush~r~ OF r~llcr mills and, subscqucntly, to a five roller 
crusher. The milling efficiency wns below 7Oqb. (Fig. 1, 2, 3 and 4.~- 
Plate XXII). 

This appropriate tcc!mology has developed a crusher consisting of 2 mills 
OF thrf~ roller-s each. It is with hydraulic loaded equipment and has nrrzngc- 
mcnts for mechanical feeding and caw preparatory dcviccs consisting of 2 sets 
of cant knives. Its milling &iciency has incrcxcd from 70 to 80%. (Fig. 5, 
Plate XXIIA). 

Figure 6, Plate XIIh shows a new expcrimcntal sugx cxpcllcr being de- 
veloped which would increase the milling cficicncy to 87% in dry crushing. 
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(ii) Clarificdion : The old Indix~ mr:i!wd was to t;tkc out the coagulant 
h;n s.~!nc vcu~‘tnble bark and add LU tlx iuice in the wen WUI as shown in 
Fiw. 7 xx1 8, ‘%atc XXIII<. ,, The r~sult,an< which came ;,n &e top was remov- 
ed and tbc juic: wa< conccntrirtcd. In the new appropriate technology, 
the clarification a~wt~ ured arc lime an d sulphur, the same which are used 
in l;>vc sczlc sug:tr factory. (?latc XXIIC). 

In l;trv scale mil!s, sugar is boiled in vacuum, for concentrated solutions 
bnvc a big!1 l:lxwsi,-w rat<: whcil bsilcd above 60°C. For small scale process 
opus pa!1 b >il.ing wn~ ad:>ptcd bccaus,: the vacuum pan boiling waq neither eco- 
ilomic;?i i1:)r fczrible. The trzditio~wl harx~,~.e-, prevalent in India wcrc 
rcdciigned ti> ruduc< the invers:on purity- drop from 4 points in old mills to 
1.j painis. C~o;xbuution chamber bcl with beat recuperating devices w2.s 
d;:l.Apcd. [Pia ?IXIID). 

;iii) C,ystaiiisaGon a& s@nrafion of c;vstclls : In the khandmri systeill 
I!, : nuscuitc- wz.s filled up in carthern pot for static crystallisation shown in Fig. 
I 1 Plate SXIIE. This W~,F replaced by 2: newly designed crystsiliser on the 
d!;n;~mir p:‘iv.cipl(: of crystzllisatio~: as shown in Fig. 2 of Plate XXIIE. This 
cn;tb~s b<,tici. cxtract~blIit)- of the mo~asscs. 

‘~hc cays& WCTC separated frur~l tlrc nmtber liquor in the old process by 
iuasscuitc into wr~ollcn bags, stacking thcnl and putting weights. (Fig. 9, Plate 
SXIII?. Part of ibc molasses was drained out and the sticky mass from these 
!x~gs w&, put into 2; tank having a perlbrated bottom. The sewar grass obtained 
f~,in w:ttw j>onds was wed for microbiologicai action. The molasses were drained 
o:lt front t!:G upper portion lea\:ing non-crystallised sugar which was removed and 
then I~lOiC ‘icvva,- ,gmrs \YaE USC d til: the whole was clarified. cFig.10, 11,12, Plate 
XXIIF). This was a slnw process and the extractability ofthe molasses was poor. 
Thr qua!ic)~ of tbc sugar was also llot good. Introduction of high centrifuge 
its shown ix1 F@. 3, Plate XXIII’ gave better crystallisation of whiter sugar and 
bcttcr estractwn. 

Fur~llcr rt:scarcl~~ in dcvcloping the sugar cant cxpclicr promise to raise 
the I,~i]]ing cfficicncy to 85-87<;; its against 89-929; of the large SC& mills. 
Si;lli]ay])~, rcg:arclI li)r t/U2 impro\-cnlcnt in 1:: open pan furnncc and crystalli- 
satio*l ma!; incrcasc ilrc u:xrnll cfficicncy to iO-71%. 

‘rllc fo]lo~ving firlm arc engaged in the man,ufacturc uf machinery it1 
India: 

!. 111s J.K. Iroll and Steel Co., 
Iian,l;l TlJ\W, Kanpur. 

‘2. .\Ijs Cussul and Co. Pvt. Lilnitcd. 
:23/367, Industrial Arca, Kanpur-12. 

:$. l,fjs 1Zcli;mw Engincxing Works, 
C-6, Industrial Estate, Talkatora, Lwknu\\-5. 
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4. M/s Khandelwal Engineering Works, 4. M/s Khandelwal Engineering Works, 
Bahadurganj, Shall,j:xhmpur. Bahadurganj, Shall,j:xhmpur. 

5. M/s Rohilkhnnd Industries Pvt. Ltd., 5. M/s Rohilkhnnd Industries Pvt. Ltd., 
Izatnagar, Bareilly. Izatnagar, Bareilly. 

6. M/S Saran Iron and Steel Co., 6. M/S Saran Iron and Steel Co., 
Mandi Bans, Moradabad. Mandi Bans, Moradabad. 

7. M/s Meerut Engineering Works, 7. M/s Meerut Engineering Works, 
Rani Mills, hIeerut. Rani Mills, hIeerut. 

:. M/s Masseys, :. M/s Masseys, 
Engineers and Manufacturers, Engineers and Manufacturers, 
Post Box No. 554, Post Box No. 554, 
~a~a~urarn, Niadras. ~a~a~urarn, Niadras. 

9. 9. M/s Choday Apparow Sugars and Engineering Works, M/s Choday Apparow Sugars and Engineering Works, 
Jagannaickpur, Kakinada (A.P.) Jagannaickpur, Kakinada (A.P.) 

10. M/s Ada&a Engineering Works, 10. M/s Ada&a Engineering Works, 
Shrirar:!r,x (Ahmadnagar), Maharashtra. Shrirar:!r,x (Ahmadnagar), Maharashtra. 

There are a number of other firms which have specialised in the manu- There are a number of other firms which have specialised in the manu- 
facture of special parts. facture of special parts. 
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,R.A.l. PAN 

PR.4 TYPE ‘0MB”SiION CHAMBER BEL NOW nsn FIl.!.IWc- 
BEING “SE0 IN MlNl S”GAR TEtHNOLo‘I WITH 
COMPLETE RECOUPERIT!N‘ DE”lCE. HOT AIR PIPE 

EVAPORATION - CONCENTRATION TECHNIQUE 

PLATE XXI! D 
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Ciy(S?irLL,Z”,TION !N MOT:ON AS “SE0 IN MlNi 
5UGAR ‘TECHNOLOGY 

CRYSTALLIZATION TECHNIQUES 

L-----d 
CE?~TR!FUBBL “SED IN M!N, S”GI\R TECHNOLOGY 

OF CFiYSTe4L.S FROM MOLASSES 



INDIGENOUS KHANDSARI SYSTLH 

I%.STAGE 2HD. STAGE 
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FIG. 12 



SUGARCANE CRUSHER 

(Figures relate to Plate XXIII) 

Introduction : The crop of sugarcane is usually crushed by large 
sugar mills, small-scale crystal sugar manufacturing plants, khandsari sugar 
and gur-making establishments. Even then, some portion of the crop is left 
unused. A portion of the cane crop is brought to the town and sold ftr che:ving, 
making sugarcane candies and extracting juice. One of the familiar sights m the 
cities and towns is theextraction of sugarcane juice by a hand operated cane 
crusher making a delicious juice with spices and lemon to serve as a refreshing 
drink. This provides an avenue of employment to some persons and a refresh- 
ing drink to the tourists and the local people. 

Construction : The equipment consists of two rollers between which 
the canes arc inserted and crushed after passing several times. At oneend, 
screw type threads are provided in the rollers which crush the cane initially: 
Once it has been pressed flat, it is passed through the other portion of the rollers, 

each time the distance between the rollers is reduced making adjustments of 
the screw from the top. 

One large pulley 120 cm. dia. with handle provided at one end is the 
prime mover, which drives a small pinion of 10 cm. dia. mounted on the same 
axis. The small pinion meshes with a large gear of 60 cm. dia. which drives 
the lower roller. A smaller pinion of 8 cm. dia. mounted on the same axle 
meshes with another pinion of equal size on whose axis the top roller is mounted. 
Thus the two rollers move in opposite directions. Underneath the roller, a 
juice collecting device is fitted. All the falling juice drains into a hole, under 
which a tumbler, a lota or a flask is kept for collection. 

How to operate : One or two sugarcanes, nicely cleaned of leaves, knots 
and soft and rotteE portions, are fed at one end of the rollers where thread like 
formation is made and the handle is rotated. The sugarcanes come out from the 
other end, squeezed of a large portion of their juice and pressed flat. The cane 
thus pressed is then fed between the flatter portion of the roller. Some juice comes 
out at every feeding. The upper screws are then rotated and the distance bet- 
ween the ro!lrr.progressively reduced. This process is continued until maximum 
possible juice 1s extracted. The bagasse can be sold as catttle feed or fuel. 
It is also used for making paper. 

Price: Rs. 1,000 

It is available from many machinery manufacturers. 
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Village and Cottage Industries 



INT;=ODUCTION 

The village and cottage industries depending upon the primitive 
and indigenous methods of manufacture arc decaying rapidly. This is 
mainly due to the competition from the urban industries which are using 
better’technology and mechanised power. The technologies being used in the 
village industries like pottery, nxtal work, oil extraction, tanning of hides and 
skins, weaving, carpet making, and other handicrafts, etc. have not received the 
attention of our scientists and technologists for their improvenxnt. Most of the 
new methods and technologies h;ve been developed in the western indus; 
trialised countries in widely different situations. They have been imported and 
industries have been set up in rhe urban areas of the developing countries giving 
serious setbacks to village industries. A modern western techno!ogy usually 
needs a high capital investment for creating a workplace. It is &possible, 
with the help of this expensivt technology, to set up a large number of work- 
places in the rural areas, because the developing countries cannot afford to find 
such resources. The result is that employment is generated only in a few urban 
centxs and enclaves and the vast rural population is left high and dry. The ex- 
isting industries and crafts are decaying and withering away due to competition 
with the urban industries. 

There is, therefore, a great need for reviving the technology of the village 
and cottage industries and injecting into thema new life based on modern 
scientific methods incluc!ing technolog!-, products selection, and design, as well 
as appropriate q..conomics, management, and marketing. 

Theerc can be three met!mds to achiex this objective : 
(1) upgrading the basic village technologies, 
(2) de-scaling large industries for the manufacture of commodities 

like sugar, cement and paper, 
(3) developing new technology or processes, keeping in mind that the 

cost should be fairly low for creating workplaces so that they 
could bc widely adopted under the village conditions. 

In this wction, WC have tried to include some industries which can 
be set up in villages with smz!. 11 c;ipital, new tcclunology and new m,nnngc- 
mcnt methods, and can employ a number :if under-cmplovcd and unemployed 
peonle in the villages. Efforts are being ma& to collwt i~formntion on a num- 
ber of other industries. In addition to reviving th. ancient village industries, 
new economic activities should aIs<; bc added. 



RED CEAY POTTERY 

(Figures relate to Plate XXIV) 
,,, 

Contact Agency-Khadi and Village Industries Commission, Irla Road, 
Vileparle, Bombay-56. 

Ititrodnction : White clay is expensive and is not readily available. 
.\~oreover, for the preparation of other ingredients, expensive plant and equip- 
ment are required. Red clay is mostly available in plenty in the rural areas and 
has for long been the main raw material for traditional pottery articles like pots, 
pans, bowls, piichers, etc. In addition to these, two new items, mangalore tiles 
and burnt clat- pipes are manufactured from red clay which find a ready market. 
The mangalore tiles are used for roofing. They are superior to traditional 
tilts and their coverage area is almost 8 times that of the traditional tiles. 
‘There is saving in time in roofing as well as in cost for although one thousand 
mangalore tiles cost Rs. 350, while one thousand traditional tiles cost Rs. ~70/-, 
the former have larger size, and econom.y takes place in the overall cost. 

Preparation of mangalore tiles 

Pizg Mill : Red clay is dug out of a pit and cleaned of hard material 
like stones or brickbats and washed to get rid of impurities like lime stone. The 
powdered clay is then put in a pug mill which mixes the clay very well. One 
pug mill can supply raw material to many potters. If pug mill cannot be pur- 
chased, leg pugging can be carried out and the clay can be prepared for 
making tiles. 

Fly press : The pugged clay is then pressed in a fly press for making 
mangalore tiles. The fly press can be bought from any manufacturer. The 
moulds and the die of any size can also be fabricated in any engineering work- 
shop. 

When the tiles are cast in a press, they are kept on a wooden frame and 
dried in a closed room and then fired in kiln. 

Burnt clay pipe : Burnt clay pipes are being used these days for irriga- 
tion purposes. They are much cheaper than concrete spun pipes. Sophisticated 
machinery is not required for the manufacture of pipes. Red clay taken out 
from pug mill is rolled into flats in a frame, the width being equal to the circum- 
ference of the pipe. The flat clay is then rolled on to the wooden mould kept 
on a wooden platform and pressed from all sides by a tool meant for the purpose, 
so that the clay takes the shape of the mould. The ends are then joined 
by soft ciay and the mould is taken out. The moulded pipe is allowed to dry 
on the wooden platform in the same manner as the mangalore tiles. It is 
then fired in the kiln. 

Burnt clay pipes have been tried at many places for irrigation work 
and have proved very strong, durable and reliable. 

Cost econom%cs : The scheme is given in two phases e.mploying 14 
to 25 persons. At the end of the first phase, i.e. a period of one year, 750 tiles 
could bc pressed per day. During the second phase, i.e. at the end of second 
year, the production capacity will increase to 1500 tiles per day. With the same 
equipment at the end of the third and fourth year, producti~on can be further 



increased to 2000 and 2400 tiles respectively. The manufacture of burnt clay 
pipe can be carried on simultaneouslv with that of mangalore tiles by employ- 
ing a few extra workers. 

Zst phase 2ndjhase 

RS. 

Total " ,,,,,j,j 
), 

RS. 
,, ,,,~ 

,~ ,,, . . 5,000 
(can also be 
hired) 

: ,:; 
,,: 

1. Landlacre . . . . 

2. Building (2,500 $9. ft.) including 
300 sq. ft. concrete floor . 

3. Tile press . . . 
4. Horizontal pug mill . . 
5. Cutting tables . . . 
6. Drying racks . . 
7. Kiln . . . 
8. Disintegrator . . . 
9. Instailation charges and contin- 

gencies . . . . 
10. Water charges . . . 

Total 

RS. 

5,000 

15,000 

4,000 
10,000 

500 
10,000 
15,000 

2,500 

3,000 
2,500 

67,500 

10,000 25,000 
(can also be 
hired) 

1,000 5,000 
. 10,000 

10,bbo 500 
20,Jloo 

10,000 25,000 
. . 2,500 

. 3,000 
1,500 4,000 

32,500 1,00,000 
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DECENTRATiISED CERAMIC UNIT 

(Figures relate to Plates XXV, XXVA, XXVI, and XXVIA) 

Contact Agency : Planning, Research and Action Divn., Kala Kankar 
House, Lucknow. 

Introduction: The number of potters producing ordinary earthen wares 
and pottery vessels and utensils may be about 2 million in the country. It is 
ncccssary that the hereditary skill of these potters is utilised for the nmnufacture 
of better class of articles using improved technological processes, which will 
not only give the consumer a better value for his money in the form of cheap 
price and better quality and variety of products, but also better earning to the 
village potters who are living below subsistence level at present. 

The decentralised ceramic unit scheme prepared by the Planning, Research 
and Action Divn. is a step in this direction. It-is hoped that if the projects are 
set up and man;tged imaginatively, they will improve the condition of the village 
p?ttcrs by providing them an opportunity to improve their skills. to adopt new 
tr:chnological processes and to be able to use modern business methods and eco- 
nc,mic scale for t!leir products. This will bring the advantage of decentralised 
production in their homes, thus avoidin? the need of seasonal migration to to-vns 
and cities with consequent problems of s!ums and overcrowding and extreme 
ixessnre on the civic amenities. 

Project and scheme : The main feature of the scheme is that 
(i) a service centrc is owned and run by the central organisational agency, 
government or others. ‘l‘hc scrvicc ccntrc shall have the following functions : 

(a) Providing facilities for buildings and kilns in the cottage workshops. 
(h) Supply of semi-processed raw material, especially body, glaze, co- 

lours, plaster of Paris and other miscellaneous articles. 
(c) Providing technicai know-how and assistance in designing, shaping, 

colouring, firing, etc. 

(d) Organising centraliscd marketing of goods manufactured by cottage 
workshops. 

(ii) Cottage workshops, owned by a family of artisans or other entrepreneurs 
willing to take uy, the work. 

The service centre will also be equipped with one prototype cottage work- 
shop, which shall be used for the purpose of developing new products, like sanitary 
wares, electrical goodq, pxcelain, new designs of tablewares, decoration articles, 
and can also serve as a training ground for new entreprcncurs and workers. 

Before sanctioning the establishment of a workshop to an individual, 
training facilities would be arovided to him for a period of four months in new 
methods, use of new technology and new business methods. 

The cottage workshop cou!d h -c set up in houses owned by the entrc- 
nrcncurs. .411 tllcse worksholx would buy semi-processed. raw materials from 
the ccntrc, manufacture thcarficlcs and.bake thcln in the kilns owned by the centrc 
and then sell them through the scrvicc centres. Each workshop would rccluirc 
F-10 m:rsons to man it. Thcsc workshops would bc fully cquippcd with the 
PRAI t)-p:: kiln, production cquipmcnt and 2 H.P. motor. In cast, clcctricit) 



is not available, the foot operated machine could be utilised. Tensuch workshoas 
could be built up arouud one service centre having a kiln and one-ton slip house. 

Materials used 
I. Body-china clay, quartz and f&par marble chips. 
II. Glaze-borax, boric acid, white lead, red lead, barium carbonate, 

zinc oxide, soda ash, aluminium. 
III. Colour and dye-cobalt oxide, chromium oxide, iron oxide, 

manganese oxide, nickel oxide, potassium bichromate, antimony oxide, tin 
oxide, etc. 

IV. Mould-plaster of Paris. 

V. Saggar box-fire clay. 
VI. Fuel-steam coal. 

Buildings and shed: (i) Machiwry shed 900 sq. ft. (ii) Storage 
shed 700 sq. ft. (iii) Office 300 sq. ft. 

Machinery : (i) 4$x 4:’ size ball mills 4 ton capacity. 
(ii) 2’~ 2’ ball mill for glaze loading 22 kg. 

(iii) A pot mill frame of six pats is adequate for one ton slip house. Two 
such frames for 2-ton capacity slip hnuse would be required. The grinding of 
the stones is done in the ball mills and the blunging the clay in blungers followed 
by mixing both the portions in a mixing arc. Thereafter, the body is filtered 
through the filter presses and filter cakes obtained to be used for manufac- 
turing the articles. 

(iv) Pug mill is an equipment which is needed when most of the shaping 
is to be done by jigger jolly, but an alternative method of pugging by feet 1s 
also possible for small units. In a small slip house, its inclusion may be consi- 
dered on the availability of funds. 

(v) Vibrating screen may be worked by hand. 
(vi) Jaw crusher is used for breaking stones. It may be broken manually 

by hammers as well. 
(vii) A disintegrator may be used for grinding fire-clay and broken saggars 

for making new and usable saggars. 

Cost economics-one-ton capacity slip house and service centre, 
machinery and equipment 

Machina,y requircnw~t 

1. Ball mill 2$’ x 2’ 
2. Pot mill 6 pots . 
3. Blunger 

Mixing: arc 1: 4. 
5. Diap!uagm pump 
6. Filter 18”x 18” press : 1 
7. Vibrating screen . 
8. Kiln for calcining quartz.. 
9. Frit furnace 

10. .Motor 10 1I.P. 
11. Stores and contingencies 

Working caflital . . 

. 
. 

. 

. 

No. Price Rs. 

1 5,000 
1 700 
: 2,200 

1,500 
1 7.000 
1 9:ooo 
1 2;ooo 
1 3,000 
1 2,200 
1 7.000 

%,OOO 

To~oo (4%6”‘4 



Raw Material 
Quartz 10 tons 
F&par 6 tons 
Chitia clay 14 tons 
glaze material 1.5 tons 
Plaster of Paris 10 tons 
Saggar clay 5.0 tons 
Coal 65.0 tons 

Labour : 

Workers 10 at Rs. 150 per month . 
POWt7 

1000 units at p. IO/unit per month . 
Owhend 

Managerial and technical staff per month 
C?ntingencies per month . 

P&e Rs. 
1,000 

600 
7,000 
3,000 

600 
600 

12,000 

. . 

. . 

Sale of body at Rs. 5001- per ton for 30 tons 
Glaze at Rs. 4,000 per ton for 1.5 tons 
Saggar material at Rs. 150 per ton for 5 tons 
Plaster of Paris at Rs. 700 per ton for 1 ton . . 

Monthly gross profit (8,450--3,180)=5,270 

Depreciation and other e.qenses : 
Machinery at 10 ‘$$ . . . . 
Building 5 % . 
Maintenance and repairs at 2% : : . 
Interest on working capital 11 y0 . . 

24,800 

1,500 

180 

3,180 per month. 

1,500 
6,000 

750 

8,450 

4,360 
1,500 
1,400 
2,200 

9,460 
Monthly= 800 p.m. (Approx.) 

Net monthly profit= (5,270-800)=Rs. 4,470 
The following essential machinery and equipment would be required for 

the cottage workshcp : 
1. Kiln . . . 10,000 
2. Jigger jolly with motor-2 . 4,500 
3. Moulds . 1,500 
4. Saggars 500 

Total 16,500 

Khadi and VUagc Industries Commission cncouragcs srtting up of 
ceramic plants. Details may be obtained from them. 
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1 PLAN OF POTTERY KILN 
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Construction of the improved lime kiln: Khadi and Village Indus- 
tries Commission have designed an improved lime kiln which gives higher output. 
The design and dimensions are given in the figure. 

The kiln is of 1.5 tonne capacity but the capacity can be increased upto 
2 tonnes per day of 12 hour working. 

The materials required for construction are : (i) well fired red bricks 
9,0’?0; (ii) rubble and metal for foundation; (iii) refractory bricks-600; (iv) 
fire c&--300 kg., (v) lime mortar-250 cft. 

The kiln consists of a suitable foundation, which is laid upto the ground 
level txing rubble, metal, and lime mortar. A strong basement over the foun- 
dation consisting of the plinth is constructed of red bricks or stones. A dischar- 
ging slope is constructed over the plinth. The highest point of the slope or the 
apex is 30 cm. from the centre of the plinth. 
for the removal of lime and for entry of air. 

There are four discharging holes 

Fire brick lining of 220 cm. is advisable starting from the 120th cm. from 
ground level. It saves fuel consumption and is also economical in the long run. 

The insulating ring may be left blank as air is a good insulator. In this 
case the lining and the eater wall are joined through the insulation gar, by fixing 
6 bricks at equal distances over each layer. These bricks are called ‘key-bricks.’ 
Alternatively the insulation ring may be filled with (i) red brick powder, slaked 
lime, and ash mixed in equal proportions, or (ii) burnt paddy husk. 

The triangular spaces resulting due to laying of the fix bricks are filled 
with lime mortar added with fire clay. The corners of the bricks are kept 
intact. The linifg should be constructed of thin and firm joints, using fire-clny 
lime mortar, avolding gaps and small crevices. 

bricks. 
The outer wall of the kiln is constructed in red bricks, using interlocking 

The outside and inside of the lining may be plastered with a mixture 
uf cowdung and clay. The top surface of the kiln is also to be well plastered. 

Suitable band. strips, 4 in number, with screw arrangc,ment arc fitted 
WOUII~ the kiln at equal distances to strengthen and reinforce it. 

The kiln has 6 poke holes, three on each side. 

Brick staircase tc, gn ul~ tile kiln is rccommendcd. 

.4 movable G.I. sheet cbimncy as shown in the diagram is firec!. 

LIME KILN 

(Figures relate to Plate XXVII) 

Contact Agerip-Khadi and Village Industries Commission, Irla Road, 
Vile Pa&, Bombay-56. 

Introduction :The kiln is used for manufacturing lime, an important 
construction material. The raw material-limestone, dolomite or chalk-is 
heated in the vertical kiln under controlled calcination conditions. The car- 
bonates decompose, producing quick lime. If it is further heated at a high 
temperature the quick lime is said to be dead burned and not so reactive. 
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The kiln should be thoroughly dried before firing, and should be sallowed 
to attain maximum temperature. 

Main features : The main features of this design are : 
a. Conical shape at the bottom for proper d,ischarge of lime and also 

for proper draft control. 
b. One insulation is kept, that too only for a restricted height. 
c. Afire brick lining at least in the hottest zone of the kiln is recommended. 
d. Three poke holes on either side of the ‘kiln are found more useful. 
e. A chimney in single piece is necessary. 

Cost economics : For one month at the rate of 2 tonnes per day and 
25 working days in a month. 

Raw f&terials : Rs. P. 

1. Lime stone: 50 tonnes at Rs. 14 per tonne . . . . 700.00 

2. Fuel--coke 6 tonnes at Rs. 100 per tonne . . . 600.00 

3. Labour charge for 6 workers 
(3 males and 3 females) 
for conversion of limestone into lime, sizing, charging, discharging, 
slaking, and sieving. . . . . . 900.00 

4. Miscellaneous : 

(i) Rent for premises including lease , . 140.00 

(ii) Depreciation at 10% . . . 180.00 

(iii) Overhead and supervising . . 184.00 
--- 

Total Rs. . . 2704.00 

Income : 42 tonnes of lime 
(i) Cost of production per tonne of lime 55.00 

(ii) Income from sale of lime at Rs. 90 per tonne . . 3780.00 

(iii) Net profit for a month=Rs. 3780-2704 1076.00 . . 
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SIGNLE-SPINDLE CHARKHA* 

(Figures relate to Plate XXVIII) 

Contact Agency : Khadi and Village Industries Commission, Irla Road, 
Vile Parle, Bombay-56. 

Introduction : The importance of charkha is still great and many per- 
sons like to spin in their leisure hours. The kisan ‘charkha’ and ‘Amber’ charkha 
are not so efficient. The single-spindle charkha is an improved version of them 
and makes the spinning nLxh easier. Als?, based on this new design, a six- 
spindle charkha has been produced which gwes livelihood to many wage earners. 

Constructidn : 
are of synthetic 

The charkha is made of metal; the ge., x and pinions 
materials and the cover is of wood. 

13 ems., height 28 ems. 
The length is ,3 ems., width 

1.6 kg. without cover. 
It weighs only 2.5 kg. together with the cover, and 

It cannot be manufactured everywhere, because it re- 
quircs intricate and precision casting and machining. 

One can spin 500 meters of yarn in one hour with this 3 roller charkha. 
It makes the thread nineteen times finer and has 6.2.5 inches throw. The yarns 
after spinning can be wound on a winder to make hanks. 

It is a portable equipment and easy to operate. 

How operated : The ‘charkha’ must be cleaned every day before ope- 
ration, and lubrication should be done at least once a week in all the bushes and 
bearings. The rubber rollers should be adjusted once and should not be 
tampered with frequently. The thread should neither be too loose nor too tight. 
The handle must be rotated slowly and uniformly in clock-wise direction but 
the thread should be in the opposite side. The bobbins should bc fitted in such 
a way that there should be no thread on the top and bottom up to half an inch. 
The winder on which the spun yarn is wound, should bc fixed on the opposite 
side of the handle. 

One end of the roving should be passed through the catchroller. When the 
end of the roving comes out, it should be fixed with the thread on the bobbin, 
passing it through the yarn ring and the travellcr, and the handle should bc rota- 
ted. Five hooks are provided at the bottom. The thread should be wrapped on the 
reel through each hook for 200 rounds after which the indicator revolving on the 
threaded shaft comes out and falls down. After that, the thread is inserted 
through the next hook, and thus hanks of200 rounds are made on the winder. 

The prinSF!e of singlr-swindle chrakha has been further extended. Four 
spindle- and si.1 ,pindle- charkim have also been designed, :,vilich are very us&l. 

Price : Rs. 50. 

-- 
‘Spinning v&d 
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MATCHES MAKING 

(Figures relnte to Plate XXIX, XXZXA) 

Contact Agency: Khadi and Village Industries Commission, Irla Road, 
Vileparle, Bombay-56. 

Introduction : Matches are one of the most indispensable items of every 
day USC in every household rich or poor alike and categorised among essential 
items. 

Method of manufacture: If the supplies of veneer, splints, labels, 
etc. for box making and sticks are handled from a central point, preferably a 
district, the following processes can bc carried out in villages : 

(i) Frnrnefilling :The splints are filled in plates and the plates are then 
arranged in a frame and fixed by bolts. There are 2500 splints in 
one frame (50 splints in each plate and 50 plates in each frame). 

(ii) Pwaffining: Par&n wax is melted in a tray heated by a stove under- 
neath. The frame is dipped in the tray and taken out immediately. 

(iii) ZY# dipping: Ingredients of tip composition are given in Table 1. 
The frame is tipped in the tray in which the tip ingredients are 
prepared and kept. Boiling water is poured into the tray space 
to keep the ingredients in fluid state. 

(iv) Side painting: A frame is filled with the outer cover of the match 
bsxcs and the sides are painted with friction swface composition as 
given in Table 2. 

(1.) Pa&kg and labelling: 50 match sticks are fillsd in each box and the 
boxes 1abcll:d wit11 printed labels or printed advertisements. 

TABLE 1 

Serial Particular 
Jvo. 

1. Potassium chlorate 

2. Glue . 

3. Potash bichromate 

4. Rosin 

5. Iron oxide 

6. Manganese dioxide 

7. Glass powder 

8. Sulphur 

9. Water 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. . 

. 

. 

. 

. 

Quantify required for 
25 gross of 50’s 

. 1.570 kg. 

5.350 kg. 

0.030 kg. 

0.030 kg. 

0.680 kg. 

0.340 kg. 

0.375 kg. 

0.110 kg. 

. 540 oz. 
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TABLE 2 

Friction Surface Composition 

&rid Particulars Quantity required for 
No. 25 gross of 50’s 

1. Glue . . . 
2. Potasium bichromate . . . 
3. Glass powder . . 
4. Antimony sulphide . . 
5. Red phosphorus . . 
6. Water . . . 

. . 0.042 kg. 
. 0.005 kg. 

0.042 kg. 
. 0.040 kg. 
. 0.180 kg. 

. . 31 oz. 

TABLE 3 
Cost of raw materials for one year’s working of 200 days at the rate 

of 50 gross production of 50’s in one day. 

Sl. No. Particulars 

1. Glue . 
2. Manganes& dioxide 

3. Glass powder . . 
4. Iron oxide . 
5. Sulphw . . 
6. Potasium chlorate 
7. Potassium bichromate 
8. Rosin 
9. Red phosphorous . 

10. Antimony sulphide 

11. Dye . . 
12. larnnin wax 

13. Tapioca starch . 
14. Splints . 
15. Vcnecrs 
16. Blue pqxr 
17. Craft pap-r fiw packing 
18. A&n craft paper 
15. Lxbelr _. 

. 

. 

. 

Quanti~ 

. 160 kg. 
. 400 kg. 

200 kg. 

” 200 kg. 

. 200 kg. 
. . 700 kg. 

12 kg. 
12 kg. 
GO kg. 

12 kg. 

8 kg. 
1400 kg. 
( 5 drums) 

. 300 kg. 
5000 kg. 
8000 gross 

100 reams 
12 reams 

. 20 rolls 
. *1.2 million 

in number 

Price in Rs. 

1000.00 
400.00 

60.00 
120.00 

165.00 
2450.00 

55.00 
42.00 

825.00 
60.00 
60.00 

1650.00 

450.00 
5000.00 
4800.00 
2700.00 

440.00 
1200.00 

--- 
21477.00 
22000.00 

*This could also bc sup-plied free of cost by advertising companics or 
by Kbadi and Village Industries Commission. 

i%.ofworkers employed: 50 workers for 50 gross per day. 
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MANUFACTURE OF SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS 

(Figures relate to Plate XXX) 

Introductiorr: Many surgical instrunxents, particularly the non-cutting 
type, can easily bc manufactured on small scale basis. The process involved 
IS so simple that after initial training, spxialisation can be achieved very 
easily. Most of the work cz:~ be done bv hand without using power and with 
simple machinery and equipment. There are m.any items the manufacture of 
which is quite complicated and thcreforc machine manufacture is not very 
suitable for them. They can best be managed by hatid. 
instruments is highly labour inteixive. 

Menufxture of surgical 
In fact surgical equiixxent in India 

is made mostly by sm.all units having only a few machine% 

Productian programme: The progz.mm.e cnvisagcs th.e m.anufa.cture 
of instruments m.ost of which do not have cutting edges. Most surgical ins- 
truments of the type mentioned below arc made of stainless steel rods and strips. 
Maximum diameter of the rods is 10 mm. 

The following instruments arc manufactured : 
(1) Forceps of x:arious kind.5, like sterilising- .;yringe-holding- dissccting- 

capsule holding- fixation forceps- etc. 
(Fig. 1, 2, 3, 6) 1,500 Nos. 

(2) Necrlle holders (Fig. 9) 500 >> 
(3) Towel clamps (Fig. 7j ~. xm ,, 
(4) Dressing scissors (Fig. 5, 10, 11, 12) 500 >, 

Manufacturing pracess : Iterns made of &et : 
1. Blanking and punching 
2. Bending, forging 
3. Hand operation 
4. Hardening 
5. Polishing 
6. Cleaning 
7. Inspection 
8. Packing 

The blanks arc hand forged. Tlrcy are then hank! filed to correct slm~es 
and then p:&hed. Most of the instrunxnts mcntionc~. above do not need any 
beat treatment. The 1lea.t treatment is given on co>,1 fire when ne~css~~y. 

Cost economics 
Raw Materials 

Rs. 
1. Stainless steel equivalent to EIL 56C, A\-. &a. 

10 mm. 350 kgs. at Rs. 25 per kg. 8,750 
2. Coal 2 tonnes 200 
3. Mix. consumables 500 
4. Packing 500 

9,950 

say Rs. 10,000 
---- 
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RS. 
I. Land and building covwed a.re~ 400 sq. m.. (2. 

shed of ,20x 20 rn.),~ rented 500.0.0~ 

II. Ma&in&y a.nd equipment 
(a) Coz.1 fired blacksmith hearths with 

blowers 2 
(b) Anvils 2 
(c) Sewa.ge block 2 
(d) Metal cutting hnnd saw 1 
(e) Blacksmith tools (sets) 2 
(f) Hand screw presses 1 
(g) Drilling machine l/4” dia. 1 
(11) Polishing lathes, double ended 2 
(i) Belt .?nd disc. grinder 1 

(j) Double edged grinder 2 
(k) Hand tool vices 1 

(1) Disc forging 1 

Say RS 

staff Salary 

Proprietor-cum-mannger 1 

Typist-cum-clerk 1 

Blacksmith 2 

Filers/Fitters 4 

Polishers 2 

Packer 1 

Total 

Cczpital requirenwt 

Total average moth. ;bly expenditure : 

(a) Sta.ff . . 
(b) Raw ma.tcrials 
(c) Rent of shed. 

500,oo pm 

2~50.00 ,, 
500.00 ), 

1000.00 ,, 

500.00 ,) 
250.00 ,, 

(d) Deprecia.tion of machinery a,t 10% per 
annum 

(e) Interest of capital outlay at lOu:b per 
annmn . . 

250 

350 

14,100 

Say Rs. 14,000 
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Monthly turnover from sales : 
1. 1400 forceps at Rs. 6 each 
2. 500 scissors at Rs. 4/- each 
3. 500 towel clamps at Rs. 6/- each 
4. 500 needle holders at Rs. 6/- each 

Total Rs. 

i Monthly profit Rs.l6,400-14,000 

Annual profit . . . 

Say Rs. 

8,400 

2,000 
3,000 
3,000 
_-- 

16,400 
--- 

2,400 

. . 28,800 
--- 
29,000 
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NON-FERROYS METAIi FOUNDRY 

(F&yres relate to Plate’XXK’) 

Contact Agenge: Small Industries Development Organisation, Nirman 
Bhawan, New Delhi. 

hntrodncticm : Brass and aluminium are n&l&d as Taterial for 
making numerous objects of daily use whose utility is so great for common 
man that the demand for their production is on the increase. For large pro- 
duction of such articles, there is a great need for non-ferrous foundries. Since 
these foundries do not require electricity or power, they can be very ~easily set 
up in the rural areas. 

Non-ferrous casting : In the non-ferrous casting group we have the 
brass, bronze, bearing metals, and aluminium. To make castings of this group, 
generally one or more metals are melted together. 

Process of casting 

1. Pattern nuking : The first thing necessary in order to make any sort 
of metal casting is a model or a pattern: 

Make an exact pattern of metal for the casting to be made. Pattern 
can be supplied by the customers themselves. W!xn the pattern is ready, a 
mould is accordingly prepared from it. 

2. Moulrl maliing : For making moulds, a special quality of sand is used 
called moulding sand. For brass and aluminium moulding, sand is usually of a 
finer grain than that used in ferrous metal casting as the product has to be very 
smooth. 

Smooth castings or castings having betto skin may be made by facing 
the pattern with brass sand to a depth of about one and a half inches. 

The pattern is rapped into the flask, that is, the top part being rammed 
up, a pxtion of sand is removed and the pattern is laid. At this stage some par- 
ting sand is sprinkled. ‘lYl~c dr?g is now placed on the facing sand. Thereafter 
add ordinary sand and ram untd the flask is full. The flasks, top and drag, are 
then turned over so that the drag- is at the lowest end. When the top part is 
removed and emptied, the face at the drag is to be cleaned again. 

.4fter that, the top is uut on, the facing sand filled in and the ordinary 
sand added and rammed up in the usual way. The top part is then taken off 
once again. Then the patterns are withdrawn from the mould. The mould is 
ready now for pouring. 

3. Core ma/&g : A core is inserted within a mould when a brass casting 
is made with holes or hollows. 

A core is a shape of baked sand exactly the counterpart of the holes or 

l~ollows that are desired. The core is placed in the mould to prevent the m.olten 
metal from running into the hollow space. 

4. Crucible : After the preparation of the mould, it is necessary to melt 
the metal of which the casting is to bc made. This is done in a crucible. When 
melted in a crucillle, the metal does not come into direct contact with fire. 
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Graphite crucibles are generally used in the brass foundry on account 
of their great durability. 
can bc charged cold. 

They can stand more heat and rough handling, and 
‘,a 

These are made in standard sizes and arc known by their numbers from 
1 to 100. A No. 10 crucible has a cauacity of 15 kg. of brass or 5 kg. of 
aluminium. 

5. Ope&on of crucible furnace : Charge the metal in the crucible without 
overloading it and place on the coke bed. Fill in space around the crucible 
with small pieces of coke upto the top and cover the pot with its lid. When this 
is done, attention need not be paid to the furnace for about an hour but one should 
see whether the fire is properly burning. As soon as the metal is hot enough 
to run the castings, the crucible should be taken out from the furnace, set into 
the shank and the metal should be poured. The bottom of the furnace and 
the grate should bc kept free from ashes and cinders otherwise the draft will not 
get through, and will cause much trouble in getting the metal hot enough to 
run the casting. 

6. Pour%g : Great skill is required in pouring molten metal into the 
nloulds, as the sueed with which it should be poured varies with the nature of the 
work. It should be done slow enough to allow the gas to escape and yet fast 
caough to keep the metal from chilling in the mould and forming ‘cold shuts’ as 
they arc called. It is of great importance that the operator should gauge 
correctly the amount of metal required, for if he does not take enough metal in 
the ladle to fill the mould, it is practically certain that the casting is lost. 

After the pouring of the metal sufficient time should be allowzed for the 
metal to set. In small castings this may be 
ones it may take some hours or even a week. 

a matter of a few minutes; in large 

set, the castings are removed from the sand. 
After the metal has been properly 

Cost Economics 

Produclion 
Brass . 
Aluminium 

. . . 
. . . . . . 

Machinery and equipment . . 
Raw materials . . 
Other ex~cnscs . . 
Number of persons expected to be employrd 
Xlonthly expected earnings . 

20 kg/day. 
10 kg./day. 

Rs. 
7850.00 

10030.00 
100.00 

4 

1513.00 

Total murring exfxnditure 

1. Rent . 
2. Raw materials 
3. Labour 
4. Dther expenses 

. . . . 250.00 
10030.00 

. 550.00 
100.00 

10930.00 
--- 
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Non-recurring expenditure 

1. Machinery and equipment . . 
2. Miscellaneous . . . . 

~, ,z:~ 
,, ,,; 

_, 

:: ,, 
. 7850.00 

500.00 i,: --- 

10930.00 
8350.00 

; :; 

Total capital investment 

1. Total recurring expenditure . . . . 
2. Non-recurring expenditure . . . 

Profit and loss account 

1. Total recurring expenditure . . 
2. Depreciation on machinery and equipment 

10% . . 84.00 

3. Interest on capital investment 10% 200.00 
--- 

Total . 11214.00 
-- 

10930.00 

8350.00 : in >: 
-- 

1. Expected production of 505 kg. of brass af- 
ter allowmg wastage of 5 kg. 

at Rs. lQ.OO/kg. 9595.00 
ction of 255 kg. of alumi- 

ft‘er allowing wastage of 5 kg. 
~~~ 12-OO/kg . . 3000.00 

2. Expected produ 
miunl a 
at Rs. : 

Total 12595.00 

Profit per month=Rs.l2595.00-Rs.11214.00=1381.00 
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MANWPAC’l’URE OF CHALK CRAYONS 

(Figures relate to Plates X#UI, XXXIIA, XXXIIB) 

Contad Agency: Small Industries Development Organisation, Nirman 
Bhawan, New Delhi. 

Introduction : Chalk crayons are one of the indispensable items 
for all educational institutions. They are required in every teaching establish- 
ment from primary village schools to universities. They are also used extensively 
in seminars, symposia, meetings and conferences; for illustrations, drawing 
sketches and writing notes and points of lectures, papers, etc. on the black board. 

Product s+5f.ic&tion : Chalk crayons are plaster of Paris products. 
They are nol~mally in the form of round tapered sticks. They arc generally white 
but coloured chalks are also used. 

Process of mamlfacttire : The process of manufacturing of chalk 
crayons is very simple and can be easily handled by semiskilled persons. Hardly 
any machine is used. The main operations involved in chalk manufacturing 
arc : 

I. Preparation of sl~xrry 

II. Moulding or casting 

III. Drying the chalks 

IV. Packing 

I. Preparation of slumy : Measured amount of water is taken in 
a bowl. Plaster of Paris powder is poured slowly into the water. The slurry is 
then mixed with hand. The slurry thus prepared is made homogeneous. As 
mentioned above, the powder should always be added to the water and in no 
case water should be poured into the powder. 

The slurry thus prepared sets in about 10 minutes time. The slurry should 
in no case be prepared more than the moulds can take in one time. It takes 
10 to 15 minutes for the chalks to set in the mould. 

It is advisable to add small quantity of either ultramarine blue or 
Chinese blue dyes to the water to be used for preparation of slurry. This will 
help to bleach the yellowish white or grey colour of the chalk sticks. 

II. Moulding or casting : The mould should be prepared for m.oul- 
ding before the slurry can be poured into the mould cavity. The moulds are 
cleaned and a fine film oflubricant is applied. The lubricant consists of acrosin 
and mustard oil in the ratio of 4~1. The moulds are made of a!uminium. 

The slurry is then poured into the mould cavity. An enamelled tunrbler 
can be used for pouring. The mould should bc shaken after pouring the slurry. 
This will remove trapped air in the mould cavity. The slurry should be allowed 
to set in the mould fiw 10 to 15 minutes. 

III. Drying : After the slurry has set in, the moulds arc opened and the 
moulded chalk sticks arc carefully removed from the moulds and placed on 
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wooden trays. They are then put in the sun for drying. 
get completely dried in the sun in a day. 

Generally the chalks 

N&e : The coloured chalks a,re also produces! in the same way, only 
water colours areadded to the slurry to get the desired colour. The coloured 
chalks should be dried in the shade otherwise the colour will fade away. 

IV. Packidg : After the chalks are dried, they are collected and then 
packed in small card bnard boxcs. One hundred chalk sticks are packed in 
ox bog. These small boxes can be packed in big cartons as per the need of cus- 
tomers. Generally 100 boxes are packed in one big carton. Saw dust is used 
in packing to avoid breakage of chalk sticks. 

Production requirements 

1. Raw material : The main raw mntcrial is plaster of Paris. Small 
amount of china clay can b; a,ddcd to the slurry to make the chalk-sticks softer 
than those n~ade by plater of Paris alone. 

Water colour is required for coloured chalks. 

2. LablmT : No special skill is needed. Semi-skilled labour can very 

easily do the work. 

3. Equipment 

(i) Aluminium moulds of 100 sticks ca.ch 

(ii) Wooden trays for drying size l’x2’ 

(iii) Eaa!nel!ed basm 

(iv) Enamelled mug 

(v) Sicvc and small tools 

Cost economics: (For producing 3000 bwhes of 100 crayons each) 

I. Nor,-recurring expenditure 

Machinery and equijmen~ 
Rs. 

1. Aluminium moulds of 100 100 Rs. llO/- 1100.00 
sticks per mould 

2. Wooden trays for drying 100 Rc l/- per tray 100.00 
(l’x2’) 

3. Ewmclled basin one Rs. 2.5 25.00 

4. Enamclled nu~g for takirlg “llC Rs. 5/- 5.00 
out sIurr)- from the basin and 
pouring 

3. Sieve and smnll tools, etc. 10.00 
~~~~ --- 

‘I-1JLd 1240.00 
__,.- ~,.. 



II. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
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Recurring monthly expenditure 

Plaster of Paris 4.0 bags fo 35 g. each 
Mustard or 8. nut oil five kg. 
Kcroscne oil . 20 litres 

Packing boxes 
Saw dust . 
China clay 
Ultramarine blue 
Labour 

3000 
4 Bag 

. 2 Bags 

3 Nos. 

Rs. 15 /bag 
Rs. lo/kg. 

i Rs. 1.20 
per litre. 

Rs. 15/100 
Rs. S/bag 
Rs. 25/ bag 

at Rs. 100 per month 

600.00 
50.00 

24.00 
450.00 

20.00 
50.00 
10.00 

300.00 

CAPITAL REQUIREMENT 

Non-recurring expenses 
Recurring expenses per month 

1240.00 
1504.00 

I_-.. 

hofit andloss aacunt 

Cost of production of 3000 boxes of 100 crayons each 1504.00 
Interest on capital at 10% 11.00 

Total 1515.00 
--- 

Income from sale of 300 boxes of 100 crayons each zt Rs.65 
per 100 box . . 1950.0 

Monthly profit 1950-1515 435.00 
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CANDLE MAKING 

(Figures relate to Plate XXXII~) 

Introduction : Electricity is not available everywhere and all tl& time. 
Kerosene oil is becoming expensive and scarce due to the oil crisis. The ,candles 
have their own role to play in times of electricity failure. It is handy and 
mobile and can be carried everywhere, in trains or to far off places. The scope 
of wax candle has therefore become greater, specially in small towns, villages and 
during travels. In western countries candle making is a specialised art; they 
make high quality candles for decoration and ornamental purposes. In India, 
it is a necessity to dispel darkness on occasions when no other means of lighting 
is available. In comparison with other industries, wax industry is one of the 
easiest to startwith small capital and offers reasonable monetary profit as well. 

Raw material 
(1) Paraffin wax : A translucent petroleum bye-product. Bees wax 

can also be used but it is expensive and generally used for more sophisticated 
purposes. 

(2) Wick : It is made from bleached cotton yarn, loo& spun so t.hat it 
may burn easily. 

(3) Colours : For producing coloured candles, an oil soluble dye is used. 
Appliances 
(1) Moulds-These moulds are made of aluminium; some times alloys 

(Fig. II. For different sizes of candle, a number of moulds are to be 
ob&nkd. 

(2) Ladle : For pouring the liquid wax into t@,gro$d. (Fig. 2). 
(3) stove “chulah’‘-For melting the wax. 1 . 
(4) Cauidron (karahi) in which wax would be melted. (Fig. 2) 

Manufacturing process 
(1) The mould is in two parts. Take out the side clamps so that both 

parts of the mould are separated. Now insert into the cavities a cotton 
swab soaked in mobil oil or any other oil and rub in both the parts of the 
mould. This is necessary to take out candles from moulds without dificulty. 

(2) Now follow the wick marks on the wick holder and bind wicks in the 
mould. Bring both the parts of the mould together and clip them. 

(3) Melt paraffin wax in a cauldron (karahi) over a slow fire. If CO- 
loured candles are to be produced, mix a little Quantity of oil colour in the molten 
mass. 

(4) ‘Take a big ladle and pour molteo wax in the mould upto the top 
with the !adle. 

(5) In a shallow pan, fill cold water and keep the mould in it to enable 
the wax to harden quickly. 

(6) Wax will become solid within a. few minutes. Now take out the 
mould liiom the water, open it and remove the candles. Excess wick should be 
cut off with a blade. 

P&king : Candles arc now packed in strong paper or in cardboard 
packets. il label is pasted on the pnckct. You can print your own !abels or can 
purchase beautifully printed ready-made labels from the mar!xt. 
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Noveltiy candles : If one is already making candles or wishes to start 
candle industry! here is a good idea for making more money in candles. One 
can make artistic shapes : candle like toys, animals and other curious shapes. 
They can be sold on special occasions like Deepawali, X-mas, Shah-brat? Inde- 
pendence day and birthdays, etc. Some specimen of+rtistic candles made mhjgh 
quality plaster of Paris mould are shown~ in Fig. 3. 

i 
,) 

,:, ; 
!,‘, 

Price of these moulds is Rs.10 per mould. 

cast ec~omlcs : The candle industry can be started with moc!est 
capitaliand one self-employed person can turn out a large number of candles 
per day. 
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SOAP MAKiNG 

(Figures relate to Plates XXXIV, XXXXIVA, XXXIVB, and XXXNC 

Introduction : Cleanliness is next to godliness, and soap helps a lot in 
cleanliness. Even in primitive times, man felt the necessity of cleansing his body, 
his clothes and his utensils, etc. These days soap is an essential item for every 
man in the world. So there is no risk in soap making because it is one bf the most 
essential consumer items of the common people. There are so many soap making 
industries and all are earning good money. 

Appliances : 

1. Frying pan (kadai) 
2. Enamel kettle with cocks, one at the bottom, one in middle and one 

intermediate between the two. (Figs. 2, 3, Plate XXXIV). 
3. A piece of glass pan 
4. Caustic lye tank for storage (Plate XXXIVA) 
5. Oil containers 
6. Bucket 
7. Scale and weights 
8. Wooden or iron spoon or ladles for stirring 
9. Segrees for melting oil and preparing soap on a very small scale 

10. Furnace (bhatti) 
11. Thermometer and hydrometer 
12. Ordinary tins, knives or spatulas, tin pots, etc. 

13. Racks or shelves for drying soap 
14. Foam removing slubber, a slabbcr, bar cutter. etc. (Plate XXXIVB) 
15. Soap cutting table 
16. Bar stamping dies and stamping machine (Plate XXXIVC) 

Raw materials : Common soaps are manufactured by combination 
of animal- or vegetable fat with alkalis, caustic soda or caustic potash in pre- 
scnce of water. Sometimes a host of other materials such as soda ash, silicate 
of soda, french chalk, china clay and starch arc used as adulterants and 
perfumes and dyes are used to give a desirable colour and fragrance. 

Oil and fat : Following oils and fats are used in soap making, however 
it is better to avoid edible oils and use non-edible oils. 

1. Gxoanuf oil--Soap obtained from this oil is hard and brittle. It lathers 
freely in soft and hard water. It is good for cold process. It gives more gly- 
cerine but its SOZLP gives bad smell after some time. It is partly used for making 
toilet soap. 

2. Mahua oil--This is thick oil; soap of this oil produces good lather. 
It is largely used with other oils due to its cheapness. 

3. Linseed oil-This is used for making soft and transparent soap. It is 
not used in household and toilet soaps. This soap is readily soluble in water. 
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4. Khakan &-This oil is obtained from the seed of an evergreen shrub 
known in botany as salvadora oleoids. The properties of the soap made out 
of it are similar to those of cocoanut oil. 

5. G~~oundnut oil-It gives a soft bodied soap with fZrly good cleansing 
properties and lathers very slowly. Its action on the skin is very mild and hence 
its addition in toilet soaps is beneficial. The oil does not saponify easily. 

6. .h%vn seed oil--It saponifies readily and gives a hard grained soap with 
good lathering properties. In graining the soap, most of the disagreeable 
odour disappears. The soap is used as an antiseptic also. 

7. Cotulr seed-The soap of this oil gives bad smell after some time. So 
it is used by mixing with other oils. 

8. Mala6ar tallon-It is also known as piney or dhupa fat and is ob- 
tained from the seeds of an ever green tree known as vat&a Indica. It makes 
an excellent soap for washing and toilet purposes. It approaches animal tallow 
in its soap making properties and hence it can be used in its place. 

9. Animal t&~-For the purpose of soap making it is obtained from the 
marrows of the bones of animals and called bone fat, bone grease or bone 
tallow. This makes hard, uniform ar,d slow lathering soap. 
for a long time in good condition. 

This soap can stay 

10. Lard-This is tallow of pig and used for making high quality toilet 
soa;> or shaving soap. This is very costly 

11. 
olabar. 

Knra~+z oil-Karanjia oil, is obtained from seeds of a tree pongamia 
By refining, it can be used for soap making otherwise the soap gives 

bad smell. It is used with other oils. 

12. Acid o&-It is cheaper and makes hard and good soap. It may 
be obtained from vegetable oil (ghec) makers. 

13. Sludge gaad : A good soap can be prepared by mixing any other oil 
in this sludge. 
table ghee. 

The sludge or gaad is obtained during the preparation of vegc- 

14. &in-Rosin is obtained as a bye-product in the distillation of an 
olco-resin gum for turpcntinc. Rosin impnrts lathering, softness and cleaning 
properties to soap, improving its texture. 
with other oils and fats. 

It is not added pure but in admixture 
It is gcncrally not used in toilet soap. 

15. Esse~ial oils-These are only used in very small quantities to give 
the soap a pleasant fragrance. The oils widely used are as follows: 

(1) Clove oil (7) Musk 
(2) Cinnamon oil (8) Essence of roses 
(3) Anisc oil (9) Sandal wood oil 
(4) Ajwain oil (10) Kuda 
(5) Lemon oil (11) Khas 
(6) Orange peel oil 

Alkalis : Important alkalis which are used in soap making are : 

(1) Strong alkalis--caustic soda and caustic potash 

(2) Mild alkalis.-potassium cnrbonatc and sodium carbonate 
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Caustic sdda : This is a strong alkali because of its strong action and 
is popularly used for making hard soap. It is hygroscopic. It absorbs carbon 
dioxide from air and converts it into carbonate. Caustic soda is manufactured 
from common salt by electrolysis; chlorine or bleaching powder being a bye- 
product. It is also man&ctured from soda ash (sodium-carbonate) by mixing its 
solution with the requisite amount of slaked lime. Soda ash 106 parts and 
slaked lime 74 pzxts give caustic soda 80 parts and lime (raw) 100 parts. 

Caustic potash : Chemical properties of caustic potash are similar to 
those of caustic soda. But there is much difference in quality of soaps made from 
thcsc two. Caustic potash makes soft soap while caustic soda makes hard. Caustic 
potash is obtained from wood ashes known as pearl ash. The plants that product 
pearl ash containing most potassium carbonate arc? 1. annual weeds, 2. aghada, 
3. dhatoda 1:esika~-ad&a. To produce causuc potash the concentrated 
liquors obtained from the extraction of ashes with water are mixed with slaked 
lime paste. ‘The extracted Iges of crude potash are evaporated to a strength of 
30 to 35 per cent normally and kept in a closed drum or tin. 

Mi!d aikaiis : Potassium carbonate and sodium carbonate are termed 
mild alkalis, bccausc they !I~F-C no irritating or burning action on the skin. They 
do not combine directly with oils to form soap. They combine directly with rosin 
and fatty acids to form SOUPS with great effervescence. On that account great 
care is required while making rosin and fatty acid soaps with these mild alkalis, 
as otherwise the soap will spill over. When mixed with slaked lime they give 
what are known as strong alkalis. 

Sodium chloride : Sodium chloride is used for graining the soap in the 
full boil ~roccss. It plays an indirect part in soap manufacturing. 

water : Water is an important intermediary substance in bringing 
about the chemical combination between the oils and lyes. 

Soap making processes : Soap making consists of the art of che- 
Illicall!- combining the oils with tilt caustic alkalis. The quantities of caustic 
soda or p:~t;~.s!l rcquircd b>- iodi\-idua! oils should bc dctermincd in each cast. 
The chemical change that takcsplacc may bc described by the following equations. 

Oil =Fatt!-Acid + Glyccrinc. 

Oil+Cnustic Soda=Sod.ium of Fatty Acid (Soap)+Glyccrinc. 

‘Tl~c glycerine liberated by oil is approxinlately 9 to loo/, 

Thcrc arc two main soap-making processrs, nanxly, tll\: <,old process 
u:ed with comnuxcial lye (caustic soda) and the warmproccss used with leached 
lye. 

Cold process : A cold pl-ocess recipe, which makes about 9 lbs (4. kgs.) 
or soap is as follows : 

Ingredients : ti 11 )h. or 7.75 kg. of c!c;m lilt or oii 
13 “mice (370 gms.) or Iyc 

1.2 litrcs of soft water 

(1) -l‘o clcz~n tllc fat, nlclt it and strain out any other ii)rcign *lrattcr 01 
particles X molt tlu~rough \vay is to boil it with an cqtul aillount ,li‘ wxtcr, 
.<trsin it, add cold ~~alvr, ]I:( it c<~ol ant! then skin1 the Paat off the top. 

(2) ~\dd tlW lyu I,) illi, ii~;Llcl’ grXlu;dly. ‘l‘!lc InixLurc \\~ill get 1101 :Il~j “N~:L! 
spat~cr. Rinse your hauls iuunccliatcly il’thc Iyc crystals or solution falls on tlx~ll. 



Use pz~ts of iron, clay or enamel and utensils of wood for all stages of soap- 
makinc. Never use aluminium. because the lve solution will dissolve it. Let 
the lye solution cool to body temi)erature. Check the temperature by feeling the 
outside of the p3t. Da not put your finger in the solution. 

(3) Kelt the fat and let it cool to body temperature. Stir it as it cools. 
When the spoon starts to leave a track in the mixture, the temperature is right. 

(4) Add the lye solution slowly, drop by drop or in thin stream, to the 
fat while stirring constantly in one direction. Ccmtinue constantly stirring until 
the mixture is of the consistency of honey or thick cream. If you are using a 
mixture offat and oil, this should take about 30 minutes. But if only oil is used, 
it may take several hours. 

(5) When the mixture reaches the consistency of honey or thick cream 
pout it into the mould or cooling frame. This is a shallow wooden box lined with 
cotton cloth soaked in hot water and wrung out. The cloth should be big 
enough to overlap the edge of the box by a couple of inches. This will help in 
removing the soap. Let the soap stand for 48 hours in a warm, dry place where 
it will not be disturbed. 
dients may separaie. 

If it is moved or struck during this period, the ingrr- 

(6) Stack the bars in an open place so that air can circulate around and 
through them. Leave them in a warm dry place for 2 to 4 weeks. 
becomes hard, it may be used. 

When soap 

warm process 
(1) Porn the oil into the soap kettle and heat upto 140°F. 
(2) When the correct temperature is reached, pour in the required 

amount of caustic soda and stir well and leave it for some time. 

(3) It will be seen that the mixture forms grains like coarse wheat flour 
(xzji). Keep it stirring for some time and leave undisturbed. for about 10 minutes, 
when it will form more and more grains. By repeating this process of stirring 
and waiting, the whole mixture will ultimately become thickly granulated like 
shim (cooked sdji). 
mass or cm-d. 

Continue stirring till the grains change into a soft honey like 

(4) At this stage the mixture of oil and caustic is in 3 portions--caustic 
soda, free oil and the soft brown curd. As the mixture is stirred more and more, 
the curds becomc bigger and bigger, the caustic soda lye and oil diminish in 
quantit)-. Ultimately all the oil and caustic lye disappear and the whole mix- 
turc appears like jelly or honey. 

(5) -It thk stage, if you desire some fragrance in soap, you may add per- 
fumes or essential 011 and stir to make uniform paste. 

I 
(6) how pour the mwture into coo!ing frame. 

in the warm, dry place until the soap sets in hard form. 
Leave the cooling frame 

or more days for solidifying or setting, 
It takes generally 3,4 

(7) The solid block of soar, ah being removed from the frames is 
kept in the air for making rhe surfaces dry, beforc it is cut to the required sizes. 

zular. 
(8) In the cutting processes first scrape the layer which is frothy and irre- 
Slab the block by wire after tile preparation as shown in Plate XXXIVC 

Cut the slabs into bar by some wire or bar cutter as in Plate XXXIVC. You 
may sell these bars in t!lc market or you can make cakes of these bars. These 
cakes can !x sold in the market, after finishing. Finishing operation is done 
1:~ a qtnmpinr: machine or dies ofvuious shnpcs according to the size of the soap 
as shown in Plate XXXIVD. 
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BEE KEEPING 

jFigure.r relate to Plates XXV, XXVA) 

Contact Agency: Khadi and Village Industries Commission, Irla Road, 
Vile Parle, Bombay-56. 

Introduction : Honey is one of the most nourishing foods in the world 
and its nntritive value is rated very high. It is known to man from very ancient 
times. .4nd yet no effort was made to tame the bees and no one ever thought 
of keeping b::es a.~ pets and getting a regular crop of honey from the beehives. 
It i; dx t? the effxt of Huber that new houses for bees were designed and 
ber keeping and honey extraction are now learnt as art and science. Bee keeping 
nowada;is has been so pxfected that any one with a little training can do it 
and cam z livciihood out of it. Its importance is increasing day by day due to 
the usefulness of bees for pollination of seeds and fruit crops. In many deve- 
loping countries, farmers hire beehives during the flowering period, specially for 
this purpxe, and have obtained a production increase of upto 2W, Laany uses 
of bees-wx have a!so been developed these days and it has beLame a very 
cxpensiac item, bzing the base of cosmetic and polish industries. 

Equipment : Th.c minimum equipment required to start this small 
industry includes the beehive box, smoker, ar,d extractor. A hive box is 
usually made of gamhar or teak wood. A complete box contains several 
separable parts termed as top cover, chamber, and floor board. There are two 
chambers, one for honey called super chamber and the other for brood 
rearing called brood chamber. The chamber has several movable frames num- 
bering 8 to 10 earh containing a comb parallel to one another. (Fig. 2 and 4, 
Plate XX.XV) 

A s‘moke producing equipment, (Fig. 4. Plate XXXVA), is used at the 
time of handling bees so that they may not sting. An extractor, (Fig. 3), is 
used for extracting honey from the upper comb frames. 

Honey is extracted only in honey flow periods which fluctuate according 
to agro-climatic and floral conditions of the region. 

Type of bees : A bee colony is a complete biological unit composed of 
thouszmds of worker bees, hundreds of drones and only one queen. In nature, 
they dwell in the dark on wax combs, the cells of which contain eggs, larvae and 
pupw, calicd brood. The brood is in the form of a sphere in the lower part of the 
comb; on the top and on each side is the bin of stored pollen and beyond this 
hone); is stored. 

The workers compose the bulk of the population and their main task is 
to look after the colony in all respects. The drone or male bees are required 
to fertilise the virgin queen. The queen is the only fully devcloped female and 
is in fact an e$g-laying machine. She never goes out of the hive after mating, 
except at the tune of swarming or laying the foundation of another colony. 

Management includes the adjustment and fulfilling of the colony’s demands. 
This can only be fullillcd, when the bets are frequently observed. The colonies 
should bc kept clean and strong to prevent from attack of disease or enemy. 
Before absconding, the bees stop their activities and the queen suspends egg laying. 
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Swarming takes place only in the favourable season, when there is abundance of 
food supply. In lean seanons, when there is dearth of natural bee-flora, it becomes 
essential to feed bee-colonies with sugar solution. The queen should be renewed 
yearly by replacing the old ones. 

Bee-flora : All plants do not provide nectaries to bees for honey;: 
there are only some selected plants which they approach for nectaries, pollen or 
both. These plants are called bee-flora. Some of the important bee-flora 
are the following ornamental plants : 

Flowers : corn flower, coral creeper, cosmos, poppy, portula, 
sun-flower, zinnia, etc. 
Fruits : banana, berries, citrus, apples, pears, cherry, guava, jarnun, 

lichi, etc. 
Crops : rape mustard, taramira, toria, berseem, maize, til, jute, sor- 

ghum, etc. 
Trees : tamarind, drumstick, sandal, sisoo, soapnut, neem, etc. 
Vegetable: most of the vegetables, but they are minor source of pollens 

and nectary. 
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IN’l!RODUCTION 

Carrying of ioads either on head or on back by workers-men, women 
and children-is a cozuntin feature at the construction sites, markets, railway 
.,:-tions and other places. Such a method of carrying loads, handling materials 
or transporting commodities is rather primitive, tiring and inefficient. A large 
number of appliances and equipments have been devised all over the world 
for material handling and transport. But in India WC are still using old methods 
which are inefficient -nd unscientific. The bullock-cart, one of the most im- 
pprtant goods transpGri :ldustry after rail road, has been left txally to stagnate 
with little improvement in its design and working. Similarly, rickshaws, a 
transpsrt that gives employment to poor men in urban areas, have not received 
any attention. Wheel-barrows, 

K 
ulley blocks, screw jacks are not used in the 

&ages for the work of material andhng and transpxt. If introduced imag- 
inatively, after proper modifications, such gadgets and appliances czn help the 
villagers and ooor people in carrying out their activities more efficiently and 
economically. A few of the new designs of such equipment developed and 
experimented in some places have been included in this section. 



A WINCH USED IN DIGGING WELL 

(Figurer relate to Plate &X-XVI) 

Contact Agenp: Frierxds Rural Centre, Rasulia, M.P. 

Introduction: The task of raising excava.ted earth when digging a well 
may be considerably lightened and speeded up by the USC of a simple winch. 
Such a winch can be made by a village carpenter. The design and mcthcd of 
manufa?tnre arc given brlow, but there is no need to adhere strictly to the di- 
:~,ensions. Any strong w-,,d is suitable as material. 

The winch can also be used for drawing bucketful of water from ~/ells. 

Materials 

(i) Two beams approximately 3” x 7” x 12” which can be made by 
sawing through thz centre of a log minimum 7” dia. and then squaring 
the two sides. 

(ii) Two pieces for upright members approx. 2” x 6” x 3+“. 

(iii) Oar roller approx. 7” in dia. ?.nd 3’8” in length. It can be made 
by sawing a log of suitable diameter through the centre and then chiselling a 
channel out of the two halves toaccommodati: the steel shaft, at the two ends of 
which handles are fitted for rotating the winch roller. The shaft should extend 
beyond the roller by eight inches at each end. One inch square shaft is most 
suitable b-cause it prevents the shaft from revolving free inside the roller. 
The vart of the shaft outside the roller is rounded to act as a, bearing. 

(iv) 3 pieces of l$” pipe two of them 4’ long and one 3’9” long. 

(v) 3 pieces of rod 5/S” dia. threaded at both ends with washers and 
mm of 4’2”, 4’8” and 4’8” length. 

(vi) One steel shaft 1” sq~xarc 5’ long rounded for and at each end. 

(vii) 4$” x 6” bAts with washers. 

(‘viii) Two handles made of +“X lf one on each sidr steel flat or of 
wood to turn the roller. 



WELL DIGGING WINCti 



WHEELBARROW 

(Figures relate to Plates XXXVII, XXXVIL4, and XXXVIII) 

Introdtiction : Wheelbarrows are quite suitable for Indian conditions 
where small loads of materials, needed for handling the earth work etc. are 
required to be transported to short distances. In India the most common prac- 
tice for these situations is to employ women to carry head-load in baskets. These 
women suffer a lot of hardship as they have to carry heavy loads on their heads 
for long distances. It is necessary, therefore, that wheelbarrows should be in- 
troduced which would help in carrying comparativelv larger !oads much more 
efficiently and effortlessly. The wheelbarrow described below was invented in 
China and introduced in Europe in the middle ages. The particular features 
of merit include : 

1. The use of a larger diameter wheel to reduce rolling resistance and 
improve cow ? m rough roads. 

2. Disposal of thr ,oad round the wheel so as to reduce the load on the 
driver. 

3. The use of a shoulder strap running diagonally across one shoulder 
from one handle to the other, in order to lessen the strain on tk e 
arms. 

4. A single wheel is easy to use on rough grounds and narrow paths. 

5. Pneumatic tyres can be used but if a pneumatic wheel of suitable 
dia. is not available, wooden wheels can also be used. 

1 Method of consteuction : The method of construction has been clearly 
shown in the diagram. This wheelbarrow can be made with wood planks, timbers 
and ropes. A brake has also been introduced so that the driver can operate it 
at down gradients or at other places where the speed has to be suddenly reduced. 
The design of the brake can also be used in hand carts. 

A simple wheelbarrow, generally used in India is shown in Plate 
XXXVIII, with dimensions which can beeasily manufactured by blacksmiths in 
the rural areas. 
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WHEEC BARROW 



THREE GEAIWD CYCLE RICKSHdW 

(Figures relate to Plate xX23X) 

Jnt~cduction : Cycle rickshaw is a very important means of transport 
for medium and small towns. It is spreadir,g in villages as well. It carries 
middle class families from one place to another at a moderate charge. Unfor- 
tunately rickshaw drivers have to work hard specially on up gradients. The 
braking system is also very defective and is sometimes responsible for serious 
accidents, injuring the drivers and damaging the rickshaw, sometimes beyond 
repairs. Any attempt to put on an engine on the rickshaw increases both its 
initial cost and running cost beyond the reach of poor people. The Appropriate 
Technology Development Association experimented by providing a three-gear 
hub and improved the braking system, which considerably improved its per- 
formance, wthout much increasing the cost. 

Conktruction 

(1) Take any three-geared hub attachment sold generally in the 
market for bicycles. Fix the hub to a specially designed bracket fitted under- 
neath the frame of the cycle rickshaw as shown in Fig. 1 and 2. One chain is 
attached from the pedalling gear to the larger gear of the hub. Another chain 
is fixed from the gear to the rear axle. 

(2) Fix a pedal in the front frame of the rickshaw with cables attached 
to all the three wheels, which are provided with braking systems. The hand-brake 
system used in the motor cars can also be used. Once the pedal is pressed, all 
the three wheels come to rest simultaneously, bringing the rickshaw to a stop 
in a very short time. 

How to operate 

(1) Cables with marks in the handles are pro., :ded to operate the three- 
gear hub. The rickshaw is started on the first gear, which moves the driving 
gear rapidly but the rear axle gear slowly, thus increasing the torque, and 
reducing the effwt. The same gear should be used on up gradients. Once 
the vehicle has gained some speed, the second gear should be applied. 
When the normal spzed is gained, the e6p or the third gear should be used. 

dually. 
(2j To apply the brake, press the pedal in front by foot slowly a.nd gra- 

Release the pedal, when the vehicle comes to a rest. 

Es. 
Price 

(i) Three-geared hub attachment 

(ii) Brackets . . 

(iii) Brakr~ cables, pedal, etc. 

. 

. 

. 

Total . 

160.00 

10.00 

50.00 

220.00 

An increase of 22% on the current price of rickshaw. 
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BUELOCK CART 

(l3gzwe.i relate to Plate XL) 

Cwrtart Agvn& : 1. National Institute of Management, Bangalore. 
2. Maulana Azad College of Technology; Bhopal. 

Introdixction : The btillock cart occupies the most iw~portant place for 
t!le txtnsoo~r of agricultural and other commodities in the rumi area.s. It is es- 
timated &at their mmlber is about 13 m.illion in the country and they- account 
for more t!lan two thirds of the totrl haulage in the countryside. 

There are about 300 designs of the country carts driven by one or two 
bullocks ar the cast mzy be. Sometimes three or four bullocks are used for the 
haulage of heav>- loads’in carts. Of late, improved carts with pneumatic tyres 
arc comin.c into USC which can carry 3 to 4 times the load with one pair of bullocks 
EU :iainsTthc traditional carts. Since the latter have iron tvres fixed on the 
wo:~d::n whr;:l, they exert heavy strain on the bullocks in pull&g, and damage 
thr- mct,?llcd roa.ds. 

.% number oi agencies-government and voluntary--arc doing experi- 
w,<:i:ial z.nd .I ~ .. ~cxa,cll work for improving the efficiency of ?he bullock cwts; but 
no gerrcrall!- arrcpted model has been design& so fk3.r. it is understood that B 
c~o:x;mittrc hz.3 been recently appointed to csaminc the whole thing and re- 
ci!!n:n~nd suicz.blc mc~~.s~~res or moc!ifcations which can be worked upon a,nd the 
e&iox\- ot the cart be improved.. A number of improvements have been 
su~,:g+rted b:; 5omc agencies hilt r?s pointed out b)- >Ir. Ramawami of Institute of 
.\lnnagcment_ Bangalorc, though the cart looks simple, the technology is not 
so. .A grwt deal of c!esi,gn effort is required to use suitsblc materi& and design 
to ative at differcat kinds ot’modeis for villngc roads, district road.s a.nd highways, 
tc xducr thr: weight oi’ the cart but at the same time not to impa.ir its strength. 
Tix design must also take into 
t!lr::- ~~ouid. by ~equi~cd tl~, ca.rr!-. 

account the different kinds of products 
The animal itself 1lz.s to be studied to estima.te 

thc’ioad it czn carrv and to improve the hamess so that the anima!s’ load-carrying 
capacity- can be i&xasc d. .\/Ioulan:: .&ad Collc~e of Technology, Bhopa.1 
hn; also designed a bullock cut. (Pia,te XL), and ~111 won be read.:. Tar testing 
in field conditions. The esrential features of the designs whii:? may bring 
improvmcnt over the traditional carts are : 

i,‘i:l Lighter wcighr, ~~hich makes the bullocks carrv extra load 

(ii’: .A special load bearing WISS, with ,‘nock absorbing mechanism 

(iii) Spccisl brarings 

(ix-- Special attachment to yoke 

(1-j Gunny bag pouch-fitted with straw attached to yoke, for the comfort 
of the bullock’s neck and shoulders. 
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INTRQDUCV?ION 

Health-care is not only curing diseasesbut also preventing diseases,improv- 
ing sanitation, giving nutritive food and instructing the people in the art of a clean 
and healthy life. It is diflkult to urovide expensive medical care to the poor people 
of the villages but it is not diffimlt to improve the environment of their living by 
cooperation and participation of the people themselves and bringing awareness 
for a clean and hea!thv living. The vikxg c vaids, hakims, midwives and others 
can be trained and equipped to render better medical service to the people. 

This section deals with some of the healthy practices which could be adopted 
in the village areas, by installing sanitary latrines, giving clean and safe drinking 
water, organising a rural hea.lth scheme, recording weights of the babies regu- 
larly, etcxtc.. There are other methods and practices which ca.n bc introduced 
in villages. 
and hyguzne. 

They can be catcgnrizcd under appropri~ate technology for health 
They can greatly- improvc the health and life expectancy of the 

masses with little additional expenditure. 



SANI’l’ARY LATRTNES FOR VILLAGES 

(Figum relate to Plates XLI, XLIA, XLIB, XLIC, and XLID) 

Contact Agency : IWends Rural Centrc, Rasulia, District Hoshangabad, 
M.P. 

Introduction : Rural environments, particularly the adjoining fields 
bordering the villages, are greatl:; polluted as the local inhabitants ~defecate 
in the open. They become a me&urn. for the breeding of flies, disease, germs 
and insects and are thus responsible for health hazards to the people. During the 
rainy seawn, things get still worse a~ the soaked cow-dung on the one hand and 
the night soil on the other produce foul smell, increasing the fly population which 
brings, in ga;tro-itltestinal diseases an d ch&ra taking a heavy toil of lives. Things 
are a bit bt-tter where pit latrines are used; but in the case of service latrines, con- 
ditions are quite appalling. 4 number of agencies have done considerable resez-ch 
and experimPnta1 work on rural latrines ?,.a d 
are acceptable to the villagers. 

have deveioped some designs which 
Their ~.~wtallatio~~ is reasonably cheap. Friends 

Rural Centre, Rasulin and Placnivg, Kesrarch znd Action Institute, Lokcnow 
are particularly notewxthy for ,rm@ng !:omc the idea of setting up sanitary 
latrines in die villages. 

Plastic mould fw smiaary latrine : The Rasulia design provides 
a good method for village people to cast their own latrines. 
used for this purpose. 

A plastic mouid is 

of Plate XLIA. 
The vz~~~ous parts of the mxmld arc shown in Fig. 1, 2, 3 

The oittcr part is made from tw;) moulded piece? of plastic which are per- 
manentl~- fastened together with a piece of f;)!ded pl;?stic strip down the slopi:i;, 
side, (Fig. l), and bolted on. 
plete the ou+er mould. 

Two eimilx strips along the opposite side corn-- 
Thee t,wo strips arc removable. 

The inner part i> also made fwm two parts; 
respc”i;‘,~l?, (Fig. 2). 

the bowl and the trap part 

The inner and outer parts of the mould are h&l togct~hcr in their proper 
relationship by 1‘2 roofing bslts; ten along the bxttom rim of the bowl part and 
two through the casz of the trap part. (Fig. 3j, 

below. 
The method of casting the latrine with the help of the mould is described 

Casting the sanitary latrine 
(~Figurzs in the fclhwing poi-titm rrlate to PI&v XL1 md XLI3) 

A stiffener is WCC! to pro1;id.e add.iti<>nal support to the inner mould 
which is shown iii Fig. 1 of Plate XLI. Rr~l~.o\:c the Targcr part of the inner 
mould and hall’ bury it in sand in horizontal pxitihn. Mix about 9 litrcs of 
concrete usin? one nF.0 of ccmrnt t,: 1‘1,‘” p?.!rt-, 01‘ sane! 2.4 rhrce pzrts 
of 311” large st!,nc chii; :ind. mix with enough water. Fill the hollow of the 
mould cnmpletcly with this mixturi: to the lc~,vl i~f tlic rim and xibralc it a little 
to remove any sir bubbles. Allow this to set for at least 24 hours. Remove 
the ‘stiffener’ casting by invertins tho moultl and lifting it off carefully. 

Latrine bowls 1 The latrine bowl: are then cast in the following 
manner in a shaded place. Lubricate thr: inside of rhc outer mould and outside 
of the inner mould with ,-ooking ril. Assembic the rnould and place it over the 
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stiffener. Mix thoroughly six iitres of clean dry coarse sand with three litres 
‘,: :, 

of fresh cement. Add enough water to make it pasty. Fill the monld through 
the hole at the top while tapping the sides with the hind’td.;niake sure that the 

‘:,:; 

mixture fills the mould and that air bubbles rise to the top. ,(Fig. 2~).’ ‘Allow “,,:“,~,j$/ 
the cement mixture to set for 24 honrs. ;,,,:: 

After 24 hours remove the two bolts which hold the trap part, grip the rim 
,~’ :,; 

and pull this part down with a steady pull. (Fig. 3). 

Remove the ten bolts from the base rim after lifting it off the ‘stiffner’ 
:: 

and placing it on its side. (Fig. 4). With the mouid and casting supported so that 
‘: 

the hollow is facing sideways and up, lift out thr: imxr ‘bowl’ mould. ,This 
is helped ifseveral small wooden wedges arc placed between the inner and the ou- 
ter mouids on both sides. Gently push in the wedges one after other, first 
between the inner and the outer moulds, and then between the inside :c.nouid 
and the edge of the casting. Several pairs of wedges should be used t-1 exert 
sufficient pressure on the mouid. 

Now carefully turn the casting with the outer moulds upside down so that 
’ the hollow part it on !lie ground. (Fig. 5 of Plate XLIB). Remove the two 

pairs of baits from the two short plastic strip3 at the trap end and remove the 
two strip;. Now grip the two parts of the outer m.ould and pull th.em apart to 
reieasz the carting. The fresi: casting is very soft and fragile and. care is ncedcd 
while it is being handled at this stage. 

Immediately turn the casting the right way up and check the construction 
of the trap. This should measure 3” wide and 2” high, oval in shape. If the 
opmmg is too small it can best be enlarged with a tool made from a 7” x l/2” bolt, 
the threaded pxtion of which is slightly bent. This is used as a rasp in the curved 
pxtion to remove any unwanted cement. (Fig. 6 of Plate XLIB). The 
finished bowl casting must be placed in water within 10 min. of removing it 
from the mould and icft tbzx for at lcnst 7 days. 

casting plate : Oil the top of a very smooth casting plate and put 
a finished bawl upside down on this plate. (Fig. 7 of Plate XLIB), and place 
a rim around it. Four pegs on the outside will help to locate this accurately. 
Place a ring of l/4” reinforcing iron around the bowl and per in a mixture 
of concrete similar to that used fix the ‘stiffener.’ Cover with damp sack or straw 
and allow to set for 24 hours. Lift off the casting plate and remove the steel 
rim. Keep damp for at least 7 days. 

Installing water seal latrine pans 

(FigL7P.C rdote to Plufer XLIC O?ld XLIfij 

StczSticrd z&t-r .reaZ pen. (Fig. 1)‘: This is mounted dircctlv over the 
di:f~ti;:r: pit. It is mounted on a piscc 38” dia. over ku:cha pit. (Fig. 2). Ring 
o!%:r~;lt brick is set in mud all round. Alternatively for a more permanent arrange- 
I%?::~ the plate is set over a pucca pit or brick laid floor. Space between 
brick jinirrg and undisturbed soil is back filled with brick, batn, stone chips, cinders, 
etc. (Fig. 3). .4 similar i.xstaliation using concrete well lining rings can be made. 
This is more exp:p-milic, but quicker and inore pxmanent. 

Special water seal pan wit4 pipi: .rpout, (Fig. 4) : This type is useful 
inside a brick wall (pucca) building or for changing existing sweeper cicancd 
latrine to water seal. Digestion pit should bc at least 3 feet away from the ‘ixm- 
dation of the building. (Fig. 5). 

Ir? both cases water is used in bucket to flush out. 
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PLASTIC MOULDS FOR SANITARY LATRINES. 
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FIG. I. FIG.4. 

ING OF BURNED BRICK SET IN MUD 

KUTCHA CEb.RTH, PIT 3d’DlA 
“PTO a DEPTH OF 3-5FT, 

FIG.2. 

FIG 3 

CONSTR”C7ION OF THE LATRINE. 





WATER SEAL LATRINE 

(Figures relate to Plate XLII, XLIIA) 

Contact Agency : Planning, Research and Action Divn., Lucknow. 

Introduction : Latrines are great problem in the rural areas. One al- 
ways finds the sight of men and women sitting in the fields, on the sides of the 
roads and pzmds for easing themselves. Apart from causing inconvenience to 
villagers, it causes sanitary problem and spreads disease. Planning, Research 
and hctixx Division of Lucknow has designed a very cheap and effective latrine 
which can bring about a great change in the hygienic condition of the rural areas. 

Location 
1. Choose a site not flooded by rain, avoid location of pit near drain 

or spouts as the water may cause coIlapse of tE.e pit. 
2. Site the latrine as near the house as possible. 
3. Do not site the pit nearer than 25’ from a drinking water well. 

Construction 
1. Draw the plan of the squatting plate, pipe and pit on the ground to 

cnsilrc proper location. 
2. Dig the hole in the ground for pan and trap and place pan and trap 

in psziti~m with pan projecting 3” abTve ground level. Ensure that pan top is 
hxiz?ntal to firm t good water seal in the connected trap. 

3. Make a Jomt bxween the pan and the trap by placing the socket 
of ihc trap over th*: outlet of the pan and filling the space between them 
with c.zin:nt mortar 1 :l (cement: morum). The joint inside should be smooth. 

4. Wet and damp the earth firmly around the pan. Make the floor 
3’ x 3’ around the pan in one csnrse brick work set in cemcntmortar 1:4 (cement: 
mxum) with f” slope from outer edges to the pan. 
with $- czmznt mortar 1:4 and form foot rests. 

Plaster the top of the floor 

J. Cxmect extension pip: to trap filling in the space in the socket of 
the curv23 pip: with tidy and plaster to break easily the joint when altering 
t!tc pipe p x1iion to -tire a sec,.md pit. Only the outside is to be done with 
ccnxnt mxiar The slop: of the pip: should be not less than 1” in everv foot 
and pr~ljcct abxxt 3” int,> the pit. 

_ - 

6. Dig the pit 2’9” in diameter and at least 8’ deep depending on the 
kind of soil. Lay bricks in mud mortar around the top of the pit to support 
the pi: cover. 

7. Place c,~er on the pit. 
naturai ground level. 

The top of the cover should be 6” below the 
Pack down 12” of earth over the cover and form a mound 

to drain the rain water away. 
8. Cmstruct the pnrda wall. 

Use and maintenance 
1. Wet th latrine pan before use. 
2. 
3. 

Flush the pan immediately after use with one or two jugs of water. 
Keep the latrine platform and pan always clean. 

4. If the trap gets clogged, fill the pan with water, make a ball of cloth 
or sunny at the end of a stick and press the water with quick movements around 
the trap. 
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QUAC STICK 

(Figures relate to Plate XLIZZ) 

This is a device to check whether the children are malnourished or not. 
This is __.___ de~~+lcped by Friecds Religious Scciety’s Relief Team and the name is 
derived from Quaker Arm Circumference. It is particularly useful in emer- 
gency situations, in a famine or drought area where a large number of children 
have to be examined and no elaborate mcdicel checking faci!ities are available. 

The chart shown in the figure is pasted on the wall and the children m.ade 
to stand against it for measuring their heights. The mid-circumference of the 
upper arm of the child, with his hand hanging down is also measured. The arm. 
circumference of the child against his height is com.pared. If it falls in the 85 o,0 
mark, it means that his arm. circumference is 85 ‘[! of the normal circumference 
for the child of his height; similxly for the 80% m~ark and 75% mark. Below 
the 75 % are seriously undernourished and are hkely to need feeding twice a day 
with lciw bulk calorie and protein food. 75-80’30 require food supplements, 
while those above 85% are generally normal. An 80% or 75% line has to be 
fixed for determining the low nourishing standard. 

As for exam.~le if a child is 100 cm. tall, and his arm. circumference is less 
than 12.5 cm., his &t;itional rating is at 75*/0 ; if his arm circumference is more 
than 14.2 cm., he n?ay bc considered normal. 
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HIOUSEHOLD FIETER UNIT 

(Figures relate to Plates XLIV, XHVA) 

Contact Agency : VITA, Inc., 3706, Rhode Island Avenue, Mt.~ Rainier, 
Md., 20822, U.S.A. 

Introduction : In rural and sub-urban areas common sources of water 
supply are shallow wells scak in bacb ,yards, surface waters call&ted in’ earth 
dams, ponds, or drawn from streams. These waters are often subject to bacte- 
rial contamination and may be turbtd. This equipment provides a simple 
purification and disinfection procedure suitable for individual households. 

How operated 

(a) D&&ion-Add + tea-spoonful of calcium hypochlorite to 100 litres 
of drum water. Stir gently for 5 minutes. Smell for chlorine. 

(b) &&wzntation-Add one table-spoonful aluminium sulphate or two 
table spoonfulof potassium alum to 100 litres of drum water. Stir gently for 
3 .T,inutPq ..“+a 2 c,vl:mtnn .“” u..L.l “..L‘L--LuL.t starts. to form. Add one table-spoonful of calcium 
carbonate stirring continuously. Drain flock through tap B. 

(c) Filteration-Tap C is opened and water flows on the splash plate until 
tank D is filled. 
in D constant. 

With tap C open, tap E is opened to keep the level of water 
Drinking water is drawn off through carbon filter H, and for 

other purposes from tap I. 

Construction 

(i) Ram water container-A drum or any receptacle A of about 100 litres 
or greater capacity is placed on a pedestal Z. Two taps are set in the drum; 
the first tap B, in the bottom and the second tap C, in the side about 10 cm. 
above the bottom. 

(ii) Sand jilter:-A clean kerosene tin D of about 3 to 4 gallons capacity 
receives wafer from tap C. Tap E, set in the side of D, just above the b&tom 
of the tin, is connected on the inside of the tin with a perforated rubber or plastic 
hose ofabout 12 mm. dia. A layer of gravel of about 10 mm. average size sw- 
rounds the hose up to 100 mm. above the hose. A layer of about 30 cm. of clean 
river sand with average size grains of about $- mm. is placed on the top of 
the gravel layer. A splash plate of enamel or &ma is placed on the top of the sand. 

(iii) Clean water reservoir : A covered container F, receives the filtered 
water. It has two taps, I and G, set in the sides near the bottom. Tap G, is 
connected to an activated charcoal filter H; tap I is used to fill pails or other 
receptacles. 

(iv) A cylinder H of mild steel about 30 in. (76 cm.) in length and 10 in. 
(25 cm) in dia. painted on the inside with asphalt to reduce corrosion is filled 
either with activated charcoal or charcoal made from cocoanut shells. To prevent 
clogging of the connecting piping, the charcoal is placed between the top and the 
bottom layers of fibrous material such as palm fibre. 
through 

Water from tap G is filtered 
this container and the residual colour and taste are removed. The 
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charcoal filter is not essenti,al to health; its use depends primarily on the desired 
degree of removal of colour, and on improving taste. 

,, ,, 
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(v) Other materials : Orwmixing stick of bamboo or wood. One table 
spoon (10 gm.), one tea spoon (5 gm.). 

(vi) Aluminium sulphate or potassium alum, Cal&m carbonate, cal- 
cium hypochlorite powder, activated charcoal. 

Price : Can be manufactnred from waste materials like petrol and kero- 
sene drums with the help of village potters, blacksmiths and carpenters. This 
would cost approxtiately Rs.200. 

The unit can be made more cheaply by using earthen vessels shown in 
the alternative diagram. (Plate XLIVA). 
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PLATE XLW A 

ALTERNATIVE CHEAPER UNIT. 



CHILD WEIGHING EQU!T,MENW 

(Figures relate to Plate XLV) 

Contact Agency : Intermediate Technology Development Group Ltd., 
9, King Street, London, S.W. 1. 

introduction : A handy equipment for weighing children is needed for 
health visitors and others to monitor the growth of babies. 
very cumbersome to weigh babies on ordinary scales. 

Generally, it becomes 
The equipment described 

below is designed in the form of a swing and attached to a spring balance. It 
can be hung on any tree or peg and readings of the weight of the baby easily 
obtained on the spring balance. 

Constmction : The equipment is designed in canvas, being very easily 
available, strong, easily washable and comfortable. Easily detachable wooden 
rods are used to make room. 
rings. 

Thev are joined to the body by means of simple 
The design can be further simplified by making a sort of cradle attached 

to a spring balance. Any tailor can easily make it. 

HOW operated : The equipment can be suspended through ,the spring 
balance to any fixed structure on ceiling or on a branch of a tree. 

Infants (under 14 years) can be laid on their back with the canvas com- 
pletely open and supported by the rod. 

Children over l+ years can be made to sit. In this case, the supporting 
rods can be let loose or can be used for gripping, if necessary. By lowering one 
of the side strings, the child can sit in riding position on the raised side canvas 
receiving well enclosed support to the back and a grip to hold which is provided 
by the front string. 

Price : About Rs.20 including spring balance. 
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RURAL HEAL’I’H CARE 

(Figure relates to Plate XLVA) 

Contact Agency : Dr. K. S. Sanjivi, Professor Emeritus in Medicine, 
Shantam, Perugudi P.O., Madras-600096. 

Introduction : The healthcare sclxme for the rural areas should be 
simplified to cover as wide an area as possible. It should include environmental 
sanitation, personal hygiene, preventive treatment, minor day-tq-day illnesses, 
major illnesses and accidents. The Volunray Health Services (VHS), was started 
by Dr. Sanjivi to focus attention on these subjects and to develop a concept of 
community health care in the rural areas. It is comprehensive in coverage, pro- 
vides continuous and permanent service, and relies mostly on cooi)erative prin- 
ciple, rather than on mobile units or ad-hoc csm~s. In the three years of its 
operation in the rural areas, it has been able to train poor medical workers 
to man rural health posts and has worked out a model for ensuring part time co- 
operation from the local medical graduates to work in their mini-health centres. 
It has covered over 15,000 families comprising nearly 75,000 persons served 
through 16 mini-centres. The scheme appears to be an ideal one, being easily 
extendable over large areas, ccc:ting wcl! withiiin the reach of the -weak and poor 
communities. It promises to present a basis for the integration of community 
health care, family planning and nutrition in the rural areas, and for the integra- 
tion of voluntarv effort with government work. 

The Scheme : The model suggested by the V.H.S. is roughly shown 
in the diagram in Plate XLVA, which indicates the possibilities of a para-health 
medical service around health posts operated by Lay-First Aider (LFA), who 
live in and belong to the com~munity. The LFA is the most peripheral body 
link-d through mini health centrcs to the block public health centres and taluka 
hospitals. There should be one male and one female para-medical worker 
at the sub-centre or the mini centrc and a higher type of supervisory staff, 
one male and one female, for every 20,000 population; or each to supervise four 
workers. 

The scheme rcquircd the families to pay for health care as they have 
to pay for food, clothing, shelter, education, etc. This would instil a sense 
of rcspcct and importance for the health care, A mini health centre cover- 
ing 1,000 families would cost Rs. 18,000 per year. It was worked out that 
0.5% of the annual income coming from. every family, with a minimum 
of 50 p. pzr mozxth or Rs. 6 per annum could completely take care of commun- 
ity health programme. One-third cost was to bc borne by the beneficiary fami- 
lies, one-third by the state government and one-third by the central go- 
vernment. This payment is put into a single chest, called Community Health 
Delivery Carp%-ation (COHEDEC) and the services channelised through 
a single delivery cltanncl of Mini Health Ccntrc. The ccntrnl government, 
the state go~crnmcn~, the industrial or commercial employer, the panchayat, 
the self-employed individuals nl~c expected to provide the financial inputs on this 
basis. 
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Education, Training, and Culture 



IN’l’RODUCWIION 

The best purpose of education could be to make an educated person able 
to improve his environment, in addition to making his own attitude scientific, 
liberal and unsuperstitious. Unfortunately, 

,: 
education in this country for a 

variety of reasons, has not been oriented towards meeting the existing needs of ths 
country. The educated persons tend to desert their rural environment! instead 
of impro Jing them. They mostly look for white-collar jobs available m urban 
areas and hesitate to take up jobs which require manual labour. This notion is 
transmitted to a great extent from their elders. 

The concept of appropriate technology c&sages an education which 
should develop suitable skills in the educated persons, so that they are able to do 
productive jobs in a better way, more efficiently and with higher productivity. 
Most of the village crafts, from ancient times, like blacksmithy, carpentry,~ leather 
work, pottery, weaving, handicraft, etc. have been coming down in a hereditary 
manner with the result that the children pick up skills in these crafts in the ordinary 
course without any formal training. The modern education, however, is weaning 
these people away from their traditional crafts and taking them to white-collar 
and unproductive jobs or to urban based large scale industries. After some time, 
these skills, abundantly available in the villages of India at present, would dis- 
appear, if something is not done drastically with our educational system. If edu- 
cation and training were imparted to the people in their traditional family crafts 
with modern scientific knowledge and improved equipment, they would bc able 
to do their work i.n zi inore dignified and rqspectable ,manner,with,greater produc- 
L,vity and efficiency and thus coritrihute greatly to the national wealth of the 
country. 

Cultural life is also very important for the villagers. This gives the artist 
an opportunity to express his inner feelings and sentiments. For this purpose, 
new trchniques and methods of cultural entertainment should also be developed 
in a manner that they are incxpcnsive but are at the same time effective and 
simptc. 

This section deals with some of such ideas and methods. 



LOW COST MICROSCOPE 

(Figures relate to Plate XL VI) 

Cwztact &a<~: Community Science Centre, Ahmedabad 

This microscope, developed by Community Science Centre, Ahmedabad, 
gives a magnification of 1:60. A fi rm at Bangalore is manufacturing the in& 
trnment on a commercial scale and has priced it at only Rs.15. 

The object to be viewed is kept on a slide on stage C. The focusing 
is done by means of knob A. The lens is fitted in cap D. 
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SOLAR STILL 

(Figures relate to Plate XLVIZ) 

Contact Agency : Central Salt and Marine Chemical Research Enstitute, 
bhawanagar-2 (Gujarat) 

Introd~cthn : Water is a basic need of life. It is estim.ated that only 
90% of the Indian villages have perennial drinking water facilities. The water 
deficient areas are mostly located in arid and semi-arid regions. In many cases, 
some areas lack good quality water, but are rich in underground or surface saline 
water which is unfit for human consumption. It is vossible to use solar energy 
to evaporate and distill water in solar stills using the sxne water cycle which is 
responsible for the rainfall or natural precipitation. 

The saline or brackish water is converted into pure, fresh water by natural 
distillation operation and the resulting product is a good quality distilled water, 
which can he used in isolated places like light houses, salt farms and in labora- 
tories for routine analytical work and for battery (acid lead accumulator) char- 
ging purposes. The water can also be used for drinking after adding some 
necessary salts and minerals. The solar energy is free and there is no mainte- 
nance cost. Production of d’ t’ll d 
scale rural industry. 

1s 1 e water by solar stills can also form a small 

Coustruction 

The main design of the still is a masonary construction on which glass 
roofs are provided on two sides, Clean glass covers offer good surface for rain 
water collection. On the sides of the masonary construction, drains of alu- 
minium channels are provided all round. The drains are maintained in clean 
and immaculate condition. At the lowest portion of the drain an outlet pipe 
is provided which takes distilled water to a flask or other collecting appliances. 

How to operate : Brackish or salt water is stored in the tank provided 
in the centre. Sun rays, going through the glass covers enter the still and eva- 
porate water in the central tank. The vapours thus produced rise up and come 
into contact with the inside of the glass surface and condense and trickle down the 
inside surface. Eventually they drop into the aluminium channel drain and 
collect in the collecting devices. The average output is about 2 or 3 litrtis per sq. 
meter per day depending upon the sunlight. 

Furfher information : Large sized solar stills are erected on the sites 
as it is difficult to transport the assembled units. Central Salt and Marine 
Chemical Research Institute helps interested parties in setting up their own solar 
stills by supplying designs, drawings and other necessary information and the 
interested parties can erect :heir own stills. 

Approximate costs arc as follows : 

Design Construction 

Rs. Rs. 
l-5 litrcs /day 25 tie-100 
5-10 ,) 50 200-300 

10-50 ,, 100 300-500 
50-1000 ,, 250 700 
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SOIL TESTING KIN’ 

(Figures relate to Plate XL VIII) 

Contact Agency : Agricultural Tool Research Centre, Bardoli, Gujarat 

Introduction: To increase the production of food, farmers should 
bc trained in the science of farming so that they may understand their problems 
and solve them in a scientific manner. They should be taught such principles 
in their own language as are applicable to their problems. 

It is important for the farmers to learn about the composition and re- 
quirements of their land for growing various crops. 
kit is a must. 

And for this, a soil testing 

Use of a soil testing kit: With the help of this kit, the farmer can 
carry- out a test of the soil of his field to determine its potential productivity. 
Hc could also find out the types and quantities of various fertilizers needed 
for raising his crop. 

How to use the kit: The following ingredients have to be determined 
in the field :- 

1. Alkalinity . pH value. 
2. Nitrogen NH,--N (for paddy) 
3. Nitrate-Nitrogen . . . NO,-N 
4. P’nosphate . . P,O, 

5. Lime WOJ% 
6. Potash . 
7. Magnesium 

,W 
MsO 

The testing kit has provision to test all the above mentioned ingredients. 
It contains (ij chemicals in coloured plastic bottles with droppers, (ii) some 
powder in boxes, (iii) a bottle of distilled water, (iv) plastic spoons of l-2 gm. 
for taking measured quantities of soil samples, (v) test tubes of various sizes, 
(vi) brush to clean test tubes. An instruction book is provided in the box to 
carry out various tests. This is a mini mobile laboratory. 

The farmer can take the kit to the field and carry out the tests of the soil. 
He can ihus add the required fertilizer or car: decide upon the best crop 
according to soil type. Before using it, the farmer is given thorough training 
in the use of the kit. 

Price: Rs. 300 per kit with one supply of chemicals. 
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SOiL TESTING KIT 



BET’TER USE OF BLCCKBOABDS 

(Figures r&c to XLIX) 

Introduction : The blackboard occupies an important place in 
teaching students in class rooms. It makes a visible presentation of- a lecture 
delivered by the teacher. Imaginitive use of blackboards can capture the 
attention of the students and channel their interest to the subject. As the lesson 
progresses, the summary and points can be written on the blackboards. Some- 
times students are also called to the blackboards to do small exercises. 

Some tips on the use of blackboards 

(1) The light falling on the blackboard must be of the correct illumination 
and fron the correct angle giving maximum light but preventing glare. 

(2) The lettering on the blackboard should be 24” to 3” to make it visible 
to students sitting at the rear of the classroom. 

(3) The blackboard should always be maintained in good condition 
and whenever its surface becomes worn or glossy, fresh black paint can be 
applied to give it an uniform dark background. The ingredients needed for 
the blackboard paint are : 

(i) Non-greasy soot and ashes, left from a woodfire 
(ii) Linseed oil 

The ashes should be passed through a sieve to obtain a fine powder. 

500 CL. of linseed oil, 200 C.C. of fine powder of ashes and 5 tea spoon- 
ful of soot is mixed thoroughly to make a paint for the blackboard. At least a 
period of three weeks shooid be allowed for the surface to become absolutely 
dry and hard. 

Practical tools for tke blackboards 

(1) A pair of compasses for drawing circles, made of a piece of rope 
with which chalk is tied at one end. (Fig. 1). 

(2) A ruler for drawing straight lines. It must be straight and should 
stick well on the blackboard surface. (Fig. 2). 

(3) A T-square which provides a convenient tool for d,rawing parallel 
lines and g-ilidc. (Fig. 3). 

(4) Patterns should be prepared in advance to sax time during class 
!UXUX to draw map;, diagrams and figures. Sometimes it will be helpful to 
draw figures also m advance before the class starts and students assemble. 

Making diagrams on the blackboard : The following methods could 
bc used for making diagrams : 

(1) G,-id Merhod : With the grid technique, enlargement of original 
drawings made on ordinary size of paper could be obtained on 
the blackboard in larger scale. Some squares are drawn on the 
original drawings. The blackboard is blocked off in larger 
squares. The original drawings can thus be transferred to the 
blackboard by drawing one square at a time. (Fig. 4). 
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(2) Pattern Method: This method is suitable for drawing ’ &qli&ed : ” ,, ,::::?‘:‘):d 
maps of villages, countries,’ states, etc. Drawings are ‘made:, “, : ,:: :;:j 
on a piece, ,qf paper for each illustratiop, ,whicll h& ‘to :,,b& :: :, :, ,, ,.:, ;,: :::.,ii 
put &1,&e ‘&&board. ” Then ,‘~id, ‘a’ ‘$un,&:or ~,p&f&&g ,’ ’ :, ~,:,: ‘:,‘,,;j:& 
machine, the ill~strati&s are perforated in &lines at 1” ‘irite+- ‘, _:’ ‘,~;.::a 
vals. When the complete drawing has been ‘punched out,“& ,~ 
pattern is held against the blackboard and the dust& is rtibbed ‘,,“, ,!?;{ 
firmly across the perforated sections on the outline. Thus an 
outline of chalk dots appears on the ,blackboard; These dots :x 
can be connected freehand with a chalk. (Fig. 5). ,,,,, 

(3) Template Method: Template can be made on any thin, stiff and ,” ~:Iii 
light-weight material like cardboard or sheet metal. The de- ,‘:~: 

sign is drawn on the material and then cut off and the ,,: 
tepmlate is ready for use. The template is held against the 
blackboard with one hand and is otitlined on the blackboard 
with a chalk. 

(4) Elastognqh Sfethod: The elastograph helps to make an enlarged 
copy of the diagram by using an elastic string. The original 

,i, 

drawing is attached on the blackboard and or,e end .of the elastic : ; 

string is pinned at a point to the left of the diagram in such a 
way that, when stretching the string, the knot may cover a point 
?f the drawing. At the other end of the string, a piece of chalk 
1s attached which marks the enlarged drawing on the black- 
board. The knot should be kept above the outline of the original 
drawing. The larger the distance between the chalk and the 
knot, the greater is the enlargement obtained. (Fig. 6). 
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x FAIR OF ‘oMPA35e5 FOR DRAWING 
CiiliLE5 &t~DE OF ROPE 
FIG.1 A RULER FOR DRAWING STRAS5HT 

LmES FIG.2 

A h 50ilARE 
TOOL FOR ORm.wNG THE ‘hl0 METHOD 



FILMSTRIPS FOR EDUCATION 

(Figures relate to Plates L, LA2 

Contact Agency : Robert Tayyabji, UNICEF, 9 Jorbagh, New Delhi. 

Imrodnction: The filmstrip is a simple and relatively inexpensive way 
of transmitting visual information. It has a great potential as an aid for deve- 
lopmental and motivational communication, because it combines the advant- 
ages of modern projected media with vital personal contact between the 
communicator and his audience. 

If produced locally so as to feature familiar faces, sights, problems and 
areas of interest, it is inexpensive and has a tremendous advantage over external, 
centrally produced materials. 

How to produce filmstrips: The technique reduces filmstrip making 
to a series of simple do-it-your-self operations. It is appropriate to the needs 
of the extension workers operating in backward, rural and remote areas. They 
can photograph, develop, edit, print and project their own black and white 
filmstrips, without having to depend on outside professional services or having 
access to complex photographic technique and equipment. 

Viable photographic system would have to satisfy conflicting require- 
ments and design parameters as follows: 

(a) The design has to take into account inhibitions, social restrictions, 
etc. 

(6) Mechanical simplicity is essential. 

(c) The system should be capable of turning out filmstrips of acceptable 
standard, if care and practice is shown by the user. 

(d) It has to be self-contained and should include a projector to be 
operated with electricity. 

(e) Film should be inexpensive and readily available at the nearest town 
stores. 

(f) The cost of production should be reasonable and within the budget 
of the local extension worker. 

Prototype production kit: The prototype filmstrip production 
kit contains (a) an automatic 35mm. camera and flash, (Fig. 1); (5) a copy stand 
for close-up photography, copying and tilting, (Fig. 2); (c) a day-light develop 
ing tank and special single-bath-chemicals for film processing, (Fig. 3); (d) a 
mains and battery operated projector. (Fig. 4). 

A package of film, chemicals and other expandable items are included 
in each kit init:all~~. The projector is a separate unit with its own carrying case, 
which facilitates transportation from village to village. 

Making a filmstrip involves the following steps: 

(a) Prepare rough story board and short list for the proposed film strips. 

(a) Photograph the dcsircd subjects. 
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(c) Process the exposed film. 

(d) Cut developed negative filmsinto individual frames and mount them 
in standard :35 mm.. slide; movetients. 

(e) Edit negative *slides by projecting them, choosing the best and 
arranging them in desired order. Store selected negatives in 
transparent plastic slid~e folders. 

.(f) Using the projector, print the filstrips by projecting the negatives 
in the desired sequences on a paper screen which is attached to the 
copy stand. Photogaph the projected images one after the other, 
and superimpose sub-titles and other graphic notations on any 
desired frame by writing them on the paper screen.’ 

(g) Take the projector with carrying case and built-in A.C. power- 
pack and DC cable to the village or class room and project the 
filmstrip before the audience. 

Close-up photography with the copy stand, jfash and reflector 
It is pxsibl: to take sharp, evenly lit pictures of small objects, and to 

photograph maps, charts, diagrams, title cards and pages from books and 
magazines by uring the camera in conjunction with the copy stand, flash unit 
and reflectors. (Fig. 6). A lens has been permanently attached to the copy stand. 
The copy stand can be used vertically or horizontally and is hinged to fold flat. 
(Fig. 7). 

4 special reflector is used to bounce and diffuse light from the electronic 
f&h so that the subject is illuminated evenly. The flash is attached to a hot 
shoe on the reflxtor bracket. (Fig. 8). Important dimensions of the copy-stand 
are given in Fig. 9. 

Film proceuizg : The kit contains a day-light developing tank, a 
plastic shaker bottle, scissors, clips and strings for hanging wet film and packets 
of ‘one-shot,’ mono. bath-developing powder. (Fig. 3). 

The film processing is done as follows: 

(i) L,ad film in developing tank. 

(ii) Pour developing powder from a packet into shaker bottle and add 
water to the mark. Well water can be generally relied upon to 
yield acceptable result. 

(iii) Shake b3ttlc to dissolve powder, then pour solution into tank 
and agitate. In 10 mts., the film is developed, fixed and cleared. 

(iv) Discard used solution and wash film in fresh water. &move film 
from the tank and hang up to dry. 

Printing t,he film-strip pm&e : For this opxation, the camera, copy 
stand and projector are combined into an optical printer. The projector 
IS placed behind t!x copy stand. I t projects an image rhrough a window located 
beiow the camera bra&t. The projected image is focusscd on a sheet of white 
paper attached to a copy stand frame, when photographed and developed, a 
pxitive imzgc results. A succcssinil of positive images is recorded on the cover 
film by progres,sivcly photographing the image of each negative slide. 

Projection for pi&g: Fig. 10 illastrates the relationship between the 
projector, COPY stand and camera when printing a film strip. Projector 
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to screen distance is 350 mm. for an image of 225 mm. width. 
projection lens of 50 mm. focal length is required. 

Therefore, a 
Most of the distortion can 

be attenuated to an acceptable !evel by o&setting the projection lens with res- 
pect to the optical of object slide and condenser lens. (Fig. 11). 

Filmstrip Projection : For the projectioti of filmstrip before an 
audience a projection lens of about 100 nun. focal length is required. Two 
separate projection lenses are, therefore, needed. An inexpensive but work- 
able alternative is to use a 75 mm. projection, lens with close-up lens perma- 
nently installed behind it and a reversible conversioxx lens in the front of effec- 
tive focal length of 55 mm. (with the conversion lens screened in one way); and 
a focal length of 80 mm. with the conversion lens rewr:eJ for projectIon is 
obtained. (Fig. 11). 

P& 

Items Qmtity Appr0.T. 
Price Es. 

1. 35 mm. ci?mera 
2. Electronic flash 
3. C~OSC-UP 1~1s for copy stand and projector 
4. Projection lens . 
5. Gmversion lens . 
6. Filmstrip carrier 
7. Piojcction lamp 
8. Condenser lens 
9. Lampholder assembly 

10. Hot shoe for reflector 
11. Developing tank 
12. Wooden copy stand 
13. Scissors, measuring jar, clips carrying bag 
17. Projector chassis 
15. Battery cable for DC operation . 
16. Carrying case for projector 
17. Wooden kit box . . 
i8. Misceiianeous . . . . 

. 

. 

. 
. . 

1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 Set 
1 set 
1 set 
1 
1 
1 

500 
100 
50 
60 
60 
50 
20 

100 
200 

10 
50 
50 
20 
50 

20 
30 
10 
20 

Total 

M&rid rquiredfor 10 original fihstri’s: 

1. 35 mm. film . . 
2. Slide mounts . . . 
3. Chemicals . 
4. Slide folders . . 
5. Paper, felt-tipped pens, batteries for fl&h units 

Total 

. 1400 

” 

. 

30 rolls 
600 each 

30 pkts 

20 

300 
100 
50 
60 

!OO 

. . 610 
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PUPPET h&%lKING Ah PUPPET kAYS 

(Fi.gms relate te Plates LI, LIA, LIB)’ 

Contact Agency : Literacy House, Lucknow 

Introduction: Puppetry is one of the ancient arts of India. The vil- 
lagers love to see puppet shows, and laugh with its comedies and cry in the tra- 
gedies and see the problems of their lives in its ~enactment. It has uulimited 
p&bilities in the village for: (1) entertainment, (2) e d 
and (4) social action. 

ucation, (3) self-expression 

It is an ixxpeasive method of true audio-visual aid to teaching, if skill- 
fully practised. Hca!th, agriculture, literacy, sanitation and other problems 
can be dramatised on the puppet stage with good effect. It also gives chance 
to the puppeteers and artists to express themselves clearly and fully. 

Construction: The glove or hand puppet is the simplest type to make. 
It is worn on the hand. Tbe puppet head is hollow and fits on the first finger 
of the pup~zteers’ hand. (Pig. 13 and 14). The puppst hands are also hollow 
and fit on the thumb and the middle finger of the puppeteers’ hand. 

The marionette or string puppet has a jointed body and limbs. It can 
be made of wood, wire, paper string, cloth stuffed with paper, rag or sawdust. 
It is suspended by strings which arc attached to different places on the body 
sod limbs and to a cotrirol in the puppeteers’ hand. Movement of the puppet 
is produced b.y moving the control and by pulling or loosening the strings. This 
requires con~lderable practice. (Fig. 2). 

Materials used 
1. Card board-a used postcard will do 
2. Glue or paste 
3. Old newspaper 
4. Blank paper-W’ square 
5. String-two pieces exh about 8” long 
6. Black ink or paint 
7. Red ink or paint 

8. White chxlk or paint 
:: Px, bi-ashe:, or small pointed sticks 

Ga; colouxd cloth 
: Yecdlc and thread 

A_. -4 pair of scissors 

Process 
1. Roll tlx ca.rdhoard around your index finger, (Fig. 2); make a tube 

whic!l GLS the finger. Past? or glue the tube firmly. This will be 
the neck of the pUppet. 

2. Crumple a ~~~~cpaper to make the siuffitlg of the head. Press 
the crumpled i~wspapcr over and around the tube on your 
finger, (Fig. 3), giving it a rough shape. 
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3. Cover the crumpled newspaper stuffing with the sheet of a blank 
paper in such a way that the side on which the face will be paint- 
ed is as free,of crease as possible. Put ally the creases and folds on 
the back side. Tie the paper tightly in place at the neck. (Fig. 4.). 

4. Paint the face on the smooth side of the head. A few’bold features, 
e.g., large black eyes, long sweeping eyebrows, at1.l a wide red 
mouth are most effective. (Fig. 5). 

5. Take a piece of bright coloured cloth and sew it to forti a tube of 
cloth long enough to cover your hand and forearin: (Fig. 6). 

6. Put the head inside the cloth tube upsidr down, so that the back 
of the head is towards the seam. (Fig. 7). 

7. With the second piece of string, tie the cloth on to the neck tube. 
Tie firmly with three knots. DO not block the opening in the 
neck tube. (Fig. 8). 

8. Turn the cloth right side out, so that the head is exposed. (Fig. 9). 

9. Put the puppet on your hand in such a way that your first finger 
goes into the neck and lets the dress fall on your forearm. Cut 
slits for the tip of your thumb and middle finger to peep through. 
These are puppet’s hands. (Fig. 10). 

10. Add any distinguishing mark such as moustache or beard. Make 
a turban or a cap for a man, or a sari for a woman. (Fig. 1 I). 

11. Give the puppet a name and practise moving the puppet in front of 
a mirror until it looks as if it were alive. (Fig. 12 and i3). 

Puppet stage : One-cot stage is the most suitable for village use. The 
frame of the cot is turned on its side. (Fig. 14). Drape sheets, curtains, blankets 
or rugs over this frame and fasten securelv so as to form a screen. (Fig. 15). The 
puppeteer sits behind the screen and holds up the puppets on his hand so that 
the spectators see the puppets above the screen. (Fig. 16). 

A puppet show can be seen in Figure 17. 

Enacting a puppet SII~W : The puppet play is a drama and should 
conform to its rules. It must be full of action; interest being aroused at the 
beginning of the play and sustained throughout. Suspense, wit and humour 
should be introduced in the play. Short speeches, and quiz and dialogues are 
easy to present. 

The puppeteer should be good at mimicry and should be able to speak 
in a different voice for each puppet. Move the puppet only when it is speaking, 
otherwise keep it still. One puppet can be put in on each hand and thus only 
two characters can appear in one scene. 

The plot should run smoothly until the curtain drops at the end of a scene. 
Time must be given to change the puppet in one’s hands and yet there must not 
be long pauses. Changing of characters can take place between scenes or during 
music. 

It is a work ofart, and only an artist can enact a good and interesting show. 
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Water, Power, and Energy 



IN’TRQDUCTiON 

The most important things for human beings to subsist on are air and 
water. Mercifully, the provision of air has been made free of cost by nature. 
This, however, is not absolutely true of water in our country. In spite of its 
abundance in nature, there is not su%cient water available to drink in all places, 
especially in the rural areas. There are still some pockets in India where 
water is not available for drinking and washing throughout the year. Women 
and children have to trek for miles to fetch water in their pitchers for their do- 
mestic use. It may not bc possible to provide safe drinking water to all the rural 
areas through piped supply schemes as has been done for the towns and cities 
hut there is a ne?d to develop a simple technology which could ensure safe drink- 
ing water supply to the local people throughout the year from wells, small 
tubewells or by just collecting rain water and purifying stagnant and brackish 
water. 

For drawing water from inner strata for pumping and other pur- 
poses, power and energy are required. Power and energy are very impx- 
tant beca‘use they arc the means through which people arc able to do things 
more easily and with greater efficiency, and multiply manifold their muscle 
p:>wer endowed by nature. Even for cooking food, energy is needed. At 
prcscnt, most of the fuel needs of the rural arcas of India are met either by cow- 
dung or wood; power needs are met by animal and manual labour. The use of 
the first two materials is disastrous for the fertility of the soil as well as preserva- 
tion of the trees and eco-system. Animal.power or human power is not suffi- 
cicnt to run the industry and produce for the livelihood of the people. It is 
almost impossible to think of taking electricity to every villrrge, especially, in 
view of the oil and fuel crises in general. Even if the electric lines are laid down 
in all the villages, it may not be possible to supply wattage and power sufficient 
for all the needs of the villages. 

Appropriate technology has to play a very important role in the field of 
power and energy. By means of simple contrivance and harnessing the free 
gift of nature like sun, wind and water, energy could be produced which would be 
very useful at the local level. Anaerobic digestion of the cattle dungs and other 
refuses canproducc methanegas whichcould bc used for cooking,lightingand run- 
ning ofengines. A lot has been said lately about g&r-gas plants and, of course, 
at many places they have worked wonders, by providing free energy, producing 
high quality organic manures and solving the sanitation problem of the rural 
areas. However, a lot of research is further needed to overcome the problem 
of low tcmpcraturc when very little gas is gcncrated, especially in the northern 
region, where winter is severe. There are other problems of reducing the time 
of digestion cycle and storing the gas in some suitable reccptaclc. Research 
is necdcd by the best brain. F of this cou::try beforc taking up the introduction of 
thcsc appliance; on a massive scale in the rural arcas. The same is true about 
solar energy, wind mills and hydraulic cncrgy. Ample research is needed to 
perfc:ct these appliances and make them suitable for the village conditions. 
JXerc is a need of revival of water wheels and its improvement and modifica- 
tions. 

Some of these npplinnccs which were dcvelopcd recently or long 
ago and hnvc been found suitable for the rural areas, are described in this 
section. 



FORMS FOR CASTING W&X& RlNGS 

(Figures relate to Plate LII,’ LZZA) 

Contact Agency: Friends Rarai Centre, Rasulia, M. P.‘~. 

Introduction: Ring wells are the result of an ingenious device ofdigging 
wells of a moderate size.Thedigging and lining work is carried out Gmultaneously. 
There is no need of brick lining and plastering with cement, because the rings 
are themselves pre-fabricated with concrete. This has proved a great SUCCESS in 
Madhya Pradesh, U. P. and Bihar. The rings and other auxiliary parts are 
manufactured locally by blacksmiths and semi-skilled mechanics. 

Method of construction: Two angle irons are drilled to take 3/S” 
bolts so that they may be bolted together. Rivet holes are drilled in the other 
faces. 2’x9&’ iron sheet is laid on the ground and angle irons positioned 
on both ends. The sheet is bent into a cylindrical shape by hammering. The 
sizes are adjusted to make 3” or 4” thick rings. The inside form is hammered 
with the angle iron facing upwards, and the outside forms has its angle iron 
facing downwards. It is then bolted together a.nd any defect in shape corrected 
by hammering either inside or outside. The wooden piece is now prepared 
and drilled the same way as the flange angle iron on the inside form and inserted 
in the joint between the two flanges with the side having a l$” face placed out- 
ward and held by two 2+” x $” bolts. 

Materials required 

1. 14 swg. black iron sheet 

2. 14 >, ,> >, ,, 
01, if that size is not wailable, then 

3. Wood piece 
4. Bolts and nuts 

5. ,, 
6. Iron ri:‘ets 

,, 
. 

7. Roofing bolts and nuts 
8. Angle iron lg X l$” x l/S” 

9. >> >i l&“x l$‘x l/S” 

.h’imber 
1 
1 

2 
1 

. 2 
. 10 

. . 24 
10 

2 
12 

Size 
2'X9'4" 
2'X 11’ 

2'x 6' 
2'X2"X 1g 

3/8"x26" 
l’/V x 314” 
3/16” x 3/4” 
1/4"x 3/4" 
2' long 
l/V’ long 
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O”TS,DE FORM sENDlNG@NGLE FACING DOWN., 

CONSTRUCTION OF FORMS. 



PREGAST REINFORCED CONCRETE WELL-UFJING RINGS 

(Figures relate to Plate LIIA) 

Contact Ageug : Friends Rural Centre, Rasulia, M.P. 
,,, ,,,‘, 

,, 

Method of Casting : The forms are set up on a level piece of ground 
It should be wiped once with oil before preferably on a concrete platform. 

each casting. The surface ofthe forms to come into contact with thecement should 
also be wiped with oil. The inside form is then assembled in its place and outer 
form positioned symmetrical around it, as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. Three 
blocks of wood can be used for this. 

Reinforcing rods are then put in place; two rings of &” round steel rod 
placed 3” fi-om the top and 3” from the bottom of the form. These are held in 
place by three upright rods as shown, to hold the lower and upper rings and also 
to form the lifting loops. These are bent and assembled as shown iliFlg. 3 and 4. 

The concrete mixture is then prepared as follows : 

One part by volume of cement, two parts by voiume of sand, and three 
parts by volume of stone chips or river gravel, axe taken and thoroughly mixed 
dry and then enough water added to give it a stiff consistency. Cement, sand and 
gravel should always be measured with the same container, filled level-full up 
and not just with shovel. The amount of water should also be measured and 
should only be varied if the sand and stone is wetter or drier than usual. If the 
proportion of sand, gravel, cement and water is wrong, the rings will not attain 
their full strength and might break either in transporting or in use. 

The mixture is then placed between the inner and the outer forms and 
tapped with the steel bar to work it around the reinforcem.ent and to fill all 
voids. When the inner form has been filled to the level of the outside form, the 
top is smoothened with a trowel and left for 24 hrs. to set. Make certain that the 
lifting loops are near the outer edge of the ring. 

After 24 hrs. the forms can be removed; the two bolts holding together 
the inner form and the piece of wood are removed. The wood spacer is now 
removed by tapping inwards. This releases the inner form. A few light taps 
will loosen it from the concrete ring and it can be lifted out. The outside form 
is now removed by loosening the two bolts holding it together and lifting it off. 
Care is necessary in order not to damage the concrete ring which is still fragile. 
The rings should be left where it h~as been cast, without rem.oving for 7 days, 
during which duration it must be kept wet all the time as concrete can only be 
cured if it remains wet. They may be covcred with damp sack or darn... straw. 
After a week they may be lifted on to their site and rolled and stored until 
needed. 

To make special first ring, the outer form is assembled with the insert 
piece, the reinforcing is placed into the form upside down wit11 the lifting loops 
bent inwards under the inner form. It is also better to USC tbrcc rings of iron. 
When the form is filled, thr top is smoothed sloping inwarc!!, so that ted 
outer edge of the ring makes a cutting edge to facilitate sinking m the grounh. 
(Fig. 5 and 6). 
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FIG ‘7. 
CASTING OF RINGS. 



RING WELL INSTAELATION 

(Figures relate to Plate LIII) 

Contact Agency : Friends Rural Centre, Rasulia, M.P, 

Method of construction 
diameter are Esed. 

: Precast reinforced concrete well rings 4 ft. 
On the selected ground for the well, a circle 1” larger in 

diameter than the ‘special first ring’ is drawn. The marked out circle is exca- 
vatcd. Walls are kept perfectly vertical and the diameter checked frequentlv. 
The digging is continued as long as the well his stable, or until water is reached. 
?\rhcn the depth of the hole is more than a few feet, a simple winch is placed 
over the hoie and used to iift out th buckets or baskets of excavated soil 
to help people to enter or leave the well. 

If the well is unstable, crumbling or cracking, or if water is reached, rings 
have to be inserted into the well. The purpose of the rings is to support the walls 
of the well to prevent stones and earth from falling on the man working inside 
the well. These rings form the wall of the finished well. 

To insert the rings, first the base of the well is levelled and then the special 
first ring is lowered to the bottom. This ring has the same inside diameter as 
other rings but its outside diameter is 2” larger than of others and it has a lower 
bevelled cutting edge to facilitate sinking in the ground. The larger outside 
dia. of the ring ensures that as the first ring sinks during digging, the other smaller 
rings will easily follow. 

As rhe other rings are lowered into the well one at a time, a man has got 
to godown into the well and align each ring with the one below it. When the 
well is lined to the top, clamps are attached from the lifting loops on the first 
ring to the rim of the uppermost ring and then tightened so that all the rings 
move together as one pipe. 

When the rings are in place and clamped, a man goes ir:to the well and 
keeps digging out the earth in such a manner that the rings sink. It is important 
that the man at the top ensures that the rings are sinking straight. When the 
rings have sunk 5 few feet, the clamps are removed, more rings are added at the 
top and then the clamps are extended and replaced. The extending can be 
done with g round reinforcing bar. The work of digging below and adding 
rings at the top coatinues until the well is completed. When t’he water level is 
reached, the work continues in the same manner -the man at the top lifting out 
water in addition to the soil until the water flow is faster than can be lifted out. 

BarpoE typ+ we!! : The well is dug in the same way as the Rasulia type 
well, but cnlg about 4 rings are used. If the soil above the ring is unstable or crum- 
’ .ng, then temporary wooden &uttering has to be employed. When the required 
depth is reached andsufficient water is coming into the well, the rings acre covered 
with a heavy reinforced concrete lid fitted with a hole and cement pipe; this pipe 
is cstendcd to the top. The &uttering, if it was used, is now removed, and the 
hole is filled iu, leaving only the concrete pipe. Around this is cast a cement 
piatrorm and a hand pump is fitted over the hole. In this manner one can obtain 
a good well giving clean uncontaminated water at a much lower cost. 
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Some important data 

1. Dia. of the finished well . . 4 ft. 
2. Depth of the finished well . . . 60 ft. 
3. Gallons of water/hr.(max.) . . . 10,000 
4. No. of men working . . . 5 

5. Total time to complete . . 3 weeks 
6. Total volume of earth excavated . . 10,000 cu. ft. 
7. Average excavated vol./man/day . 5 cu. ft. 
8. Approximate cost of labour, material and pump Rs.4,000/- 

The ring-well method can also be used for deepening ordinary wells. 

The Planning Research and Action Institute, Lucknow did useful work in 
sinkin,g 4 ft. diameter ring-wells in the districts of Pilibhit and Shahjahanpur 
during the sixtics. ‘The technique was almost the same as mentioned earlier. 
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H,AND PUMPS FOR VlZIlAGE USE 

(Figures relate to Plates LIV, LIVA) 

Contact Agel : Friends Rural Centre, Rasulia, District Hoshangabad, 
M.P. 

Introduction : The hand pumps are commonly used in India for the 
supply of safe Linking water in the rural areas. Tbe equipment is available 
in plenty with ordinary iron dealers. Hand pumps can be fabricated at the village 
level and fixed for lifting water. Friends Rural Centre hasworked out a simole 
system for the fabrication of hand pumps at the village level. It is described 
below : 

Method of Con’struction 

1. Handlr : This is cut out of a piece of tough hard wood (seasoned 
snlwocd) 14” long and 2+” x 2+“. [Fig. 1). It may be conveniently shaped on 
the simple hand turned lathe used by most village carpent.ers. 
is cut cut at the end to accommodate the red. 

A slot 3/4” wide 
All other holes are made as 

given in the figurc. 

2. Rod : This is made of mild steel, (Pig. Z), g dia. and 16” long with 
a $” dia, hole centered 1” from one end. Holes of 
rod from each end l$’ m depth. 

$” dia. are drilled through the 
These twc holes are tapped with $” thread. 

A 1” long machine bolt is screwed into one cf the holes that runs into the cross- 
wise hole. The other receives the upper end of the plunger rod. 

3. .Zirzk : This consists nf two pieces of flat-steel straD iron 10; long 
and lf” thick and 2f wide. (Fig. 3). Two half inch holes are drilled in the 
middle of each of these centered 1” from the ends. Both pieces are drilled at the 
same tim.e to ensure that the spacing of the holes is the same. 

4. Block : This is made from a piece of dense hard wood such as sal. 
(Fig. 4.). It forms the base of the lever mechanism and at the same ;imc serves 
as a guide-bushing !jr the rod and means of fastening the mechanism to the 
barrel of the pump. 
well and last long. 

If this block is made with accuracy the lever will function 
The wood should be seasoned and free from cracks and :I 

square biock 9” x 24.” x 2+” is prepared. 
a< given in the figure. 

Four holes, A, B, C and D, arc drilled 
Hole B is centered four inches from one end of the block 

end, and 5” from the other and is bored z 3n in dia. to accommodate and act as a 
bushing for the rod. Holes A and C are +” dia. and positioned to allow bolting 
the biock bushing to the head of the pump barrel. Hole D is drilled from. side 
to side $” dia. and centwed $” from the bottom and +” frcm the end between 
hole C and the end. 

Nest, the block is sawn into two pieces in a plane 1” below the top side. 
After cutting into two hole B at the upper side cf the lower piece is enlaqcd 
with a chisel to form an oil well around the rod. A &” hole is then d.rillcd 
at an angk thrcugh the upper section alis?. to with this. A second oil talc 
is drilled at E to meet with the lmlc Il. (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5). 
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SHOLAPUR-TYPE PUMPHEAD 

(Figures relate to Plates LIVB, Lb’C and LIVD) : 

Contact Agency : Robert Tayabji, UNICEF, 9, Jorbagh,~ New Delhi. 

Introdtiction : A very successful pumphead was designed by War On 
Want Mission at Jalna, Maharashtra. It was further refined by Sholapur Well 
Service, Sholapur and UNICEF, and became known as Sholnpur-type pum.p. 
-l-r i\ a submergible type pump whose valve remains submcrgcd in the water 
su&ce and is linked to the operating handle by means of a connecting rod. 
Therefore, it does not depend on the suction head of the water and can be m.ade 
to draw water from any depth, UNICEF has further improved the pumphead 
of the Shoiapur-type pump. 

Description of the pump : A complete pump is shown in Plate LIVB. 
The main parts are the head, the water tank, the pedestal, and the casing 
pipe through which the connecting rod goes down to the surface of the water and 
gets connected to the piston with valve which draws water. When the handle is 
pressed down, the piston goes up and ailcws the water to get into the casing 
pipe. After a few operations of the pump the water is drawn up t@ the water 
tank from where it comes cut through the spout. Since the water volume on both 
the sidesofthepiston is balanced, no extra effort is required to operate the 
handle and it works smoothly and easily. 

Sholapur-tyye puqihead : All pumpheads employ mechanisms to 
transfer the movement of the handle to the connecting rod, and thence to the 
piston and valve. Traditional pumpheads have a complex arrangement of levers, 
pivots and sliding parts, which must be cleaned and oiled regularly. In the 
Sholapur pumphead, a totally enclosed mechanism has been provided which uses 
heavy-duty roller chain, thus making it more durable and improving the 
reliability and efficiency of the pumphead. The essential features of the pump- 
head arc the three parts, which are as follows : 

(i) The head which contains the handle and workings mechanism. 

(ii) The water tank or reservoir, which cnsurcs a stczdy flow of water 
from the pump and thus helps to prevent spiilage and waste. 

(iii) The pedestal or statid, which supports the water tank and head. The 
pcdcstal is made from steel pipe and is thus lighter and sturdier 
than the cast iron bodies of traditional designs. The pedestal has 
three projecting legs which are anchored in the cement ofthe plat- 
form. (Fig. 2; Plate LIVC) 

Imtalling a pumphead : In install:ng a pumphead, the pedestal is 
first fitted Over the casing pipe of the t=bc-well. The three legs are then embed- 
ded in a cement foundation. Cement fills the space between the casing pipe 
and the pedestal and hardens thcrc, This ensures that waste water cannot 
rntcr tilt tube-well and contaminate it. (Fig. 3, Plate LIVD), The handle is at a 
xmvcnient height fix the operator, the pivot being about 102 cmj. (41)“) above 
the platform. 
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Hand pump colaversion head: Most. handpump breakdowns are caused 
by mechanical failures of the moving parts. The cast iron body of the Sholapur 
pumphead seldom needs replacement as it hasno moving parts. Its purpose 
being merely to suppxt the mechanism above. It is possible to change 
the pumphead of a traditional design by a conversion head of the Sholapur 
designs. Czmversion head? incorporate the Sholapur mechanism which is 
more efficient, rugged and reliable than the conventional type. The UNICEF 
and the Sholapur %‘ell Service have prepared drawings and specifications accor- 
ding to which the conversion heads car, be manufactured easily. The handpump 
repair and substitution rzf a conversion head entails the followirxg : 

(a) Installation of conversion heads on an ordinary pump 

(b) Gmstruction of platforms and drains 

(c) Occasional replacement of other components, such as cylinders, 
pistons and washers 

Price : (1) Approximate cost of conversion is as follows : 

Rs. 
Cost of conversion head . 
Cost of new platform and drain 

Cost of new cylinder, if needed 

. . 300 

. 250 

. 250 

Total 800 

(2) Installing a complete Sholapur-type pump will cost Rs. 1,500/- in 
addition to the cost of boring. 
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HYDK(AUHC RAM 

(Figures relate to Plate LV, LVP,! 

Introduction : Automatic hydraulic ram is used for pumping water. 
This is mostly useful for hilly areas where water falls through a large head. The 
ram pumps a small fractioa of the water that flcws through it to a level that can 
be much higher than the original SOUKE. The principles are explained in Fig. I. 
This ram can only be used in places where there is a steady and reliable supply of 
water with a fall sufficient to aTerate the ram. Its advantages are as ,follows : 

1. It does not Reed any additional power source and there are no 
running costs. 

2. It has only two moving parts, and these are very simple and cheap 
to maintain. 

3. It works eEciently over a Mide range of flows. 
4. It ca.n be made using simple worksho- equipments. 

Des{gning the ram : Thr most connnonly used ram operates on a flow 
!Yom the source between 7 and 16 liters per m,inute an.d can purn~~ upto a height 
ofabout 150mete~s. The amount ofwzter that such ararncanpumpforcl.iff-rent 
supply znd delivery heads can be czlculatcd from the table prepared by Blake 
Hydram. The rzp.1 can pump upto 3/4 of the vuiume of water. mentioned in th:: 
table. 

Example : Supply head = 4 mzters 
Deliverv head = 30 meters 

The mm wiil pump atlca?t (I .I5 x 1000 x 3/4)=860 litrcs of watr!. prr 
day. 

Pumping rates for lam pump based on Blake Hydram table is given 
in Table 1. 

If it is found that the ram installatior. is not large enough to pump the 
amount of water needed, a duplicate ram alongside of the original ram can be 
constructed. The deli~ry pipes can bc either separate or the same &livery 
pip? may be used for a battery of several hams. (Fig. 2). 

The drive pipe iq rc,zlfy the moi;~ important part of the ram insta!lation. 
It carrir, the water from tl-c ioo~‘cC to tllc ra,*n and contains the prcssurc XNgC 
of the water llam,?c~. The dia. and length of the drive pipe is very important 
and the ratio of length to dia. for go(-d pcrformancc is not more than 500. 

The drlivcry pipe can bc made from any mar,:ria! and should l~avc an 
internal bore of 20 mm. The water from the ram can be pumped for great di?- 
tames provided thnt thr: c!elivery Ilead is high en.ough. 

The head of the tank must bc !arg~ enough to hold enough water in re- 
serve to supply the neL+ during periods of peak demands. It is beticr to fit an 
overflow pipe to the tan:: to lead the waste water in the garden. 

Construction of the ram: The ram illustratcc! in the figues has a drive 
pipe box of 30 mm. Thr r‘nm body is made from pipe fittings of 50 mm. internal 
bore. 

(a) Imp3!r2 v.x!vc is m7. I d- by w:lclln~ a 50 mm. thread pipe junction on 
to the valve plates centrally over th;: 30 mm. dia. wheel as shown 
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in the figures 5 to 5 c. This leaves a lip inside the pipe conne~th 

about 10 mm. wide all round which acts as a seating for the 
impulse valve washer. File or rub and smooth the valve plate 
over the valve setting area to prevent wear on the valve washer. 
The two elongated wheels each 6 mm. dia. on the valve piate 
are to hold the valve spring. 

(b) Valve spring is made from strips of mild steel, 650 mm. long, 30 X 
2mm. for the cross section marked out and drilled as shown in the 
,:gure. Bend the spring to shape around a 50 mm. pipe with the 
bend centre lineon the strips in the position as shown in the figure. 
This sets the spring “with the drill hole in correct position. Bolt 
the spring on to the valve plate which has elongated holes to ~!OW 

the impulse valve stem to be adjusted for correct seating. 

(c) The impulse valve itself is made from a 6 mm. dia. bolt, tube and 
washer which is assembled through the valve plate to the v&e 
spring. 

(d) Finally add spring temion and the valve stroke adjusting bore? to 
allow the ram to be tuned for maximum e;ficiency. The xm- 
oulse valve assembly can be removed from. the ram for main- 
tenance by just unbolting the spring, then unscrewing the DiPe 
connector and the valve plate. h better, but more complex, 
impulse va.lve can also be made as show-n in Fig 3 to 3d 

Maicing the delivery valve : The dclivcry valve prc ,tents the pumped 
water from flowing back into the ram artcr the pressure impulse has ended. It 
is, ther-eforc, a non-return valor w!tich can bc: mr? de carily “y welding or brazing 
a cut and drilled piccz of3 mm. stcclplntcinto the tube of50 mm.. pipec,xmector. 

The plate is cut to shape and 61~1 smooth to fit exactly into the end of 
the pipe connector and welded or brazed in position. A rubber washer is atta- 
ched to the pla!c and bolted in:,, the p!xition. TIN: wdl.cl- nmst be flexible 
to allow the water to p’Lss c;uily but musty bc firI i:noug!l to support l!lC Watel 
presure Corn the air chamber. 

The cupped wauhcr al,:,\-c thr rubber vnlvc hc;lds the valve in place. 

The air valac is mxlc sirnoly by drilling n small hole below 1 mm. in dia. 
in the side of the pip? ronnector &d below the delivery valve. This is partially 
blocked by a fine wire split pin which I:IOW:S witI, prcrsure changes in the ram. to 
keep the hole open and n!law air 10 en+:::.. The ni;- vnh;~ is plan cd in the opposite 
side to the deli\-cr\- pip!: ~,ut!r~~. (,tlll~:ili./:;,~ tl!v iii:. <ntcring the air clmmbcr is likely 
tn cs%lpe int<, tllc &Ii\-i:ry pip”. 1: i!;: ~rfct~nrsc, csxr.tial that tllc air Feeder val~c 
is lvcated brlow th: d.:li ‘WY I-:II~c.. 

The air chamber is !nx!c I,)- cottiE, CT 1 IW~W Icngth d-50 mm. dia. water 
pip” and thrcadinq cazch end. One cm! is screw.: d into tlrc delivery pipe T-junc- 
tion pipe fitting, and :hc top is SC&C! with a cap. 

Tl IC mounting 1,:~~s AK z!i:dc rroi~r ;tn)~ a\~z..il:~blc SC,-ap strip iron and dri,lled, 
bent and b?lted arom~d the ram body. The !e~s can be bolccd to the ground 
when the ram is auseinblcd at !hc siti:; i I it is mca:~t as a pcrmancnt fixture. 

Assembling the ram at the site 

1. The pipe fittings arc assembled using plenty ofpipr joint compound. 
There are firmly screxvcd togc:her and adjusted ~?)r tllc correct; position ;n the 
ram assembly. They mut be completely fkc from Icaks. 
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2. The imp”lse and delivery valve must move freely and when closed, 
sit evenly on the valve plates. 

3. Sri the ram level on the mounting legs at the required site and 
attach the dr’ Ive and the delivery pipes to it. These pipes are flushed with 
clean water before connection. 

4. 
bends. 

The drive pipe should be laid as straight as possible with no sharp 

5. Tiie inlet to the drive pipe must always be submerged, or air will 
eaier the pipe and prevent the ram from working. 

How itworks : A labelled diagram of a typical working ram installation 
is shown in Figure 1. 

\Ya.ter flows down the drive pipe from the source and escapes out through 
the impulse valve. When the flow of water passes through the impulse valve, it is 
fast enough. This flow : nd the upward force on the vaiye causes the valve to shut 
suddenly, halting the culumn of water in the drive p,‘pe. The momentum of 
:;tFpPed column of\+ ter produces a sudden pressure rue in the ram, which will, 
if It 1s large enough: overcome the pressure in the air chamber on the delivery 
valve, allowing the water to flow into the air chamber and then upto the header 
tank. 

The pressure surge in the ram is partly reduced by the escape of water 
into the air chamber. The pressure pulse rebounds back up the drive pipe 
producing slight suction in the ram body. This causes the delivery valve 
to close, preventiag the pumped water from flowing back into the *a.m. The im- 
pulse valve drops down, water begins to flow out again and the cycle is repeated. 

The ram is tuned to pump the greate;.t amount of water possible and this 
~usually occiirs ,,,h.:n the ram is repeated or beats 75 times each minute. 

Selection of site for the ram : I .~ !;s asressary to know if the ram is 
capable of pumping the amount of water orCe needs or whether a larger ram is 
needed. The flow of water at the source IS measured to see if it is enough to 
operate the ram. 

Most rams will work at their best efficiency if the supply head is about 
l/3 tif the deliver)’ head. The diflcrence in the level bctwecn the source and the 
ram and betivrel; the header tank and the ram could be measured by using usual 
surveying instru,nenti. 

Mainteeance of the ram: It is essential to prevent dirt from entering the 
drive pipe or drx; leaves frnm blocking its entry. So it may be necessary to provide 
a grating at tie oif-tsk; from the river or stream supplying the water in order 
to keep back floating leavrs and a sump should be provide:;! at the feeder tank to 
collect Cit. 

The maintenance tasks which must be carried out ar: likely to be as follows: 
(a) disiliantling the ram to remove dirt 

(b) clearning air locks in th; pipe system 
(c) adjusting the tuning; tightening bolts which work loosc 
cd) cl~anging the valve rubber; adjusting the scatisgs of valves 
(e) Bc+ag the inflow to the drive pipe free oflcavcs, dirt, etc., cleaning 

filters and gratings. 
The: n\aiatcnancc rcquircd is not vcrp frcqucnt but it is bcttcr if a local 

uUiciaa is traiocd in adju,~tmcnt and tunings, etc., who can have a look at- 
least once a week. 
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TABLE 1 

DAILY PUMPING RATES FOR RAM PUMP (litres of WC+) 

sa$Y 
Delivery Head (metres) 

(metres) 5 7.5 10 15 20 30 40 50 60 80 100 

1 400 200 150 80 70 50 30 20 

2 550 390 250 200 130 80 60 50 30 

3 650 450 320 220 150 130 100 70 40 

4 650 430 300 200 150 130 90 60 

5 750 550 370 300 250 200 120 90 

6 700 450 350 300 250 150 120 

7 550 410 320 270 200 150 

8 450 370 300 250 150 

10 600 450 400 300 230 

12 750 550 470 350 280 

14 650 550 400 330 

! i 620 470 370 

18 700 520 420 

“0 600 450 
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ZIAND OPERATED SUCTION PUMP 

(Figures relate to Plate L VI) 

Contact Agency : Allababad Polytechnic, Allahabad 

Intro’ductidn : There is a great need for a low lift pump which can pump 
water from small ditches, tanks and rain water collection from low lying xeas. 
In villages, people generally use baskets, which are operated by two persons, by 
ropes tied to two ends. 

Construction 
ligurc. 

: The design and drawing of the pump is shown in the 
It is operated by two persons, working the levers on either side. The 

water comes out with great ease. 
.c 

The valve washer is made ofspecially formulated 
rubber, but this can be replaced by truck or car inner tubing. Except for the 
suction and the delivery pipes all other parts are made of iron sheet. 

It can lift water from a maximum depth of 20 ft. 

Price : Rs.500/- 
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GOBAR GAS PIiANT 

(Figures relate to Plates LVII, LVZIA LVIZB, LVZIC) 

C&act Agerzqs : 1. Khadi and Village Industries Commission, Ida 
Road, Vile pale, Bombay. 

2. All State Khadi Boards. 

Introdu;Etion : Gobar gas plants or bio-gas plants need no introduction 
these days. It is one of the most publicized technology. 
it can xvolutionize the lift in rural areas. 

If used imaginatively 

How operated : Gobar gas plant (cowdung methane gas plant) is the 
name applied to a alant which subjects organic wastes like cow dung, night soil, 
poultry sweeps, nghcultural bye-oroducts, grass, shrubs, leaves, water haycinth 
and other wastes to fermentationin the absence of air. After the plant has been 
installed, the oniy work to be done is to feed the slurry (waste materials and water 
in the ratio of one to one) into the digester and the methane gas is autonatically 
produced. 

Nature of produict: (i) Mcthanr gas is used for cooking, lighting and 
running engines and (ii) manure. 

The gas has a calorific value of 550 B.Tl1.U. and burns with a blnc non- 
luminous flame at n temp. of 1000°F. Manure has a high fertility value and 
50% exta manure is obtained savmg loss due to oxidation. 

The plant can bc fabricated in a viilage, if facilities of blacksmith and 
sheet metal working are available. Trained persons from Khadi and Village 
Industries State Boards are available to help the construction work. 

It mainly consists uf two parts : 

(a) Dl&/er : It is a snz.t of “well” constructed of masonry work, dug 
and. built below tlx surface ofground level. The depth is between 
12’ (3.5 meters) and 20’ (6 meters) and diameter varies between 
4’ (1.2 meters) and 12 (3.5 meters) according to the capacity of the 
plant. The well has a partition wall in the middle dividing it 
iii10 two semi circular-compartments. TWO slanting cement pipes 
sexing as inlet and outlet pipcs reacl~ the bottom of the ~~11 OXI 
either side of the partition wall and have their openings on the 
surface inside thr inlet tank (slurry pit) and outlet tank. 

(b) Gas holder : It is a drum constructed of mild steel sheets. It fits 
like a c;lp in the mouth of the wcl!, where it dips in the slurry 
and rats on a lcdgc constructed msidc the well for this pur- 
pose. The drum collects the gas which bubbles out from the 
cattle dung slurry in the digester. The dru,m rises as the gas i3 
collected in the gas holder drum. The gas thus accumulated, 
flows out through the pipe provided at the top, whenever the tap 
is opened. 
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(c) Z%jx lines and oven : The gas can be led to the kitchen or can be used 
for gas lamp whenever required within a distance of about 10 
meters (3O’ft). The ,pressure ‘is’ +I$ sinall ‘3!,,:(7.5 ;c’in.),‘tg’ 6” ‘, ‘:I ~‘~ 
(15 cm.) water column, btit “it is adequate to, press the,,gas ~, ,,:,,’ 
mto the kitchen stove or gas lamp. 

cost Site of plant in cu. meter gas/day Estimated cost in Rs. 

1.6 ( 60 cu. ft. ) 1,500.OO approx. 
2.75 (100 ,, ) 2,ooo.oo ), 
4.00 (150 )) ) 3,000.‘30 

5.50 (200 ,, ) 4,OOO.CO :: 
6.75 (250 ,, ) 5,ooo.oo ,) 

Large capacity plants upto 2500 co ft. are also available for commercial 
use. In some cases subsidy andloan are given by the Khadi.and Village Indus- 
tries Commission. 

Due to the effxts of Khadi and Village Industries Commission as well as 
of the state governments, more and more gas plants are being installed in the 
villages. There are still some snags in its popularisation. During winter 
months, the gas formation is greatly reduced hence the farmers fail to get the 
required quantities of gas from their plants. Research work is in progress on this 
problem and Appropriate TechnologyDevelopment Associationis collaborating 
with the Central Drug Research Institute, Lucknow for an effective ,solution 
of this problem. 
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f 
BIO-GAS PLANT ACCESSORIES 

(Figures relate to Plate L VIIB) 

Introduction : Thz bio-gas produced in the bio-gas plant is not pure 
methane and has got many impurities. The typical composition can be as 
follows : 

CH, (Methane) . . . . . . 68.8’$4, 
CO, (Carbon dioxid?) . . 29% 
Nz (Nitrogen) . . . . 1: 1% 
H, (Hydrogen) . . . 1% 
CO (Carbon monotide) . 0.1% 
0, (Oxygen) . . . : : 0.1% 
H,S (Hydrogen sulphide) . . . Trace 

The calorific flue ?i the gas is mainly dependent upon methane (CH,) 
and therefore it i? desirable e, elir,;-Late other gases specially carbon dioxide 
(CO,), which is Present in co! -i&ably high prr~Lrrtion. This reduces the calo- 
rific value of the bio-gas per unit volume. Similarly, the traces of H,S present 
can also create nuisance in corroding the metal appiiances. The two accessories :,: used for these purposes are described below and .Ilould form indispensable part 
of a bio-gas installation. :z: 

‘?;, 
Filtration tank: When produced from cow-dung, there are -nly traces 

of hydrogen sulphide in the bio-gas. But if other biol+cal wastes are added, 
the percentage may increase. Its presence may lead 1.0 corrosion of the appii- 
antes in which the gas is used, specially if it is used for running engines. l’he 
filtration tank shown in Fig. 1 was designed at the Gobar-Gas Experimental 
Station, Ajitmal Etawah, U.P. and was found quite successful in experimental 
stages. The gas is passed through a vessel which is &ted with iron filings and 
ferric oxides which absorbs HsS. The gas, free from H,S comes out from 
the outlet pipe. 

Lime water scrubber : This apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. The gas is 
passed through lime water from the inlet pipe, and the agitator is worked frc- 
quently, so that the CO, is absorbed in the lime water. Bio-gas, free from CO, 
goes out through outlet pipe. The lime water has to be occasionally changed. 
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GOBAR GAS PLANT APPLIANCES ,;;:;;j 
,,,, ,: ,t: 

(Figures relate to Plate LVZZC) 

Ix~trod~ction : When the gas com.es out of the gobar gas plant, it may 
be used for various purposes. It can be used for cooking, lighting, heating, 
and running engines, etc. Cooking and lighting are the most widely used purposes 
for village homes which are chronically short of fuel. For all this work, we need 
appliances. These appliances have been designed and standardised by the Khadi 

,,, 

and Village Indust& Commission to suit various purposes and are described 
below : 

Burner : 9 cu. ft. of air is needed for the complete combustion ~of every 
cu.ft. of gas. The improvised burners at home, made out of tin boxes, do not meet 
these requirements and consmne extra gas unnecessarily. The standard burner 
approved by the Khadi and Village Industries Comtnission is shown in Fig. 1 
and 2. The burner should be used according to the av.ount of food to bc cooked. 
For one person’s meal, a small burner shown in Figs. 1, which uses only 6.0 
cu. ft. of .qas per how is suff%icnt but for a family of five persons, the burner 
shown in Fig. 2, using 16 cu.ft. of gas per hour is more appropriate. 

Gas lamps : Khadi and Village Industries Commission has designed 
a v-cry suitable lamp in which th.c mantle used is simi1s.r to one used in petro- 
max. They are available in one mantle lamp or two mantle lamp, as shown 
in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively. They use approximately 3 cu. ft. of gas per mantle 
per hour, and give a beautiful blue lambent light. To increase the lift of the 
mantle, the following precautions should be taken: 

(i) Tl~c lanlp sllould be fixed lirmly in one place and should not be ’ 
momxl around. 

(ii) It :,hould be protected from water. 

(iii) The pressure of the gas should remain uniform. 

(iv) It should bc protected from moths getting inside the lamp. 

(v) The glass should bc cleaned carefully. 

(vi) The lamp should be lighted carefully. 
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Household and Domestics 



INTRODUCTION 
,1 

To make people comfortable in their own surroundings and environments, 
changes have to be brought about in their homes. For this reason, there is a need 

; 

for developing home living technology. Housewives are exposed to hard labour 
for attending to their ordinary household chores. Burning of cowdung cakes and 

: ~, 

firewood in the hearths, preparation of food, washing of utensils, etc. are time 
consuming, laborious and monotonous processes. 

,,, 
In the western countries, 

eicctricai gadgets have been developed to facilitate the work of housewives in 
the preparation of food, washing of utensils, dishes, clothes, and sweepings, 
etc. It may not be possible for the village homes in India to make use of these 
appliances for a long time to come. However, if systematic work is done in this 
field, sweral gadgets could be introduced which could greatly simplif) the house- 
hold work. Improved ‘choolhas,’ solar cookers, solar water heaters can be used 
with great benefit, reducing the monotony and drudgery of work inside 
the house. Such additions in homes can be instrumental in changing their 
attitnde to life and making them forward looking and progressive thereby 
bringing benefit to the community as a whole. 

For this reason, household and domestic appliances are included as 
a separate section in this directors and some of the Anovations in this field 
have been described. This only iillustrates that there is need for developing 
other suitable gadgets for domcsfic use and the cnginecrs, scientists and tcchno- 
logists ran apply their minds on other household problems. 



SOLAR, WAiER, HEAT&R 

(Figure relates to Plate LVZZZ) 

How operated : Solar~ water heater helps in raising the temperature 
,,& 

of water with the sun’s rays d3ring summer as well as in winter months. The 
system of its operation and construction is given below : 

,,:;‘L; 
., :; 

Water is filled in both, i.e. storage tank and the water heater. As the sun 
,,~ 

,~,:; 
heats the water, the hot water rises to the top of the storage tank and the cool 
water from the bottom of the tank moves into the heater. The water temp.’ 
in winter at 3.30 p.m. can go upto 135°F (55°C) and in summer upto 14YF. 
(65°C). The water can be used for washing utensils, and clothes and also for 
taking bath in winter. 

,:,,, 
,‘! ,:: 

The water is drawn from the tap provided in ths storage tank. If the 
storage tank is insulated withy felt or straw, the temp. would rise even further. 

Constrnction 
(i) The solar water heater is made of two galvanised sheet of 35’~ 70’ 

and 16 swg. They are bolted to each other with about 28 galvanised 
bolts of &” dia. and 1” long to prevent the sheets sagging in due to the weight 
of water. The two sheets are separated by a distance of 1”. Mud brick support 
is provided to the heater to make it inclined at an angle of 20” to face the sun’s 
rays vertically. The heater is painted with dull black paint. 

(ii) A 70 litre capacity galvanised sheet metal with a removable lid, is 
used for storage. The top of the storage tank is connected to the top of the 
heater either with flexible hose pipe or galvanised iron pipe. 
of the tank is connected to the ‘bottom of the heater. 

Similarly the bottom 

Took and materials 
(i) Galvanised sheet metal-two pieces 35’ x 70’ 16 s.w.g. 
(ii) 70-litre galvanised sheets metal tank, with removable lid and 1 

hose connector, one near the top and one near the bottom. 
(iii) G&wised sheet metal pipe : 4 pieces, 2” long and 1” in dia. for 

connectors. 
(iv) Rubber hose pipe : 2 pieces, 50” long and 1” dia 
(v) Galvanised bolts : 28, &” dia. and 1” long 
(vi) Metal washers for 4” bolts : 56 
(vii) Rubber washers for #’ bolts : 56 
(viii) Mud bricks 
(ix) ~Black paint 

(x) Tinsmiths tools-hammer, anvil, soldering equipment, tinsnips 
(xi) Hand drill and 8” bit 
(xii) Screw driver 
(xiii) Pliers and g spanner 

Cost : Approximately Rs. 200 



SOLAR WATER HEATER 



BAND WASPIING MACWIINE 

(F&m relate to Plates U/x, ,LIXA) 

Contact Agency : VITA Inc., 3706 Rhodes Island Ave., Mt. Rianier, 
Md. 20822, U.S.A. 

I=:rdz&m : Wa&ing of clcthes in In&a is carried oxt either by primi- 
tive method of beating the ciothes on the stone or the highly sophisticated method 
of process steam iauudries. Hoasewives and professional -washermen have to 
labour hard to wash clothes, the main~processes being soaping, washing and 
tumbling. These time consuming and monotonous processes could be eliminated 
if some manually operated mechanical device ,were introduced. 

Mechanical washing machines employ a tumbling or agitating action 
and incorporate a device for changing the water, which is automatically ape- 
rated by electricity. An elementary washing system, using a tumbling action 
machine, could be made with little cost and only moderate skills. Timing 
and control of the washing cycle may be done manually provided an operator’is 
in attendance during the washing. 

Method of construction 
(i) Outer drum : A 55-gallon oil drum in good condition with no rust 

inside has to be cut all round on the iine shown in the sketch. The rough 
edges are then filed smooth, straightened and painted. The whole of inside 
of the drum is painted with good enamel paint. 

Wooden strips are attached all round the cut edges, so that wood edge 
is l/8” above the metal edge. Two ‘skids’ are also attached to the bottom of the 
drum with screws driven from inside. 

(ii) Inner drum : The wooden inner drum is made with smooth strips 
ofwood afl with circular wooden ends. A detachable portion is provided, which 
enables &ty linen to be loaded into the wooden drum. The overall dimensions 
or the wooden drum should be such as to allow it to pass through the hole cut in- 
to the oil drum. Brass screws arc used for assembling, taking care that no screw 
protrudes from the surface of the wood. All screws with heads inside the drum 
must bc countersunk well below the surface. The gap between adjs.cent strips 
should be between ;” and $” depending upon the size of clothes to be washed. 
Half-inch diameter holes should be drilled all round to promote the flow of water. 

(iii) Shaft : The inner wooden drum is made to rotate inside the oi: drum. 
A shaft either of sturdy bamboo of 2” dia. or of steel tube is provided to pass 
through the bearings provided at both the ends of the oil drum, and a handle is 
attached at one end of the shaft. The shaft is secured firmly to the two ends of 
the wooden drum. It is better to use a 4 ft. length of the bamboo to start 
the assembly of the drum. E&s are cut in the centrcof the end board of the 
wooden drumjust large enough for the bamboo to be pushed in when the ends have 
been constructed. They arc set at correct distances apart and fical assembly 
of the drum commcnccd. After each strip has been properly secured in place, 
it is chxked that the drum is not warping by making sure that the bamboo 
is free to rotate. Finally holes +” in dia. for both arc drilled carefully through 
the two and suppurting members and through the centre of the bamboo at each 
end. The detachable portion of the wooden drum should be firmly held in 
place and at the same time be capable of being opened easily for loading and 
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unloading the wash. Strips cut From the motor car tube may be used to close the ‘L, ,,,’ ,,::‘iz, 
~~~ 

lid tightly. 

The wood pieces of 4F X 4.$” with holes in the centre, for the bamboq ‘, ‘:,‘;:‘? 
to pass through and rotate easily, 1s bolted on,the oil drum to work as bearings. ,,,, ~:,~:I~ 

Assembly : The wooden squares are attached to their respective ends, 
using Q” dia. galvanised nuts and bolts. The correct length of bamboo is pushed 

,,, 

throug!l the bearing at one end, so that it just protrudes outside. Some assistance 
,,,,, 
::_ 

is now necessary to lift the wooden drum up and upto the oil drum and for holding 
it in correct position when the bamboo is pushed on through, until each piece 

‘,,E !~ 

engages properly in the hcles ir, the exxds of the wooden drum. The holes in’the 
bamboo and end support of the wooden drum sre lined up aF.c! +” dia. galva&zed 
bolts are inserted and nuts tightened up. The eight nut:, 5o!d!ng the bearing 
are then tightened up. The wooden drum is turned slowf:~ .*xld .mts tightened : ‘,, 

evx~;L; avoid jamming. A handle is then attached cJ CK ionger piece of ,,,:, ,~, 
. ,, :, 

How operated : The linen to be washed, is loaded inside the wooden 
drum by lifting the top cover. The cover is then closed and the drum filled with 
water, preferably hot,~ heated by solar water heater. The cheapest soap obtain- 
able will serve the purpose quite well, if a little borax and soda are avilable. 
It will be a matter ofexperiment to find the most suitable mixture to suit the water 
available. 

The bamboo shaft is then turned by the handle, which rotates the wooden 
drum, and tumbles the linen inside and soaks them well with soap mixture and 
cleans them. The water is changed at suitable intervals. 

A simple and cheaper washing machine can be built very easily as given 
in figures in Plate LIXA. 
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SOLAR CIOOKER 

(Eigures relate to Plates LX, LXd) 

Cotztuct A,oeq : Agricultural Tools Research Ccr,tre, Bardoli, Gujarat. 

Introduction : A good efFort has been made by the Centre for making 
solar cooker. Much remains still to be done to make the cooker perfect so as to 
attain a temperature of 100°C in order to ensure full cooking; but the method 
employed in its construction and operation deserves appreciation ad can be 
f&ther worked upon to perfect it. 

Fuel is also a fundamental necessity like food; village women spend some 
time every day, collecting fuel. Fuel when purchased accounts for 10 to 15% 
of total cxpcnxs on food. Fuel when burnt produces smoke and thus spoils the 
house and utensils and affects the eyes. Industries use fuel. Forests are cut, coal 
and petroleum are taken out of the earth’s bowel to bc used as fuel. The prices 
keep on rising. A day will come when 2.11 the fossil fuel will be exhausted from 
the earth. 

The solar energy is absolutely clean and available in abundance in India. 
Man has used this energy from time im-em=rial fo- I making salt and drying 
clothes and various other things. 

In India, on one sq. cm. surface, on an average, the sun radiates 450 calo- 
ries of heat. But due to diffusion and dispersa! &is heat is not sufficient t.o 
cook meal. If, by some means, the d&sion and dispersal and the loss dae to 
conduction and convection are stop@,, and mat of the heat is absorbed by 
an object, then WE can use it as a substitute for fuel. The same principle has 
been used in the solar cooker. 

Construction and design: The solar cooker is a sheet m.etal box with 
double walls. A double glass cover is fitted tight!y on the box. Boxes containing 
food to be cooked are kept in the cooker in a sinl.ilar mama as in the pressure 
cooker in the oven. Tht: boxes we painted black. The sun’s rays enter the 
cooker through the double-walled glass lid. The bl?.ck colour of the boxes ab- 
sorbs 15y0 of the solar energy and usesit for cooking the food. To minimise loss 
of ‘-e.zt :!lr.2iig:-, ~,Ji,&c&ii, the space bciween the doubie wali is fitted with 
some insulating mate;ial. The tight fitting lid minimizes heat loss caused by 
convection. 

The wave length of the solar radiation is short. It thus enters the glass 
cover alld heats up the interior of the box. But the heat radiation is of a longer 
wilve length and, thcrcforo, unable to come out of the glass cover. This minimiscs 
loss due to radiation. The design of the solar cooker needs maximum cntrxl of 
sun’s rays and minimum loss from inside. The inside temp. ofthe cooker x&ins 
38’ to 60°C above the outside temp. 

Cbnstruction : The solar cookrr hns lilur important parts (i) inside box, 
(ii) outside brjx> iii;) cooking box~::s, [iv) douhlc wnllec! glass COVCI‘. 

(i) Iuside 63x : This is tlic place whcrc the cooking 1~o~c.e arc kept. 24 
gauge galvanized irOn shcvt is rccluirxd to rnnkl: tllc insidc 1x1~. The sheet is 
Cut in the six rcquircd a~ slmwn in the fiq~rv. ‘l’lw lrcigllt 01‘ ll~i: \i-all3 is l(!O 
mm. Tlu: width of the upper wall is 80 mm. ‘l‘llc Ixn is li~lr!cd ns giwn in 
Fig. 1. The dimcasiutl of the inside: I:XG is dctcrlnincd II); the size and nun:J~xr of 
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cooking boxes to be kept inside. It is better to prepare a template for the inside 
box. if the cookers are to be manufactured in quantity. 

(ii) Outer 60x : The outer box can be made either of wood, steel or bricks. 
The inside box should iit properly inside, after giving insulation like saw dust, 
paddy husk or glass wool or thermocole. Fig. 3 shows the wooden frame of 180 
mm. depth. The length and width should be equal to D+80+ 80 mm:, so that, 
there should be 80 mm. space all round for filling the insulating material. The 
empty space is packed tightly with any insulating material and then the edge 
of the outer box and inner box is sealed airtight. 

The inside box should bc painted with duil black paint and the outside 
box with any colour to look presentable. 

(iii) Cooking boxes : The cooking boxes can be made of any metal of 24 
gauge. It should be of low depth. Aluminium or brass may be ideal from heat 
absorbing >oint of view, but the cost may be prohibitive. If made of iron sheet 
the boxcs arc painted dull black on the outside; the inside is kept clean and 
galvanised. Its height should not be more than 80mm. 

(iv) Doulde walled glass c~uer : 50 mm. wide, and 20 mm. thick timber is 
used for making a frame of the size of the box. Two glass sheets are fixed one at 
the top and the other at the bottom at adistance of 20 mm. The frame is fixed 
to the outer body with hinges on one side ; the other side is left free to bc 
~uxncd and c&d according to will, Rubber bands are fitted all round either 
oil tixc inside of the cover or on the face of the box, so that, when the covw is 
closed it bs2n~cs airtight. 

The completed solar cooker is shown in Figure 4. 
A-Inside box 
F-Outside box 
E-Double walled glass cover 
G-Glass sheets 
D-Hinges 
R--Cooking boxes 
W-Insulating material 

How to operate: Rice, porridge, dal, \-v,yxt pr;tat<,, :cafy vegetables, 
etc. can bc cooked and bread, cake, etc. baked in the cooker. The material 
to Ix cooked is kept rcrrdy with spices, unions, water, oil, salt, etc. and put inside 
the box. 

Where to place the cooker : The cooker should be kept in sun out of 
the shadow, preferably on the roof or in the courtyard, where sun stays at least 
for 3-4 hours. 

The limits 
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PLATE Lx A 
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IMPROVED cCCXiULAH3’ FOR KIT’CIWEN 

(Figures relate to Plate LX) 

Contact Agertcy : National Buildings Organization, Nirman Bhamn, 
New Delhi. 

Introduction : Most of the common designs of ‘chulab used in Indian 
houses are using cowdung cakrs, f&wood, cod or coke as fuel, pxducing srroke 
which is a nuisance for housewives. Therefore, the lighting of oven in the hcme 
becomes the most dreaded of all the household jobs. 
and using improved design with a chimney, the 

With a little imngination 

smoke!esses while burning coals or coke. 
‘chulah can be made absolutely 

Description : It consists of two holes on which the utensils are kept. 
These are joined internally with the chimney holes, on which a damper is pro+ 
ded. Gratings made of 4” mild steel bars welded to a ring of mildsteel rod, are 
placed on the holes in which the + is lighted. 
is covered by two ‘tawas’ (dish-hke iron plate). 

The hole at the time of lighting 
The coal is put on the grating 

and lighted and the holes covered by the ‘tawas’. The damper of the chimney is 
opened which induces draft and lights the fire quickly. When the fire is alight, 
the ‘tawa’ covers are taken out and the damper adjusted suitably to regulate 
the fire. The ash falls inside which can be taken out by m.eans of holes with 
covers provided on the front side. 

The cost of making this ‘chulah is about Rs. SO/-. 

A number of other designs have been developed by various agencies; but 
further research work is needed to perfect suitable designs for different parts of 
the country which may effectively utilize the local fuel efficiently and eliminate 
the nuisance of smoke. 
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Housing and Construction 



INTRODUCTION 

Construction, which may include many other allied processes and pro- 
grammes, is one of the activities which can be highly labour-intensive, and in 
which a large number of unskilled and semi-skilled workers can be employed 
with minimum capital investment in machinery and equipment. Constructions 
like bund or dam making, road making or building activities are sometimes 
started in drought or famine affected areas tz provide employnxnt to the people. 
If used imaginatively and simultaneously with several other productive activities 
in th? villages, they can probably bring abwt a great improvement in the 
country-side. Construction and ‘Juiiding, and other m.ass employment activities, 
like tree plantation, reclamation of fallow land, sG1 and water conservation 
programmes however have to be started as pump priming i.e., to add an extra 
income in the community and mobilise people for work. But the real productive 
activities lie in different fields, i.e., in producing consumer articles in the village 
itself for local consumption. 

Since construction may become the starting point of the national recons- 
truction programme, it has to be carried out with great foresight, originality and 
sa+ty. Appropriate technology, which is efficient and at the sam.e tim.e 
labzmr-using, instead of labsur-saving, should be adopted. The use of materials 
and their treatment and fabrication have to be handled with great caution and 
care. Because of their high costs, concrete, glass, and iron and steel are not sui- 
table materials for construction of houses in the rural a.reas. The mud and 
thatched houses arc also not suitable, because they are darnaged during rains, 
and can also cat& fire easily. A:>propriatc technology suggests that cheap and 
easily available materials, should be used after m.wking them waterproof, fire- 
proof and termite resistant. A.ppropriate small designs of houses are also 
needed which may bc well vent&ted and hygienic but should be of low cost. 

In this section, some of the techniques and processes developed for im- 
proving construction activities with low capital investment have been described. 



HOUSE FOR BOW INCOME GROUP 

(Figures relate to Plates LXII, LXIIA) 

Contact Ageenq : Rural Housing Cell, National Building Organisation, 
Nirman Bhavan, New Delhi. 

One-roomed house for landless labourer: Foundation consists of 
6” lime concrete and brick work. Plinth is done in second class bricks and lime 
mortar. The superstructure consists of brick in mud-mortar. 
mes, shutterings are to be of local wood. 

Lintel, door fra- 

rally used. 
Mango and mahua -woods are gene- 

Roofing consists of naria tiles and mangalore tiles over either split 
bamboo or hill bamboo on a layer of thatching by straws. The flooring is earthen 
(katcha) and is plastered with mud and cow-dung from. time to time. The 
kitchen and bath-room are made pucca with l/2” cement plaster (1:6) over 3” 
lime concrete. Walls are 1im.e flushed and white washed. Bore hole latrine 
is provided*. 

Cost estimate 

1. Plinth area main building-192 sq. ft. at Rs. 4.16 per 
sq. ft. 

2. Goat shed or poultry shed 30 sq. ft. at Rs. 1.50 per sq.ft. 
3. Bore hole latrine 
4. Hedging and drains . . 

Rs. 

800.00 
45.00 

150.00 
60.00 

,’ 

Total RS. 1055.00 

Two-roomed house for marginal farmers 

cost estimate : 
1. Plinth area main building--500 sq. ft. at Rs. 4.16 per sq. ft. 2,080.OO 

2. Bath room-25 sq. ti. at Rs. 2.50 per sq. ft. . 52.60 

3. Cattle shed and fodder shed 150 sq. ft. . 262.60 

4. Bore hole latrine . . 150.00 

5. Hedging and drain. . . . . . 75.00 

Total ~. 2,620.20 

*It would be preferable to install water seal latrines though they 
cost more. 
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AIR SEASONING OF TIMBER 

(Figures welate to Plate LXZII) 

Contact Agency : 1. National Building Organization, NewDelhi. 
2. Forest Research Institute, Dehradun. 

e., 

:;::,z~, 

Introduction : Wet timber as obtained from trees is unstable, and 
splits and cracks due to shrinkages in drying. 
by fungi, borers, termites, etc. It should not, 

It is also an easy prey to decay 
therefore, be used for building 

and other structural purposes, unless dried in a controlled manner. 

Simple and cheap ways of drying tim~ber in the forest and yard are given 
here. Their adoption will help reduce splitting, cracks, decay and loss of timber. 

Method. of seasoning 
(i) Logr : The logs after felling should be properly stacked, if not possi- 

blc to transport them quickly. The barks should be removed. They should 
be sawn as quickly as possible and then stacked properly, the logs themselves 
being used as spacer?. The ends of the logs or planks should be painted with 
sealing liquid tar or asphalt or shaded with projecting overhanging material like 
canvas, plywood, etc. This helps in reducing end-cracks. 

(ii) Heavy beams or sleepers : Stacking and seasoning arc easily carried out 
in the open under a temporary roof. The stacking should be done crossways 
and in a slightly slanting position to allow rain water to flow easily. Space 
should be allowed both above and below the stack for air circulation. All other 
processes arc the same as in the case of logs. 

(iii) Planks : In the case of planks, the circulation of air is the most im- 
portant factor in stacking. Uniform spacers in thickness and length should be 
selected and they should be stacked nearly one above the other. Haphazard 
WC of spacers may lead to cracks and warps in timber. Planks may be placed 
slanting against a suppxt or against each other. 

Heavv weights should be 
straight do&g and after drying. 

placed on the top of the stack to keep the planks 
Random stacking hinders the process of uni- 

form drying. 

Generd requirement for air seasoning 
1. Ground for stacking must be clean, smooth and dry. 

2. Bark and wood waste must be removed from the stack. 

3. Foundation for the base can be made with the help of brick blocks 
spaced 40-50 cm. apart. Longitudinal members of good, seasoned timber- 
preferably treated-are piaccd in these blocks. Pianks etc. can <hen be stacked on 
these members with the help of spacers, 1” x l+” blocks of well seasoned timber. 

4. Spacers should be of uniform thickness, used for separating layers 
of planks, placed uniformly one above the other 30,60 cm. apart, sufficient ia 
number to prevent sagging. 

5. The width of the stack should normally not cxcccd 200 CN. 

6. Timbers of the same size should be stacked together as far as possible. 
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7. Rotten timbers should be immediately renmved from the stack. 

8. There should be a free passage for air to all parts of the stack. 

9. Regular inspection should be carried out to reduce decay and rotting 
and to prevent their further spread. 

Advantages : Air seasoning is very cheap and does not require any 
material or chemicals. After seasoning the timber becomes lighter, stronger, 
more stable, more resistant to decay, easier for work, paint and polish, easier to 
treat with preservatives. 
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GRASS AND PAIMYRA THATCH FOR R(POFiNG 

(Figures relate to Plate LXZV) 

Contnct &e:z~ : National Buildings Organization, New Delhi. 

Introdumion : Large sums of money and fime are spent periodically 
in the replacement of decayed building materials hke timber, bambo?, grass 
thatch andpalmyra leaves, etc. in order to make the houses suitable for habltation. 
Such organic materials are more susceptible to. decay, caused by the attack Of 
ftmgi and insects. Destruction by fire is caused 12 many places every year, partl- 
cularly in the rural areas. 

Preservative treatment of grasses and palmyra leaves used for roofing 
is very impxtaat to improve the qua!ity of tlie rural houses. 

The National Buildings Organisation, Delhi has developed a cheap and 
satisfactory method of preservative treatment against the insects and decay 
and also against fire. Through these treatments the expected service life of 3 
vc;~.rs of untreated gra3s-thatch can be extended upto 10 to 15 years. Similarly 
ihe expxted service life of nntreated palmyra leaves can be extended by 5 to 10 
\cars. 

1. i’,-&rnu~l ngni%vf fungi nlld imech (antiseptic treatment) 

(a) Clmnicals required 
(i> Copper sulphatr (neela thotha) 

(ii) Sodium dichromate (surkh kahi) 
(iii) Awtic acid (tezab sirka) 

(1~) Prcparntion of solution 
(i) DissoIvc carefully 8 kg. of copper sulphatc and 8 kg. sodium 

diclwoinatc (surkh knhi) in 200 litrcs of water (10 kerosene 
oil tins) 

(iij Add 50 gms. of acetic acid (tezab sirka) in the solution. 

To fncilitatc the dissolution of crystals, copper sulphate and sodium 
dichromarc conld be brokw down to pebble size and left in water overnight. 
T\rarm vatcr also facilitates and haTtens the dissolution. Acetic acid should be 
handled cxefully tn avoid 1~1xxx 

2. Trenfmmt ngi7ia.d fil-r 07111 decay (Fire ~ctardant-clrm-alltiscptic 
trentmer.t) 

(a) Chemicals required 
(i) Copper sulphate (nce!a thotha) 

(ii) B,!:-ic acid (boric amal) 
(iii) Zinc chloride (kupyatu ncaraya) 
(iv) Sodium dichromatc (surkh kahi) 

(h) Preparation of solution 
Dissolve 3 kg. of boric acid (boric anal), 1 kg. of copper sul- 
phate (nccla thotha), 5 kg. of zinc chlorldc (kupyatu nceraya) 
and 6 kg. of sodiuln dichromatc (surkh kahi) one after ano- 
thcr in 20 gallons of water (5 kerosene oil tins). 
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3. Equipment : Depending upon the quantity of grass or palmyra leaves, 
containers ofdifferent sizes are required for preparation of solution and for dipping 
the material for treatment. Since the material to be treated has to be kept dipped 
for several hstirs br sow%imcsfooi-several days, it is better to’haw bigger~containers, 
so that large quantities could be treated at a time, thus cutting short the period 
oftreatment. Half-drum shown in Fig. 1 is cheap and convenient where quantity 
ofmaterial to be treated is not large. The drum can also be cut and the cut 
portion turned back, as shown in Fig. 2. It can be used on platform for drawing 
the solution from the material after treatment and before final removal for 
drying, thus minimizing wastage of solution. 

Large petrol drums cut into half, can be Joined together to make bigger 
containers as shown in Figure 3. Wooden or other blocks should be used as 
stands to prevent wobbling of the drum. 

Concrete pits or brick pits lined with concrete as shown in Figure 4 could 
be used, whenever possible. But these must be cleaned very thoroughly before 
and after use so that in subsequent UP, the materials coming into their contact 
are not poisoned. 

4. Zreat1nent 
(ii The material to be treated. should he left in air for some days to dry, 

so that moisture content of the material is around 12-15%. It helps in fixationof 
some of these chcrnicals. Mz,tcrial with more than 20% m.oisture content can be 
treated with difficulty and would lex! to a consid,erable dilution of the solution. 

(ii) If the material needs to be cut or shaped, it should be done before the 
trcatmcnt. 

(iii) Thatch is usually tied. wit11 split bamboos and thcsc should be treated 
along with the thatch. Bamboos shou!d be split and cut into sizes before putting 
them into tanks for dipping. 

(iv) The leaves or bundles of grass: loose, or loosely tied together should 
be dipped into the preiervatirc solutma. These should be turned over a little 
so that thev wet well on all sides and thcrc is no hindrance to the absorption ofthe 
preservati&. It should be ensured that the grass and leaves remain totally sub- 
merged under the surfxc of the solution. 

(v) Bamboos to be trcatcd can be dipped along with the thatchorseparately 
as convenient. If the bamboo lenqdls are more thnn that of the container, then 
they could be placed in the si)lution with ox end sticking out as shown in Fig. 
5. After the period of trcatmcnt, these should be reversed so as to treat those 
end? which were sticking out. 

(T-i1 For antiseptic trcatincnts, iis-how d.ipping in lhc solution for the 
gr;~w-~l~atch and 24-1~~~ dipping L:r p~~l~iiyr~. lcavcs, arc sufficient. 

Fur fire and decay trcat:llcnt, 32-hour dippill,? in tllc solution for the grass- 
thatcll and 48-I~mr li,r palnlyra lc~vrs arc hund to 1~1: sufficient. 

cost 
(i) The avcragc cost of out kg. of ingrcdicnts for the control of fire and 

decav treatment is RF. 5/.. 
lea&s. 

It suficcs for 10 kg. of grass-tha.tch or ten palmyra 
Thus it comes to 50 p. pgcr kg. of tha,tch-grass or one pnl~m~);r~. leaf. 

(ii) The avcragc cost oL‘onc kg. of ingredients for antiseptic treatment is 
Rs. 4.50 which treats 30 kg. of thatch grass or 30 palmyra lcavcs. Thus it comes 
to 15 p. per kg. of thatch grass or one palmyra leaf. 

(iii) Two person? ran treat on an average one quintal of thatch per day. 
(iv) The price of two half-drum units of 44 litrcs or one unit of modified 

cut drum is about Rs. 100 including welding charges. They last for 4-5 years. 
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CINVARAM BLQCK PRESS 

(Figures relate to Plates LXV to LXVA) ,~,i; 

Contact Agency : Inter-American Housing Centre, Bogota, Colombia. ,,,,~ ,,::: ,,~, ,’ : 
Introduction : There has always been a need for a single low cost, por- 

,,, 

table machine for making building blocks and tiles from common soil. The 
cinvaram machine developed by Inter-American Housing Centre in Bogota, 
Colombia, fulfils this requirement. It has since been used extensively in deve- 
loping countries including India. The blocks and tiles made from this machine 
have several advantages. They are easy to make, are cheap, can be easily 
handled and need no baking. Transportation costs are avoided smce the machine 
is portable and the blocks are made near the construction site. 

Equipment : CinvaraAm block press, shown in fig. 7 weighs 63 kg., and 
has a dimension of 24 x 37 X 64 cm. Other particulars are as follows : 

Application force of lever 36 kg. 
Bearing strength of fully cured blocks 14-35 kg/cm.* 
Size of block 9cm.x14cm.X29cm. 
Size of tile 5 cm. X 14cm. X 29 cm. 
Average number of blocks or tiles 
made by 2 workers per day 300-500 
Average number of blocks needed for 
a two room house 2500 
Average number of blocks per 50 kg 

of cement 150 
4 different moulds for different kinds of blocks and tiles are available. 
Other equipment needed : 
1 wide-mouth glass jar 
6 mm. to 10 mm mesh wire screen 
Box, inside dimension (60 x4 x4) cm. 
Fine sieves 

Suitable mixing boards (120x 250 cm.) and (250 x 250 cm.) 
Bottomless measuring box 
Bottomed measuring box 

Shovels 
Sprinkling can 
-Mounting board (250 x 20 x 5) cm. 
4 bolts 1.5 cm.dia. x 8 cm. long 
8 workers are required for one machine. 

Processes : (i) Particle determination test : This test ana!yses the soil to 
find the ratio of sand to clay or silt. 

(a) Pass the soil through a 6 mm. screen. 

(b) Pour into a wide-mouth jar to fill it half. 
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(c) Fill the jar with water and cover it. 
(d) Add 2 tea spoonful of salt to help the clay particles settle faster. 
(e) Shake the jar vigorously for 2 minutes. 
(f) Set the jar on a level spot. 

The soil should settle in about half an hour. The sand will settle quickly 
at the bottom. The clay or silt particles will settle last. Measure the layers 
to determine the ratio of sand and clay or silt. Use the soil that is at least 1/3rd 
sand between 5 an 30 & clay or silt. The soil available can be made suitable by 
adding sand or clay. 

(ii) Compaction test : The test indicates the packing quality of the earth, 
which depends on the percentage of clay in the sample. 

(a) Take a handful of dry, screened earth and moisten it until it is damp 
enough to form a ball when squeezed in the hand, but not so damp 
that it will leave more than a slight trace of water on the palm. 

(b) Drop the ball from a height ofabout three feet on to the hard ground. 
If the ball breaks into a few smaller pieces, the packing quality is 
good to fair. If it disintegrates the quality is poor. 

(iii) Box test : The box test is guide to the proper soil-cement ratio. It 
measures the shrinkage ofsoil which contains no stabilizer. The box should have 
these inside measurements (4 X 4 X 60) cm. 

(a) Oil the inside surface of the box thoroughly. 
(b) Pack the box wall with moist soil, previously passed through 6 mm. 

mesh screen. The soil should be moistened to pack well, but it 
should not be muddy. 

(c) Tamp, especialiy at the corners. 
(d) Smooth off the surface with @ stick. 
(e) Place the box in the sun for three days or in the shade for seven days. 

It should be protected from rain. 
(f) Measure the shrink age by pushing the dried sample to one end of the 

box. The following table gives the cement to soil ratio to be used 
for different shrinkages. 

Shrinkage Cement to soil ratio 

Not over 15 mm. 1 part to 18 parts 

15 mm. 30 mm. 1 part to 16 parts 

30 mm 45 mm. 1 part to 14 parts 

45 mm. 60 mm. 1 part to 12 parts 

1\-hen lime is used instead of cement, use double the amount. Do not use 
the soil if it cracks or shrinks more than 60 mm. 

(iv) J4u!ri~rg block and tiles 
(aj Determine the number ofblocks and tiles needed. 3 blocks give one 

sp. ft. of wall, 2 tiles give one sq. ft. of flooring. 
[,I~) rig at a selected s at. Normally 15 cm.-30 cm. depth should bc 

enough. Sandy soil with a low proportion of clay makes better 
blocks. 

(c) Cment mixing : The soil dug should be screened through 6 mm. 
i0 mm. wire mesh. Both cement mixing and moisture mixing 
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should be done thoroughly. A suitable mixing board (120x 
250) cm. is needed. Set a large bottomless measuring board on 
the mixing board. Fill it with soil and level offi the top. Lift 
the box, leaving a measured pile of soil on the board.,’ The soil 
should spread out over the mixing board as the box is lifted. Use 
a smaller bottomed measuring box for a measured amount of 
cement. The cement should be emptied evenly over the soil. 
After a correct proportion has been emptied, mix the cement and 
soil by turning it over with a shovel until It changes uniformly 
throughout to a different shade of colour. 

(dj Moisture mixing : Add water with a sprinkling can withcut making 
puddles. (Fig. 2). Mix it thoroughly again, by turning It over with 
a shovel, check whether the moisture is correct by squeezing a 
handful of mixture. If dropped on to a hard surface from shoul- 

*’ der height, it should break into small fragments. The mixture 
should be used within one hour after water has been added. 

(e) Pressing : Open the cover. Push the piston down. Dump the 
proper amount of soil-cement mixture into the box. Fill the 
corners of the box to the top. (Fig. 2). Press a bit in the corners 
with your fingers. Replace the cover. Move the lever to a vertical 
position. (Fig. 3). Disengage the lever iatch. Move the lever to 
a horizontal position on the side opposite to the lower rollers. 
(Fig. 4). One man of average weight should be able to move the 
lever up and down with only two or three pushes. Do not exert 
extra pressure. The lever must be lowered completely. (Fig. 5). 
Move the lever to a vertical position, engage the lever latch 
and return the lever to its rest position on the lower rollers. open 
the cover. Depress the lever steadily to eject the block. (Fig 6). 

If the blocks are lifted from the machine and carried properly and care- 
fully, and if the mixture is correct and the machine is in good adJustment, the 
blocks will not break easily. Press in on opposite ends of the block with the 
fingers closed, using part of the palm. (Fig. 7). To set the brick down, tip it 
into .,lace on its side. 

(f) Curing and stacking of blocks : The blocks should be laid on flat, un- 
moped, clean ulanks, wide enough to support the full width of 
the block?. If‘such boards are not available, the blocks should 
be placed on smooth ground covered with paper or leaves so that 
they are not in direct contact with the earth. If the block 
stacks cannot be put inside a shelter, cover them with heavy paper 
or plastic. 

After overnight drying, the blocks should still be protected from the 
weather, because they must still cure slowly for four or five days m.ore. For the 
first four days, they should be sprinkled lightly with water twice a day. A plastic 
cover is useful to maintain moisture in the pi!e. If lime is used, double the curing 
time. The blocks must not be stacked solidly, there should be a space of about 
an inch between blocks to iet them cure properly. A good stacking arrangement 
is three blocks side bv side with an inch space between them, crossed with three 
blocks above ahernahng the direction of each layer. (Fig. 8). The blocks can bc 
used for building after a week. 
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Who’s Who in Appropriate Technology 



INTRODUCTION 

This is a preliminary attempt to prepare a list of individuals and 
institutions who are conceptually interested or practically involved in the 
promotion of appropriate technology. The list runs into three parts: two for 
individuals in India and abroad and one for international institutions. The terms 
‘appropriate technology’ or ‘intermediate technology’ and several others of the 
same connotation are less than two decades old. However, in India, the concept 
has aii aiong been a component part of the constructive movement launched 
by Gandhiji over half a century ago. People like Jamunalal Bajaj, Maganlal 
Gandhi, Kumarappa, several sarvodya workers, Ram Krishan Mission and such 
other organisations have been seriously interested in the work. Sri Jayaprakash 
Narayan and Acharya Vinoba Bhave provided leadership for the movement 
after Gandhiji died. It is for this reason that, there are at present thousands of 
workers in India at every level who are concerned with one or other aspect of 
appropriate technology directly or indirectly. 

Sophisticated western technology and the spell of automation and energy- 
intensive and capital-intensive resources, however, continued to remain a major 
obsession ith the world including the Indian intellectuals and ruling elite 
until the pioneering efforts of Dr. E. F. Schumacher. Schumacher’s studies 
and writings made many thoughtful people realise the impossibility of achie- 
ving the goal of an affluent society for the whole world with the existing 
material and energy resources which are by their nature limited and non- 
renewable. He started a movement of intermediate technology in the world 
which concern$ itp~lf~wi<h si~ple..liyi,~g,.: p,r~~ervati04of-~co,~~~~~,~~~~~ironrnent 
and the lifiing, nature’ g,,,&f; ‘;rs:‘, p&g .an&; Ijlrra;eb i& ‘e&;ronment,’ 

‘ecology,’ ‘pollution,’ ‘habitat,’ ‘limits to growth, etc. have suddenly assumed 
great importance all over the world stimulating action by groups as well as by 
individuals. Thinkers like Ivan Illich, Barbara Ward, Barry Commoner and 
others have enriched the concept and produced systematic literature on the 
subject. Institutions like Intermediate Technology Development Group and 
its network all over the worle, Brace Research Institute, Canada, the ‘Whole 
Earth Catalogue’ ‘Ecology Action,’ ‘ the New Alchemy Institute,’ ‘VITA,’ ‘Move- 
ment for a New Society’ etc. have taken up practical projects. Even before 
these concepts acquired currency in the western world, there were devoted 
workers, church missionaries and other groups, who had been working in the 
name of God, religion or humanity for the weaker communities, rural areas, 
tribal and inaccessible areas ir? Africa, Asia and Latin America and nsed the 
methods of intermediate and appropriate technology. 

To collect the material for this list was by no means an easy task. Efforts 
to gather infornration through letters and questionnaires did not succeed in 
mar.; cases. There are in ?he field quite a number of exponents and practi- 
tioners of appropriate technology information about whom we failed to collect. 
But we are keen to make it more comprehensive and will welcome information 
and suggestions. Now that this initial effort has acquired a shape it may be 
made more useful by adding new names in other editions. 

Several of the members of the executive committee of the Appropriate 
Technology Development Association (ATDA) have done commendable work 
in appropriate technology. Their names are not repeated in the list to avoid 
duplication. These can be found in the list of the members of the executive 
committee already given on the back cover of this volume. 



AG.AR\VAI., \zrr.~~-.~““~,:.*ii,* 
Indian F.xpwss, Bshrdar sir;*,, /r&r M”lnrg, 
New Iklhi. 

IIUNX, I..-cc,,. 0. P.--.4gridluie and w’dm. 
Erccufivc Director; Action Toor Pod Prod.lction 
c-13, N. D South l?xten.-Ii, New Delhi- llOO19. 



KAPOOR, R. x.-Train&! and Rereoich. 
Principal, Ailahabad Polytechnic, Hllddx‘d. 

Frie*<,r Kurd cen,re, Rasulia, M. P. 

KAPdOR, Dr.-Paddy Huik Rereorcir- 
3eparimcnt of mderial science, l.I.I’., ICanpur. 

Guni5an Institute of Stuck, Rajghilt, Vuranusi. 

KRISHNASimxtTLiY, Dr. ch.-D~:“,md awuiwe. 
Adviser cm.3 Project Director; \I1 lndiv Coordinvtcd 
Research Pmjj,ct For Dryland Agriculture, Hydcru- 
*bad. 

SIAZUM”AR, I,.-C0llq.C Lraihr,. 

Block No. 7; 7 luy. Housing SOCiCIY, 1rla, Ikmrhay 

ml 03. 

.\‘“HSI.Y, Dr. .\1. A-&dand d.~riri‘liurc. 
soil Phyiiciif, r\gricoit”r;r, I?Psr~xrc,, l”Sfif”,P, Knlllk, 
Rsnc,,i. 

Kvdarn KU”, P*tna--4. 

Dirertnr General, C.S.I.R., lbfi &kg, New Delhi- 
110 on,. 

PADMANABHAM, v.-.%I& osd aillogc ildurtrim. 
Gamihigram, Ivhiu*i, l-and Nadu. 

P‘\NDIY*, AKVIND--S&r a&ment md rercarcli. 
Khadi lhpg samiti, Ahrnedabad. 

PAWT, Dr. 1). ,~.-Rmorc,i ond &inr*&n. 
Vice.Cli*“cdlar, K”“,,“” University, Naini Ed. 

PURSHUTAM lx--Rice nliuilrg moiiri3~rgi.. 
Kisn” Krishi Yantra “dyng, 64 Moti *kw*n, 
Collectorganj, Kanpur, 208 001. 

PARIKH, MOH*N-&iea,c,~ arid Deaeio&mt. 
Director; t&o TooisRcse*rch Ccntre, Swnchi, v*sa- 
hnt, Baidoli, Cujsrut. 

,‘,.“;X,NG RESE;\L<CH AXD AcTlON D,V,SIOX 
-A&m Rescm,,. 

state Planning 1nrtitutc, Rvlukanknr Ho”**, 
hck”“iv; u. P. 
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R.W/Km, Smt. SOBH.4iv- wsmcn and socid ml/m 
lh”idhi, Kaiturbv Tmt, “Nechchnl”, Lkncr Knurl, 

SETH D. S.--Decenb”lired sources of ancr~j 
Chairman; Tata Energy Resesrch Institute, Bombay 

A”“&, Pnnc. Moure, Horni Mody street, Em”h*y 400 023. 

RAO, u. SrnNKAR--lldO”d W.lfPT hmsfio~t. 
Indivn Centre of Maritime Eco”omics,Ho”gh*y lbinr, 

SHARIVIA, ASHOI--A&dl”“al rescorch. 

102/F, Ercnd”*n*, P”“C. 
Km&l Nehru Institute of Science and Tdl”oIogy, 
Soltanpnr, U.P. 

REDDY, Prof. A. K. N.-Re$eorch. 
ASTRA, Institute of Science, Bangalore. 

SHARMA, Dr., T. N.--P*lterJ cd Ceramirr. 
484, College Rnud, Iihuj*, “. P. 

R”DPL4MclOXTHY, B.-Rural deda~nrent. 
Adviser (Rural Devcl”p*“ent/ M*m*l Servicer (F, 

SIDDH’J, G. s.-.slnoll scolcpopr and o*cr imhbid research. 

Ltd., LIaf*thl centre, Narim*n Point, Bornbuy-1. 
Director, Region*1 Research I.abor*tnry, Hy*u*bad. 

ROY, S‘mJIT-I”fegrded rural hdo*mm*. 
SINGH, M”K*T-Edudion mui trOi”in&7. 

Uirector: Social work and Kesevrch ckntre, Tilonia 
Director; Amarpurkashi Village Project, Via. Bilari, 

305 812, Ajrmr, Rajasthun. 
Mor*dab*d. 

R”R.4.L FrlBRIC CENTKE-spi”nmg 0”d “wing. 
SINGH, RAM BUX-Biopx. 

Permmillur: Tirupura, Tamil Iv*&. 
fooy Gas Erperimenral Station, Ajitmal, Etawah, 

SW, Dr., I’. K--inie&“d xro, dei&mm,it on* cducn,ion. 
Scva-Bhar:~li. I<q,gati, “is,t. hlidnapur, M’. I+.*,. 

SIXGM, GEETA PRASAD--X.ml Indur~ries. 
Rnml Indurt~ic9 Projmt, Munpur, Gay*. 

‘I‘HAKAR, c:. v-Bee-km/ii”& fh$l bored indus*lrics. 
67,1xX, .4z*dN*g*r,“ecr* rkrai Kd.AnLlheri (west), 
Bombay 400 cm. 

\‘ERGHESE, B. G.--Editor 
Comm~rcr Weekly, Scindia I~I~use, New Delhi- 
i113001. 

SESH1CR1, Dr., c. V.-Reread, “,Z .d,rmico, m,qineaiinp. 
Ad,-iwr nod Con.s’A;rat; Ski ,I. \I. ar. ac,,,,,,, ,\~El.:\KK.m, \\‘. .A-mire, Cmm, bamboo *d hnnd-made 
ChCfti** RcSCa*rh Cmtrc, I i/12; Snrt!~ Bench Roar{, pqom. 
bhdras-600 ci”l. 90, Parijlat, \ishnunagar, Dombi~li (\l'&)s Distt. 

Than*, Bombay. 

WORLD 

~\COR\T. \IE~G--F,nnli .mde rechna,“,~,. ;\KINRIII.E. I. A.-l,uiiisiri”, rc:rorch. 
Gor-rrnorr sutr Il,:irmi,y; Pmk 1:orm S”“th; I,. rcdcw, ,nr,itutc of Indurtliill Rencarch, Private hI=il 
60+66; U.S..\. Bag 1023, Ilkjn Aiipmt, L.*gos Stiile. X‘i&*. 

ADRIRO, Dr. E- ‘T S.-Smali ride Lechoi”,qJ. AL.BA, M--l?urol tcchol”gp 

Faculty “f Tcch”“l”~y, Mal;e*ere “nivPrdty, 1’. 0. Director; Technology ind DeveloplW5nt I*Stitutcs 

Box 7062, Kumpala, Uga”h F,*rt-west Ccntre, Hnwnii 968”2, u. s. A. 

~\GBLE, Dr. w. K.--igricuNure. 
*I.wARD, RoN-,9dar nnd wind mergy, desolinolion. 

Director; Cmjx md Research Inrlifule, Council for 
Brzlce Research Institute, MacDonald College of 

ScientiSc and Indnstriai Rcwurch, I;““&, Ghan*. 
~ccin ~niuersi~~, sre. AWX de Belhue, Qwbec, 
C;m*da. 
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AMOAH, J. K.-Wage Indurlrh. BUTLER, R. G. J.-Remrch. 

~ac,dt~ofi~~, university of Science and Tech”“%’ senior research cm&r, hstitnte of Standards and 

(“ST), Klnnasi, Ghana. Industrial Reseerch, Council for Scie”tific =“d I”- 
dust&d Research, P. 0. Box M 32, Accra, Ghana. 

AMPRATwuM, D. B.-A~@d!ura. 

APPBLE, GEORGE N.-Anthroimlogy 
Philips, Maine 04966, u. s. A. 

ARRETEA”, PHrLLIPeRur*l Dr”cloPmnt. 
P*za”*m 07230, Lahlachere, France. 

ARIYARATNE, A. 

CARRUTMERS, I.-W&r nrppb, wind pw. 
w,e college, Ashford, Kent, United Kmgddom. 

CH~, GEORGE L.-Metlionc, ui&zgc im!usl~, ndilrion, 
Wddr ?“#Pb. 

south pacisc comnissiOn, P. 0. Box D-5, Nounm 
Cadex, New Cakdonia. 

CHARLES, REV. s.--7cdkmhJE,,. 
?vkt,, Madura, 7%. 77, De Soya .R”nd, hloratuwa, samrd university, st. ~amabas Vicarage, Fredc+k 

Sri Lanka. Road, Salfard, United Kingdom. 

BAKER, Dr., R.4NDALL-Econorni. 
CHOA, SWEE LIN-Tpchmio8.Y. 

Overreds De”elopr”e”r Group. u”i=+ty 9’ East- 
University Permian ~d+a, P. 0. Box 203, S**sei 

A”& N”tiCh, NOR s*c, Norfolk, U”“edKmgd”“1. 
Bei, Selangor, \ve*t ivhhlysia. 

B.4NJQ Dr. .A-Rural *ech.olagy. CHRISTL4NS, Prof. I.-Hourins”. 

Head, Science and Technalogy Section, United Na- 
Had, Departnlent cd hrchitechuc, univeraiw ?f 

tionn Economic Comnlisrion Fur Xftica (ECA), P. Cl. 
Science and Tcdmologv, (UST), Kmmi, ml=*=. 

Ror 3005, Addis Ahiba, Ethiopia. C”I”FFOLI, M-Training. 

BECH, J.--Housing. 
ASIP, vi* Federico ccsi 30, 00193, Rome, Itab. 

Departmnt ol Housing and Ph”uli% Research 
Faculty of Arctitccture, ““iwrsitg of science and 

CLARK, Dr., N. c.-Emc?mi~~. 

Technology (UST), Kumani, Ghana. 
Dcpsr,ment oc ,“terna,io”ai Eronomic St”rk., U”i- 
vemity or ClUl~OW, Glasgow, Scotl*“d. 

BECKEL, J.-Technok?~ mea,& 
RBCillCh I”s*it”teforI”tPr”atona, Tedloo-Economic CIARKE, A. B. nr.-E‘<d~~~. 

Coaperation.Tecl,nica!uni~~,~i~~, hchen, ‘Thcdncr- 
wye C”!lcge, 73 Sunderland SIICPC. Tirkhill, Do*- 

stmsre-SS, D 5100 .4achcn, West G~:rmn”y. csister, Yorki, r-“ited RingAm. 

BERKOH, 4. IL “.-m$zp i,Ld”Sl”J. 
CLARKE, ROBIN-TJI r~chiwlo&e~$. 

DeP=rtm~,t of Indurtrd Art, Correge~orArt, “oive~- 
8 Lumberi strcei, Londun; E”g-ia”d. 

s$;an;f, Scrence and Technology (bSTj, Kumasr, CL41-TON, Dr., E.-.4eric!Alural mrchonizotiarl. 
W,e Collrge, Ashford, KC”~, United Kingdom. 

BHMLA, A. s.-~~wt.vnic,. 
prokct Manager, wxld hpioynlent Proqrammc, 

COKE, Prof., S.-Economici. 

c khnolo,gy), I.L.O., Gme\.a,Switzerla”d. 
Dmpartment olEconomics, University Of Edi*b*rghz 
Erlinbulph, EHS 9 .Jv, United Kingdom. 

Bml-i-3 wm.AM.-sonitory lotline,, on* hum huiidi,,g 
Hogging Resarc!i, 3707, ~ca”“e iuance, h~a”tre.l,, 

c!OLI>OMsON, J. M.-Rural ‘fe”elopmm~. 

Canada. 
Gmup de recherchz sur I.3 technologies aW+eCS 
54 rue de “arcnne 75007, Park, France. 

XGG, Dr., GORDON, W.-Bent hUildi”&q 
110.5 mv”m”dy Crescent, Ott*wa, Ontario, Canad*, 

CONGDON, R. J.-Appm,pia*e T&oi”gJ duc=hol 

KZE, 5.43 
mnierialr. 

Technisdx Hopdml, Eindhow”, Postbus w 

BOREL, P.-hr$J nnd tnmpopon problenr. 
Endhove*, Netherl*nds. 

63 Troisieme Avcnw, 66?G1 hne12la~~, rmncc. COOK, ,,oHN-ibfedicine. 

BORTEI-DOKU, E.--i(aur;q. 
“nirmity of Edinburgh, 23 i\*urr*yfic,rl i2venuc, 

FacukY or Architrctm, Uniwsity or cGhnn*, ,.C&““, 
Edinburgh 1x112 UN, United Kingdom. 

Gh*na. COWARD, I.. D. G.--Feud prann;w 

BOULTER, S.-Emironme,Ll. 
Tropical Products Institute, Culhnm, Nr Abin~dn”, 

society for Enriro”me”tal Impro”e”e”t,, Clydeq 
“erkr, “. Ic. 

~;;o-i”+3~n, Nr. Atton, Hampshire, Uniter, COXWCIRTH, E.-IAlfher tannin,& mudi-scale reclho- 
“I k&i. 

ASSO&,,C Research Oficer, Chcmirtry Division, San- 
BRACHI, P.-Biolcchric rereorc~ and rle,:e,,/,unenr. kafchc\r*” Reseurch Cam”<& 30 Campus Drive, 

23, Girborne Green, Dcrhr DE, 3N& Eng,*“~. Saekatoo”, SnsL*rchewl”, S7N 0x1, Canada. 

BRONCHKORST, B. “AK--~c,eo,cil. CRAWFORO, D. G.--Haurb,g. 
Technixhe Hagesehool, ~indhoven, Nethcrhndr. Building Design Partnership, 74 Regina Road, Fin- 

BRUNET, ERIC--Small-,cslc ag,iu,turol e&,,,n,. 
*bury Park, London iw 3PP, united Kingdom. 

Brace Rsearch l”stitute, MacDonald College of CRISP, M1C~~~,.--~onununi~~~,~ ?f o,,,s,/irofiriarc tccltno- 
,opJ in d~d~pirig cowulicI. 

Norrby Gard, ,701 I DrotthinShhoh”, Swede”. 

,,:~, ,, ,,, ,,~,~,i,,, ,i,.::ll,a& 
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I>.m*h*,NYAh,A, n.--r”dipm housing. GHADIALLY, JAL--Small scale induftv. 
Dean of FvC”ltr (Civil Eq’, hlongnh, sfiltc Uni- Canvdian ‘lunger Fo”“datio”, 75 Sparks street, 
vemiry, bIo”golin. cltt*w*, ont*rio, KIP, 5A5, C*n*d*. 

GIRARDIER, .,. P.Salar ~umj. 
,KZ,,J,ER, S.--srimce Wli~,,. President Dir~twr General; SOFRETES, B. P. 153, 

Research Poiicy ProSrrm. University of Lund, Sohe 4.5203 hlo*tnrgis, *r*nce. 
gntan 8, S-22362 Lund; S,rrdm. 

GLAL’SER, J. T.- W’i,ad jovmr, uood ~reolmcn!, smnN 
DC G.4FI‘.JOHXSON, Dr., J. w. s.-Hm”;ng nnd road m.wki”cr~. 

hililding; Unirerridad dc LOS Andes, Calle 18, A Carrern 1‘3, 
Building and R”Jd Rcsrvrch I”rfif”fr, unmrrity of Ap”““do Aereo 1976, Il~igota, Colombia. 
science md Tcchnolo.~. P. 0. BOX 10, ‘-&masi, 
man*. GOULET, DENN,SS~&lq,~ end &l”#m!. 

Centltre for the Study of Development and Social 
lx? s,L\-A, N. K.-Rural rerii?zoolo~~~. Chang.z, 133, I\‘asr*ch.rettr Are. (Harvard Sqwe), 

~eienrch Devel”p”mf Division, Ca-oprrative \l:hole- Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA 02138. 
de Estublirhment. 21 v*or*,c street, C”,““,h” 2, 
Sri Lanka. GREEN, Dr. D.-&ricu,trm ord economics. 

DE ,\‘,,.DE, TOx-~.I. T. riro,rh. 
University C:ollegc of Wdes, Ahrrystwyth, Department 

1’. 0. 0. I... c:o Trcbnidre H 0gexh001. liindh”\~m, 
or Agricultur*l Eccnomics, l’engakds, Aberyrlwyth, 

P”i,hiii 5 13, Eindhoiem Serherlundr. 
United kingdom Sy23 3,lD. 

I~IcN1xs0x; H.-F<~~r”-c~“,cri* bon, bzdrii,,,, A. ‘r. 
GRELIN, ..2.-A,~d&mll moo. 

.Sis,T>,bi. 
73 Arbin par h~““tc”di*“, Lyon, Fr*ncc. 

School Of B,gincrrimS Scirnce. Uz,iue*si,y o! Edi,,. 
irurgll. Kings Bu’lrhg, .\h>fiCl<i Rour,, Edill,,nrg$, 

GYIR”.AYOR”, Ii. I.-Ruml hilrlrier. 

Eli 93 JL, L-niml Kingiom. 
Ken).* ,“d,,rt~**, Lst;,m, P. 0. Box 18282, Nairobi, 
Kenya. 

I,IcKsox, DA\-,,,- -.I u,,, 0,. 
1” C:hrloi sqmic. I.‘liK!n,,; l.\V.,, c-ni(cc, ‘Gng. 

H.\UAAMB~4~ :\.-~~-Rcr”l i?,d,LWi~~. 

dam. 
Miniitry oi ,t,,rd De~ciopmeut, Natoral Resourcer 
Ikvrln,ment coilcgc, P. 0. ‘30x Ch. 99, Lnraka, 

I::,\Es. s. \‘.--llG~bir<i, e#w,~,ni,,:. 
\vi,,iam ,w,rr,,o,, il,,i,dinq. E<,inburqh ISiS YJY, 

Frnjcct miccr, Intnmr‘li:~lc ‘I’clhn”i”gy \~o~hrh”,>r; 
,‘,,i,Cd Ki”:il”“~. 

I’. 0. ,l”l 4”‘; %;lrin. x-c: Stat?. &wi:,. ,,!\RPE,I. P,TLII--Aui,ror. 
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